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Rubinstein

named as A-G

ITV reporter Ayala Hasson (right) meets with Cmdr. Sando Mazor (left), head of the Police Investigations Unit, and Asst-Cmdr.
Doron Beit-Nir at TV House In Jerusalem ye&erday. (Biwn Headier)

‘Bar-On Affair’ probe begins

Hefetz hopes to conclude within ‘a few days’

B> BATSHEVA TSURjgdBWUWfgOjPgil -

Police Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz

expressed hope yesterday that fee investigation

into fee “Bar-On for Hebron” affair would be
concluded within a few days.

“I hope the investigation will be over in a

few days,” Hefetz told reporters at National

Police Headquarters after a special police

investigative team was appointed under fee

deputy bead of investigations, Lt-Cmdr.
Ya'acov Grossman.

"

Noting die “public importance and sensitivi-

ty of the highest order” involved, Hefetz
“1 fed it’snotgood to drag ont an issue

like this; it has to be clarified as soon as possi-

ble,”
.

Acting Attorney-General Edna Arbel yester-

day ordered fee police to begin an immediate
investigation into fee abortive appointment of

Channel 1, Hasson stand by story,
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Roni Bar-On as attorney-general, and instruct-

ed them to complete it as soon as possible.

Arbel node this decision after a two-hour

meeting wife Cradr. Sando Mazor, head of the

Police Investigations Division, in response to

last week’s Channel 1 report alleging that Bar-

On’s appointment had been demanded by Shas
MK Aryeh Deri as the price of Shas’s support

in fee cabinet vote on fee Hebron redeploy-

ment.

Deri, according to the report, wanted Bar-On
because the latter had promised him a plea bar-

gain in the criminal case against him, which
would enable him to resume a cabinet seat.

Arbel said the suspicions raised by this report

created a “supreme national interest” in getting

Continued on Page 2

By EYELYN GORDON
and UAT COLLINS

Jerusalem District Court Judge
Elyakira Rubinstein will be fee

next attorney-general. Justice

Minister Tzahi Hanegbi
announced yesterday.

The appointment must be
approved by the cabinet: which is

to meet on Wednesday for this

purpose. Rubinstein - a respected

jurist with a lengthy career in the

civil service - is expected to win

easy approval.

Hanegbi said yesterday feat

Supreme Court Justice Aharon
Barak has also given die appoint-

ment his blessing.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu congratulated

Rubinstein on his appointment,

and said: “The appointment will

add a great deal of honor and
integrity to the Israeli legal sys-

tem.”

Rubinstein was rumored to be

fee government’s first choice for

the attorney-generalship even
before the appointment of Roni
Bar-On, but he was reportedly not

interested in feejob. After fee Bar-

On fiasco, however, Hanegbi
approached him again, and
Rubinstein agreed to take the job
yesterday.

Hanegbi said he thought
Rubinstein’s appointment would

Elyaknn Rubinstein

“strengthen fee rule of law in

Israel and make an important con-
tribution to fee legal system.”

The proposed appointment of
Rubinstein was greeted warmly in

political circles. Knesset Law
Committee Chairman Shaui

Yahalom (National Religious
Party) said: “We are talking about
the right man, who was elected to

the right position at the right time

to bring about fee desired calm in

fee country’s judiciary."

“The Netanyahu government
needs more than anything else the

legal advice of a decent person

and l believe Rubinstein will be

faithful to the law, justice and

democratic values as he has

proven to be in the past,” Labor
faction chairman Ra’anan Cohen
said. “Had this appointment been

made before it could have prevent-

ed the whole scandal and mess
surrounding the appointment of

Roni Bar-On.”
Meretz leader Yossi Sand

praised the appointment, saying:

“He is a man of experience and

integrity and is deserving of this

esteemed position as fee position

is deserving of him.”

Law Committee member AJex

Lubotsky (Third Way) praised fee

appointment and said: “It will go a
long way in restoring public faith

in fee judicial system and easing

fee conflicts over law versus

Haiacha.”

Rubinstein, SO, received his law

degree from Hebrew University.

He began his civil service career

more than 20 years ago as an aide

to then-defense minister Moshe
Dayan, and rose to deputy head of
the Defense Ministry’s legal

department before moving wife
Dayan to the Foreign Ministry as

the latter’s bureau chief in 1977.

He was involved in the Camp
David negotiations wife Egypt,
and in 1981 became fee Foreign

Continued on Page 2

Likud, Labor MKs
sign plan for final status

Rabbi helps

Shahak find
Swiss diplomat terms crisis

over Nazi dealings ‘war’
grave

BvARffBOmUVAN

HiswhoteBfe, Chief of.StaffLt.-

Gen. Amnon Lipkm-Shahak only

knew his grandfather had been

buried somewhere ou Jerusalem’s

Mounr of Olives. But thanks to fee

persistent efforts of a local rabbi,

Shahak, 52, took a break from Ins

-defense duties last week to visit fee

gravelbr fee first time.

His grandfather. Rabbi Moshe-

Yhzhak Lipkm, was a Carlin bas-

sid who died75 years ago. He was
buried in the sect’s plot, but its

exact location was never recorded

by-fee burial society.

Rabbi Yeboshua Sbeinberger,

chapman of fee Halachic

Medicare Organization and a close

friend of Shahak, beard fee story

and took it upon himself to find

fhft praryffather’s grave. He even-

many located an elderly man who
knew-Rabbi Lipkin and who-

directed ltim to fee grave.
.

•

*1 found a neglected and weed-

covered tombstone,” Sbemberger

sti&rl cleaned it up and polished

the stone.” „ . . . ,

LasrWednesday, Sbembeigerlcd

Shahak, surrounded by some of his

closest, aides, to his

gravefor fire first tunem ms lire.A
mtoy^ was-formed, psalms: Said

and prayers recited- At

SbahaJL fee commanderoffee IDF,

was fell atone at fee

*T felt satisfied that I was able to

hrip&nnon ft*1

«ak*. Shembetger said. *1 fett
.

fear? was giving him a spintnal

> •

'

ZURICH (AP) - Switzerland’s

ambassador to fee US described

fee mounting crisis over alleged

Swiss dealings wife Nazis in

World War H in terms of a “war”

.that must be won, a newspaper

reported yesterday.

. An internal strategy report feat

Ambassador Carlo Jagznetti seat

to Switzerland in December also

spoke of opponents who “cannot

be trusted,” fee SonmogsZeitung
newspaper, said, ...

: hi the confidential document,
which was leaked to fee newspaper
Friday, Jagmetti describes fee bar-

rage of allegations against fee

cxxmtryasa’Va^tbmSwitzedand
“hasto fightand win on two fronts:

externaland internal.”

Jewish claims must be settled in

one general payment, he said.Then

“peace would return on all levels.”

He also writes that a “deal" to

end fee crisis is possible because

Jewish groups and US Senator

Alfonse D’Amato “must be
quickly satisfied,” the newspaper
said.

Jewish Agency Chairman
Avrahafe Burg reacted angrily to

fee ambassador’s choice of
words.
“If we are fee enemies, then be

truly has a war on his hands,” he
said in Denmark, where he was en
route to Zurich for the January 30
meeting of fee Swiss bankers

association committee.

“Fortunately, modem Jewry of

fee last 50 years has developed a

strange habit of not losing wars.

It seems feat Jagmetti belongs to

the old school of thought, which

maintains that Jews should be
pursued by persecution and that

verbal violence can be used as

means of persuasion,” Burg said.

“This incident must immediately
be publicly renounced and its

messenger privately disci-

plined.”

By UAT COLLINS

Three Labor MKs, led by Yossi

Beilin, and five Likud MKs, head-
ed by Michael Eitan, have signed

a document entitled a “National

Agreement Regarding the

Negotiations on the Permanent
Settlement with die Palestinians,”

drawn up after three mouths of
discussions.

Members of both parties yester-

day presented President Ezer
Weizman wife the document.
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Labor leader

Shimon Peres also have been
given copies. The Prime

Minister’s Office has repeated its

statement feat fee discussions

were taken at a personal initiative

and do not obligate the Likud or

the government
Several MKs who participated

Excerpts of document,
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in the talks did not agree to sign

fee final document, but both
Beilin and Eitan said others are

expected to put theirnames to it. It

was signed for Labor by Beilin,

Haim Ramon and Shlorao Ben-

Ami and by Likud-led MKs Eitan,

Ze’ev Boim, Meir Sheetrit,

Yehuda Lankri and Eliezer

Zandberg.
The document contains nine sec-

tions ranging in subject from bor-

ders and security to water, econo-

my and education.

Two points ou which fee teams
could not agree and on which
more than (me version was sug-

gested were the Iordan Valley and
fee nature of fee Palestinian entity.

Continued on Page 2
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I Yosef rejects Deri’s

request to quit
By SARAH HONIC

Shas rallied around its belea-

guered leader Aiyeh Deri yester-

day and the party’s mentor Rabbi
Ovadia Yosef announced that he

was rejecting Deri's request to quit

politics.

Deri had reportedly told Yosef

that he had had enough after he

was accused of threatening to

bring down the government and
vote against the Hebron agreement
if Roni Bar-On was not appointed

attorney- general. His support for

Bar-On, according to charges

aired by TV’s Channel 1, hinged

on Bar-On's alleged willingness to

pay for his appointment by allow-

ing Deri to plead guilty to a mis-

demeanor at his current trial.

Yosef underscored the sense of

grievance in the party when he

said that he personally feels slight-

ed by the notion that the party's

support for the Hebron agreement

is being considered a trade-off for

a plea bargain for Deri.

All of Shas's MKs, its ministers
and Council of Torah Sages gath-
ered in Yosef's home last night to
express solidarity with Deri, who
was absent himself. The MKs and
ministers then all called on Deri.
When all the meetings were

concluded MK Shlomo Benizri -
considered Deri's leading com-
petitor inside Shas - read out the
party resolution “rejecting this lat-

est in a series of libels against
Deri." Benizri explained that “we
have decided to get together
because a friend of ours is in trou-
ble and distress. He is being
accused of being a mafia chief, no
less, and we want him to know
that we are one with him."
Yosef said that whatever charges

are levelled at Deri “are in effect

levelled at me. too. Shas voted for

the Hebron agreement because of
my Halachic ruling. Those who
say it was all done because of a
deal to win a plea bargain for Deri
insult me. It is as if my rulings

have nothing to do with the
Halacha, but with immediate

gains. These people are saying
that in fact Hebron means nothing
to me except what I can get in

return for abandoning it, that it is

merchandise to be bartered with."

Participants at yesterday's meet-
ing said Yosef had received a mes-
sage from Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu, who
expressed his faith in Deri. Yosef,
The Jerusalem Post was told, was
very grateful and a meeting
between him and Netanyahu
might take place soon.

Deri himself continued to vehe-
mently demy yesterday that tie

sought to win a plea bargain or
that he foiled the appointment of
his own private attorney Dan Avi-
Yitzhak as attorn v-general. Deri
dismissed Channel 2's hints that

it wasAvi-Yitzhak who had leaked

the accusations against Deri to

Channel 1.

Shas members reportedly
believe the NRP was the source of
Channel l's story. Party insiders

point to the fact that already when
the Bar-On appointment was

voted upon in the cabinet earlier in

the month, the NRP complained
that it was part of a Shas deal in

return for its support on Hebron.

The theory in Shas is that Channel

1 proceeded from there and
embellished die NRP scenario.

However, NRP leader Zevulun
Hammer yesterday denied spread-

ing the story. “I didn’t know any-
thing, was said about a Hebron
deal with Shas," he claimed,
adding that he “has no doubt the

prime minister would have noth-

ing to do with anything close to

such a conspiracy.”

Meanwhile, Shas sources say
they are appealing to a higher
authority via a Tikkun ritual to be
conducted by aged Kabbalisi

Rabbi Yitzhak Kaduri tomorrow.
Deri will repeatedly begin fasting

tonight and will go on fasting till

sundown tomorrow.
The ritual, to be attended by 40

Kabbalists, is to symbolize cleans-
ing from all evfl fortune and a
rebirth. Deri himself refused to

confirm the report.

Head of the Police Investigations Unit Cm dr. Sando Mazor meets with Channel 1 head Yair Stern yesterday at Television House in
Jerusalem to discuss the Bar-On affair report (Brin Hcndfa)

Channel 1: We’re not retracting anything

concerning PM’s involvement
By MCHAl YUDBJBAN

Channel 1 yesterday stood behind the initial

report on the “Bar-On for Hebron" affair,

which exposed an alleged conspiracy in the

abortive appointment of Roni Bar-On as attor-

ney-general, and firmly rejected the claim that

it had changed its version on Friday night's

Yoman weekly newsreel.

Sources in Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu's office accused Channel 1 of first

implying that Netanyahu was involved in the

affair in last Wednesday's report, and then

changing their version and stating “Netanyahu
was not in on the secret of the deal Bar-On
promised Deri." The Prime Minister’s Office

demanded an apology from Channel 1.

Channel 1 sources, including reporter Ayala
Hasson, who broke the story, denied changing
anything in die original story, stressing they
had never reported that Netanyahu knew of the

Deri-Bar-On deal, but that Netanyahu was
aware of the pressures to appoint Bar-On.
Hasson said in a radio interview, “To my

regret people did not understand things proper-
ly. On Friday night we said ‘Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu was not in on the secret
of the deal, at the time it was concocted
between Deri and Bar-On.' That’s the way it

was put and there is no contradiction to any
detail of the affair we broadcast earlier."

Hasson also said yesterday that she was not

afraid, because her story is ironclad and can
stand the test of a libel case, if it comes to that

She said the story was checked and double-
checked not only by her but by her superiors
including news director Rafik Halaby, who
even spoke to some of her sources. “We exam-
ined it thoroughly and took into consideration
before broadcasting it, that we might be sued
for libel and have to appear in court And we
will win in a libel suit All that we took into
consideration. The media’s job is to bring
things to the public and to make sure the story
is accurate. I don’t have to think further.

Beyond that - police investigations, toppling
governments and forming new ones - it’s not
our responsibility."

FINALPLAN
Continued from Page 1

The Labor MKs supported a ver-

sion which reads: “The Jordan

Valley will be a special security

zone and Israeli army forces will

be posted along the Jordan. The
residents of the area will be able

to remain where they are."

The Likud MKs, and Zandbfeig

in particular, favored the option

which insists on Israeli sovereign-

ly over the Jordan ValJey. Clause

C of the document on the status of

the Palestinian entity reads: “If

the Palestinian entity subjects

itself to the limits presented in

this document, its self-determina-

tion will be recognized.

According to an alternative opin-

ion it will be regarded as an
enlarged autonomy, and accord-

ing to another opinion as a stale."

Among the most important

points on which the MKs agreed
are the principle that there will be
no return to the 1 967 borders; the

majority of settlers will continue

to live in (heir settlements under

Israeli sovereignty “in order to

preserve territorial contiguity

between the settlements and the

State of Israel;" residents of set-

tlements not annexed would
retain their citizenship and be
given the right of safe passage;

and the Palestinian entity will be
demilitarized.

The MKs also agreed that

Jerusalem will remain the unified

capital of Israel with its existing

municipal borders.

“The Palestinians will recog-

nize Jerusalem as the capital of

Israel and Israel will recognize

the governing center of the

Palestinian entity which will be

within the borders of the entity

and outside the existing municipal

borders of Jerusalem,” the agree-

ment states.

Moslem and Christian holy

places will be granted special sta-

tus and residents of Arab neigh-

borhoods will “share in the

responsibility of the administra-

tion of their lives in the city."

Israel will be able to prevent the

entry of Palestinian refugees, but

will allow some to enter the

Palestinian entity. The limits will

be determined in the negotiations

on die permanent arrangements.

The document calls for an effort

to finalize the borders between

Israel and the Palestinian entity

before the intended date for fur-

ther redeployment, but if drey are

not finalized before the third rede-

ployment, Israel will redeploy in

a way which means up to 50 per-

cent ofthe West Bank will be des-

ignated as Area A and B territo-

ries.

At a news conference in the

Knesset, Eitan described the talks

between the MKs as “a* attempt

to examine the scope oi agree-

ment and disagreement regarding

die permanent arrangements." He
said he had approached the talks

without compromising the camp
he comes from “first and foremost
settlement and the Land of
Israel.”

He said the clause saying the

majority of Jewish settlements
would be annexed to Israel and
remain where they are under
Israeli sovereignty “is an incredi-

ble achievement"
Beilin emphasized that the doc-

ument was the first time Likud
MKs accepted the idea of a border
within the Land of Israel. He
described it as a “plan of ‘ayes’

and not 'nays' " as its opponents
on the left predicted. “It’s a plan

for peace with peace at borne." He
said nothing in the document con-

tradicted the so-called Betiin-Abu

Mazes Plan, but that the two
plans were separate.

Ramon said (be paper reflects

the opinion of Yitzhak Rabin, for

example that 50% of the West
Bank would be considered either

Area A or B.

The publication of the docu-

ment stirred a wave of opposition

among MKs on both left and
right- Deputy Education Minister

Moshe Peled described it as “anti-

Zionist" and at a Tsomet faction

meeting last night demanded
Zandberg be removed from his

position as faction chairman for

signing.

MK Taleb a-Sanaa (Democratic

Arab Party) condemned it and

said the Palestinians would not be

able to accept it.

Meretz leader Yossi Sand said

he did not object to the idea of
reaching a national consensus but
this document “could be an obsta-

cle in the talks on the permanent
arrangements. The problem is not
reaching an understanding
between Eitan and Beilin but
between two peoples."

A similar sentiment was
expressed bv MK Azmi Bashara
Likud), who pulled out of the dis-

cussions last week and did not
sign the document, condemned it

as “the Beilin-Abu Mazen plan
only written in more politically

correct terms."

The Labor faction is expected to
discuss the document today, but.
faction chairman Ra’anan Cohen
said it “does not represent the

;
security-political stand of the
Labor Party and all private initia-

tives which are not acceptable to
the faction are harmful."

RUBINSTEIN
Continued from Page f

Ministry’s legal adviser. He later

did a stint as political counsellor
at the Israel Embassy in
Washington, and was eventually
appointed cabinet secretary in
1986.

Rubinstein served as cabinet
secretary for seven and a half
years, under both Likud prime
minister Yitzhak Shamir and
Labor prime ministers Shimon
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Channel 1 must give
jt*'
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police all but source’s

identity, says Negbi
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By MCHAL YUDEUBAH

Channel i must give die police

all the material it asks for and
which is relevant to the affair;

except material that might expose
the source of its story, 1BA and
Ma’ariv’s legal commentator
.Moshe Negbi said in a radio inter-

view yesterday.

Negbi said that if the police con-

cludes that the material which
exposes sources is vital to die

investigation and for finding the

guilty pasties - a conclusion it can
reach only after investigating all

those involved - then it can go to

court If the police convinces the

court fltat exposing the source is

vital, only then will television

have to reveal it
Negbi cited the April 1987 rul-

ing of then Supreme Court presi-

dent Meir Shamgar, who recog-

nized the right ofjournalists not to

reveal their sources, unless the

exposure is relevant and vitally

important to cracking the case.

Negbi said that on the basis of
the reports, statements and infor-

mation which have come out since
the first broadcast on the ^Bar-On
for Hebron" affair, there is no
doubt dial an investigation is

called for.

“Also, the statements made by
>eople on both channels indicate

that there, are matters the police

oust investigate, regardless of the

source -of the initial Channel 1

broadcast. For instance, Deri's

involvement in the appointment of

the attorney-general, which Den
himself admits; the fact that the

appointment depended to a large

extent on Deri ’s agreement; or that

he could veto the appointment.

Here yon don’t have to expose any

sources.

"The very fact that a man sus-

pected of criminal offenses,

bribery and grave charges is the

one to decide who the attorney-

general should be, and that he is

consulted about this, is something

which in a state of law must be

probed. It raises the suspicion of

breach of Crust,” he said.

“Those in charge of appointing

die attorney-general are die prime

minister, justice minister and the

cabinet. Deri is not a minister,

among other reasons because the

court decided that a man charged

with criminal offenses should not

sic in the cabinet.”

Negbi said it is a mistake to

think that the exposure cur refusal

to expose a source is only a media

interest.

“It's a public interest of the first

degree, because if a source cannot

be sure of remaining anonymous,
people won't expose acts of cor-

ruption to the.nwdia and they will

never reach the public.'’

rrv legal advisor Amrt. Snecnter

said that -the question of immunity

was “relative.” He said tbar a jour-

nalist was entitled to continue

withholding his sources unless be

received a court order to reveal

them “in order for justice v> be

done on a substantive issue."

He said he would advise Halaby

and Hasson to "act according to

the law and the roles of journalis-

tic ethics" and to withhold their .

sources unless ordered otherwise tt

by 'a court.

, • Journalist and television person-

aiity Dan Maigalit said if he were

in the position of those who
exposed the afFair, “i would refuse

to give the police material which

could expose the source, and I’m

sure Halaby and Hasson would do

the same.
If the court should order it, after .

foe police had consummated every

other way of investigation, then

we can talk.

“But now? Right at the begin-

ning, to look for the coin under the

street lamp? Go question the many
people mentioned in die affair,

before coming to me right si the

start, with something which can

cause me so much damage."
Batsheva Tsur contributed to

this report
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Ha’etzni only Israeli ever

jailed for protecting sources

- -JT
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ByHEUKEMON

The attorney-general’s threat to

take die Israel Broadcasting

Authority to court to get it to

reveal its sources for the Deri-Bar-

On story has sent journalists to the

archives looking up entries under

Elyakim Ha’etzni and -Shurat

Haantnadvim.
*

Ha’etzni, then a 30-year-old

Mapai activist and a recent law
school graduate, was the first and
only Israeli to be held for con-

tempt of court for not revealing

the sources of information on
which he claimed to have based

allegations included in a booklet

he edited for Shurat Hanritnadvim

in 1957. Today Ha’etzni is a
Kiryat Atba lawyer and leading

settlement ideologue.

Ha’etzni expressed no sympathy

for Channel 1 reporter Ayala

Hasson, whomay be asked during

the probe to reveal her sources.

“When you get into a situation

like this, you know you can harm,

orbeharmed, “said Ha’etzni, who
to this day has not revealed the

source of ^information.
Ha’otzni said that it should be

.possible forHa&soniopresentevi-
dence backing up.her story with-

out revealing her sources.“But

there has to be evidence, even

from journalists," Ha’etzni said.

“Otherwise it would be ajungle."

Ha’etzni is one of the founders

of Shurat Hamitnadvim, a group
set up in 1951 by students and
intellectuals to provide- social

assistance to new immigrants and
help them in their absorption

process. The group gradually

turned into areform movement It

jhlet in 1955

called Danger Lurks from Within

that warned of corruption.

One of the examples in the pam-
phlet was an accusation that then-

police deputy insp.-gen. Amos
Ben-Gurion, the son of David
Ben-Guriou, used his position to

have a criminal ' file closed

improperly..Ha’etzni was impris-

oned for 10 days for foiling to

reveal the source of the accusa-

tions against Ben-Gurion.
Ben-Gurion sued Ha’etzni and

three other plaintiffs, and won the

case in the Tel Aviv District Court,

where Ha’etzni was held for con-
tempt The case was appealed to

the Supreme Court, that found that

then-police insp.-gen. Yebezkel
Sahar tied at the triaL Sahar was
later forced to resign, mid Ben-
Gurion soon also resigned.
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Two killed in crash IDF probes recruit’s death

Two people were killed and one seriously injured

in an accident involving two trucks and a car near

Zichtou Ya’acov yesterday evening.

The crash occurred on the Zichnm Ya’acov inter-

change, linking foe old Haifa road and foe Coastal

Highway. The victims were trapped in their vehi-

cles.

The two were declared dead by Magen David
Adorn, and foe third was rushed to a hospital.

Itim

OC Ground Faces Maj.-Gen. Amos Malcha has
ordered an inquiry into foe death of artiHeiy recruit

Pvt Roi Ben-Natan, who was found dead in his tent

yesterday at his training base. Ben-Natan, of Haifa, is

to be buried at the military cemetery there today.

According to foe IDF Spokesman, he was involved
in a training exercise when he was sent lack to his

tent to fetch his equipment When he didn’t return, his

comrades found him dead in his tent

Arieh O'Sullivan

-

BAR-ON
Continued from Pane 1

to the root of the matter - both to

prosecute anyone guilty ’of such a
corrupt deal and to clear the sus-

pects' names if they are innocent

“There was a disclosure here

which, unfortunately, caused
shock waves. This demands an
inquiry, an investigation - in my
opinion, a rapid one - which I

hope will lead to foe discovery of
foe truth,” she said. “Like every
citizen of Israel... 1 hope we witi

get at the troth [of this report]."

Arbel told Mazor that his first

step should be to demand any rel-

evant information from television

reporter Ayala Hasson, who broke
the stray. If foe television refuses,

she said, she will seriously con-
sider asking for a court order to

force Hasson to reveal her
sources, because of the gravity of
the charges.

Mazor will personally supervise

foe team ofinvestigators working
on foe case. Arbel herself and
Deputy Attorney-General
Yehoshua Resnick, will be keep-
ing close tabs on the investigation

as welL

Peres and Yitzhak Rabin. In 1991

,

Shamir appointed him to head the
Madrid peace talks. with the

Palestinians and Jordanians, and
Rabin kept him on as head of
talks with the Jordanians after the
Oslo Accords were signed.

Rubinstein finally resigned as
cabinet secretary in April 1994,
reportedly because he was upset
at having been left In the daik
over foe Oslo Accords. He then
served as the Defense Ministry’s
legal adviser until his appoint-
ment to the Jerusalem District
Conn in June 1995.

For three hours yesterday,

Mazor. Grossman and another
veteran police investigator; Asst--

Cmdr. Doron Bcit-Nir, sat clois-

tered at Television House in

Jerusalem’s Romania quarter with
ITV head Yair Stern, news depart-

ment head Rafik Halaby and
Hasson, as well as ITV legal
adviser Amit Shechtec No com-
munique was published following
the meeting and Mazor merely
told reporters: “Everything is
going as expected."

The evidence presented to the •

team by the television was crucial
for the investigation- The staff of
Channel 1 are believed to have
handed over several documents to
the police but apparently withheld
the source of the information.
“Thai is foe heart of the matter

”

Hefetz told reporters as the meet-
ing was in progress atTV House.
“We hope the findings of foe
media will shed light [on foe
affair] and hasten foe investiga-
tive process so that foe picture
becomes clear at the earliest pos-
sible opportunity. Despite foe sen-
sitivity of foe affair, we can trust
the police to know how to cany
out foe investigation in foe
swiftest and most reliable man-
ner."

Hefetz said that, on the basis of
the information gathered from
yesterday’s meeting, h would be
possible to assess whether or not
the scope of foe investigation
should be widened.

He said police had nothing to go
on other than foe ' allegations

raised by Channel l and “any
other interviews given to the

media... I don’t, know of any
material that has reached us [from

any . source other - than the

media]."
t

Hefetz whs adamant that no
one, including foe prime minister,

would be exempt from police

investigation if the team deemed
it necessary.

: “If there is a nebesaty, we will

^.evidence from any citizen of
this country, includingfoe prime
minister” be $a& in- reply to a
question. But, be added, he did
not want to use a polygraph -
“unless kisabsolately necessary.

If these isa need, we’U have to

make a dedsioftOBthat”

Last night, T^azrareported back,

to Arbel cm yesterday^ progress
in the mvcstrg^tiotL

7
;

Meanwhile* 'Tel Aviv attorney

Haim Misgay demanded yester-

day that Netanyahu examine foe

legal vafifoty'df foe Hebrod
agreement in-tight .of Hasson’s
report. If Shas’s. votes were
bought in a'cbshptdeal. he said,

it is riot clear/foattbe vote was
valid,. =

r

Misgav aid he will petition the

High Crant •'of '.Justice if

Netanyahu doesnot look into this

issue.

Michal Yudeimon comribuied to,

this report J f '
•
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Reform pray at Western Wall
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ByHAM SHAPIRO

A group of some 50 Reform rab- .

bis from the US yesterday suc-

ceeded to praying with only minor

interruptions at the Western Wall,

but failed to convince Prime
Minister Bmyamin- Netanyahu to

withdraw his support from the

proposed Conversion Law, which
would, in effect," delegitimize

Reform conversion in Israel.

Rabbi Amid Hirsch, executive

director of AR2A, the Zionist

organization of the Reform move-
ment, said that he was fairly satis-

fied by the meeting with

Netanyahu, the first, of a Reform
group with tiie prime minister.

.

Hirsch said that Netimyahu had

made an effort to listen, had

shown understanding, and had

even admitted that fee issue of

conversion and. Israel’S relation-

ship with Diaspora Jewry was
- more complex than he had origi-

nally imagined. 1

Hirsch stressed the positive

aspects of the meeting/ noting

that Netanyahu had told them he

had Visited many Reform syna-

gogues abroad. The Reform rab-

bis said they invited the prime

minister to visit a Reform congre-

gation in Israel, an invitation

which Netanyahu did nor take

them up on, but also did not

reject. However, as far as die

Conversion Law is concerned,

fee Reform leaders admitted that

Netanyahu had indicated to them

that coalition pressures would

force him to back the proposed

legislation.

“If the purpose of fee mission

was to produce a change On *e

government), then we have

foiled,” Hirsch said.

If Hirsch was only moderately

positive about the meeting with

Netanyahu, he was very downbeat

in
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NEWS
in brief

about a meeting wife Trade and

Industry Minister Natan

Sharansky last week in which,

Hirsch said, Sharansky appeared

to lack any sympathy or under-

standing for the Reform position.

“It was our understanding that

he didn’t get it,” Hirsch said.

Hirsch added that if this was a

posture, it was extremely disap-

pointing that a man who could
ffntirP fyftVICt

to reach the Russian immigrants, a

group which they had sought to

pointing inai a uw ^ .

stand up to die
^The prayer at fee Wall, wife the

^ciSion of women rabbis.regime wouu uui ^ .

-
7
—

-

up to a group of Jewish extremists.

If on the other hand, Sharansky

had indeed not understood fee

issue, it was also distorbing. since

it meant That fee Reform had failed

1UC piajwi M , .

participation of women rabbis,

some wearing taliiot znaiephn

was held wife fee police restrain-

ing the few individuals who tried

to interrupt the service. The

police, Hirsch said, had treated fee

visitors wife respect

“We consider it a veiy impor-

tant precedent feat we can indeed

come and pray like everyone

else. We will tell our groups feat

they can go closer to fee Wall

than they did in fee past" he

said.

Funds Ok’d for eastern Jerusalem development

The committee, headed
^Suffllem^ayor Ehud Olmert to

Netanyahu, was also ajkedby ^ Jerusalem. The
approve ^improving the sewage sys-

^^L^h^l^nfengs in fee city’s eastern sector.

Woman gets transplant from half a lung

5SE ever perfon«d in

W
Thc Haifa woman was rusted a regarded as

Hashomer Hospital for a
. d his family agreed to

much too big. When a
agSn W She&

donate his organs, fee i^man c^ed a^n ^^^
Doctors didn t want to send the

dreupper lobe to

decided to remove fee lower lobe and scutptea me

suit the recipienL

S. Lebanese schoolchildren plant trees

Scores of youngsters from the security zone in

as well as senior SLA officers and soldiers.

Ben-Ami joins rare

for Labor leadership

France pledges investigation

of confiscated Jewish assets
^n«ncv laws fee Vichy regime pi

BvEUAD BECK

PARIS - French Prime Minister

Alain Japp6 Sathrday evening

..announced- his intention to tom*
- committee “as sooa jo

investigate Jewish proper^, con-

fiscated during World Wffl-D:^.
.

The conmrittee^ould “evaluate

fee extent of robberies [and]

find the current location of tins

property and its legal situation,

he said, strewing tiiat Bus. is- a

national duty.”

No significant effort to compen-

sate relatives of Holocaust victims

has been made yeL .

Speaking at fee annual (tinner or

the Representative Council of

Jewish Institutions in France

(CRIF), fee official leadership.

fee French Jewish community,

Jnppfe staled feat it is necessary to

pmpgm^^n.iiWCTttwy of ,feec^fe^~

. FrenchoracflEign public authorities.
(*- 1—a. in nWTlt

•VtUURw II... .— — —— - - . « _

now owns hundreds of buildings

and apartments in the Marais quar-

ter feat were owned occu-

pied by Jews before World Warp
: laid -which were systematically

evacuated during and after fee war

' in an ethnic purification operation

executed by French authorities.

• Before fee wax, fee Marais area,

.which is located on the Seine’s right

bank, was inhabited by thousands

ofFrench Jewsand Jewish
refugees

who had fled Central and Eastern

Europe hoping to find shelter from

the -ascending Nazi^ and^fasetst

' movements all over^coqpn^
- Claiming it had to. fight the

anberciitosis feat ravaged certain

- poor .quartern of Paris,- tire city s

admiiustration planned to evacu-

. ate the Marais and then turn it mto

a residential quarter for municipal

employees.
While under German occupation,

fee Paris Municipality confiscated

or purchased at very low pnees 403

buildings in one of Pans s most

expensive quarters and evacuated

Jewish residents on the basis of

emergency laws the Vichy regime

passed. The city also claimed hold-

togsfoat were left behind by Jews

who fled from France after the

occupation, or were depoTted _to

‘fS^e^Stion'canfe. ,:V~

:Jews
r

and non-Jews, became, tire

“private domain” of fee city coun-

cil. since fee liberation, Parisian

prefects and mayors have used this

domain to lodge their relatives as

well as French politicians, offi-

cials, artists and journalists con-

nected to different political wjv

ngfii-wing parties. Some apart-

ipents were rented at low prices.

juppfi was among those who ben-

efited from this privilege.

BviBCHALYUPELMAN

MK Shlomo Ben-Ami announced

yesieiday feat he has decided to run

for the Labor leadership.

Ben-Ami’s joining fee race

brings the number of contenders to

four. Ehud Barak, Yossi Beilin and

Ephraim Sneh.

Ben-Ami said yesterday feat he

was elected by 100,000 voters in

Labor's primaries, reaching slot 15

on the national list, although he

was placed 34th on the final list He

‘said feat he had built a broad sufc.

-"'Sort base throughout fee country m
fee past two-and-a-half years ^not

from a ruling position and without

any political or party backing-

Ben-Ami, who held a rally to-

Beit Sokolov, said now feat fee

government has managed to bring

about fee Hebron agreement, fee

differences between the two major

parties has narrowed considerably

on security and foreign affairs.

Therefore, the national agenda of

the future will focus on social and

economic issues, and on fee purity

and integrity of government and

ruling culture.

He said Labor must concentrate

on these issues, which will deter-

mine tfifc’face of Israeli society, not-

ing that while' t£e“right-wing ideol-

ogy has collapsed, fee Right has

taken fee soul of Labor, leaving it

with no alternative of its own.

Ran Cohen accuses Hoter- iisrnu,

Appel of illegal business practices

BAR Association Chairman Dror

HSer-TfisS and bustoessuran

David Appel should be investigated

for criminal activity mcc^ecbOT

-th

Hoter-Yrsbai controls Migdal

Hazohar, fee company which is

banding Ganei Ayiv, and Appel

also was heavily involved in fee

'T&^uC'^said^

ject, MK Ran Cohen ^^ siphoned substantial sums^
away ftom Migdal Hazoharand

its

: : v.."*

j';SM

•

wporter. Orgairizarion awardwas

HOtbernw— ^ public serro d econo-

•
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sister company, Papo Building

Enterprises. This money was put

into straw companies to evade

taxes, Cohen charged.

In March 1995, Cohen gave

additional material to fee policy

according to which some Nib 9

million had been paid to a compa-

ny called Neveh Holdings in

allegedly fictitious “consulting

and management” fees.

In addition, he charged, Migdal

Hpwfear built and marketed

apartments when it had perams for

only 800, thereby violating fee

Planning and Building Law. It also

violated various court orders.

In July 1995, police told Cohen

they had decided not to investigate

the Ganei Aviv affair. However,

Cohen said, they have oev«r^en

him their reasons for tins

In October 1995, Cohen

appealed fee police’s deamj
feen attorney-ge^ral

Ben-Yair. Since then, iSroonfes

have passed, and there has stdl

been Kodeciaon on the matter

from the Attorney-General s

Office, he said.

|

Heavy rains

help little

Bv DAVID BUDGE

Torrential rain last week which

brought flooding ro central part,

of the country has done htdeto

improve the country s bydrolog^

cal imbalance, according to

Knesset Economics Committee

chairmanHi Goldschmidt.

“We just have to hope and pray

that the remainder of

and especially February wtil tamg

bountiful rato and prevent fee

prospect of a
Jj

0“S*1!.,
bems

declared," said Goldschmidt.

“The rain last week fell ramnly

to fee central

was not so much m fee Nmfe^Tbe

level of warer m Lake Knuieret is

still only 1 ^0 meters firomits min-

imum mark," he ^aid.

the economic forum u . ,

Forum on Business and E^onomy^t the Sheraton Plaza

JerusalemBusiness Center

Seminar and Gala Dinner

with the participation of

Governor of the Bank of Israel, P™f

;

^Jaoob Fred*

n Mayor of Jerusalem, Ehud Olmert MK.

Sundav February 9, 1997, at 6:30 p.rn.

Moderator:^u5
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Protesters set Albania Peru terrorists free hostage
® tReuter) - Maixist rebels Butthere was little prospect ofan seek a peaceful end to the crisis.

mm hol
?nS hostages m the Japanese early release for the remaining 72 “We are going to take the rime
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From Post news agencies

TIRANA, Albania - Albanian rioters set on

aTu
hea*F“nn* of state-owned oil compa-

nyAJbpetrol in the southern town of Patos yes-
Ie*jy. 311 AJbpetrol official said.

"Th^niain offices ofAJbpetrol were burned,"
tne orficiaJ told Reuters by telephone. The
stteck on Albpetrol ’s offices was the latest esca-
lation in two weeks of disturbances triggered by
depositors' fury at the collapse of a nationwide
network of pyramid investment schemes.
The AJbpetrol official did not say how many

piMple were involved in the incident, nor
whether there were any injuries.

In Tirana, police used water cannons and
tired in the air yesterday to try to disperse a
stone-throwing crowd that seized the main
square to demand the return of money from
tailed gei-rich-quick schemes.
At least two policemen were injured in the

melee, which broke out as a delegation of the

df^?h
P

?
erS lned to “Botete their way£nmgh a police cordon. They were trying to

theresignauon of the government.

uZrL
Pr°IeST C

fnf a^ mobs smashed^d
?^

S,

h
at

|

a(
:
ked * senior government offi-

SfLSn^ m the Provincial town

JoK ,own ^wed overnight, butvioteuce in Tirana yesterday made clear that

ESSUr* "" ,osing "* m»"<* had

*£^«**^W Berisha^ hisDemocratic Party accused officials of usine

SSL*0
? ** whicb 3712 thought to bepyramid schemes, to finance election campaigns.Tne Democrats denied that, but were coming
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J'
a was the most seriousinmore than a week of disturbances that beganwhen two investment schemes failed to payout

hundreds of thousands of
Albania s 3.2 million people put their savings

into the funds.

Average wages in Albania amount to 560-80
a month, and many investors sold houses or
apartments in the hopes of striking it rich.
Financing of the funds is secretive, but many

are thought to be pyramid schemes, which pay
early contributors handsomely from the
deposits of later contributors. The funds fail
when no new contributors can be found.

It was unclear what touched off the violence
on Tirana's Skandeibeg Square, but the mob
started hurling stones at about 15 policemen,
who crouched behind their helmets and shields
before withdrawing. Several policemen took'
refuge in the Albanian Palace of Culture on the
square, and- the crowd hurled stones that shat-
tered its windows.
Police returned behind two water cannons.

One man, apparently a plainclothes policeman
in a black leather jacket, fired in the air repeat-
edly. The crowd broke into several smaller
groups on the fringes of the giant square.

Astrologer Jeane Dixon dies at age 79
WASHINGTON (AP)

Astrologer Jeane Dixon, who
gained national prominence as a
psychic when her prediction that
US President John Kennedy
would die in office came true, died
Saturday. She was 79.

Sibley Hospital spokeswoman
Jean Vincent said Dixon died from
cardiopulmonary arrest
Parade magazine in 1956 quot-

ed Dixon as predicting that a
Democratic president elected in
1960 - a tall young man with blue

eyes and brown hair, would die in
office. According to Dixon, she
told interviewers that the president
would be assassinated, but they
refused to publish that.

After Kennedy’s death in
November 1963, the national

notice that Dixon received led
political columnist Ruth
Montgomery to write a book, A
Gift of Prophecy: The
Phenomenal Jeane Dixon, that
recounted hundreds of accurate
predictions made over the years.

LIMA (Reuter) - Marxist rebels
holding hostages in the Japanese
ambassador’s residence in Lima
freed a sick police commander
early yesterday, but his release did
little to ease tensions in the 40-day
standoff.

Gen. Jose Rivas Rodriguez, a
deputy chief in the Peruvian
national police, was wheeled out
of the compound on a hospital
trolley flanked by Red Cross offi-
cials and Bishop Juan Luis
Cipriani. -

Lying face up with his bare feet
sticking out from under a blanket,
Rodriguez was taken to an ambu-
lance and driven to a nearby police
hospital.

International Committee of the
Red Cross representative Michel
Mining said the rebels agreed to
free Rodriguez on medical
grounds. He did not say what was
wrong with him

Butthere was little prospect ofan
early release for the remaining 72
captives held by the heavily aimed
Tupac Amaru Revolutionary

Movement (MRTA) rebels.

Shortly after dawn yesterday the

MRTA. made die now daily broad-

cast of its rebel hymn from inside

the residence and shouted that

they would hold out until their

demands were met
“We've been here for 40 days

and we are going to continue
resisting," an unidentified rebel

yelled over a megaphone.
Rodriguez was the first hostage

to be freed since January 17. IBs
release followed a day of, tease
posturing, with rebels firing

warning shots into the air in
response to what they, called
provocative; movements by - the
police outside. -

In an apparent effort 'to calm
nerves, the government vowed to

Chechens vote
^GROZNY (Reuter) - The guerrilla leader who is widely expected to win
Gnechnya s presidential election vowed yesterday to tain Russia’s break-
away Moslem region into an intemationafly-rccognized sovereign state.
Aslan Maskhadov, speaking on the eve of the election, also said that

as Chechen president he would demand “war reparations" from Russia
to compensate for the devastation of the region.
He dismissed fears of an “Afghan or Tajik scenario,” of civil war as a

product of the rhetoric of hard-line rivals such as Shamil Basayev. A vic-
tory by Basayev could fulfill Moscow’s worst nightmares.
In Moscow, deputy foreign minister Viktor Posuvalyuk said Russia

was ready to break off relations with any country which granted
Chechnya diplomatic recognition.

i seek a peaceful end to (be crisis.

“We are going to take tire time

. needed to reach, a peaceful solu-

tion to this crisis without blood-

shed," Prime Minister Alberto

Pandolfi said.

But he gave no due to bow the

government hoped to end the

standoff which has stalled over its

refusal to consider the MRTA's
main demand for the release of

400 jailed comrades.

President Alberto Fnjimori,

whose younger brother Pedro
remains among tire captives, also

sought to defuse tension, insisting

that recent police maneuvers were
routine and not the precursor of an

assault

“What we need is a period with

cot much talking but time for

everyone to reflect," he said at a

news conference after a two-hocr
meeting with government negotia-

tor, Domingo Palermo.

Probe 3 in

Olympic
bombing

SPOKANE, Washington (AP) -
Three men charged with robbing
banks and pipe-bombing a news-
paper office and abortion clinic

are being investigated in tire

Olympic Park bombing in Atlanta,

The Spokesman-Review here
reported yesterday.
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TISOM, Tel Aviv International School of Management,
Israel’s first private university, is offering managers
and professionals a series of Executive Seminars, in
English. The seminars, ranging from one to three
days, deal with the various aspects of international
business and are given by world-class experts.
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Tel Aviv. 64371
Tel. 03-a23-II55 Fax: 03-523-2208
e-mail: nariel@tisomj3c.il

A WORLD OF BUSINESS
A senes of seminare ireviewing;^
Theoretical aspects

.
•• ;

Doing Business With Business With
Turkey

_
Taiwan

Faculty:
; /

* team from the Istanbul

'Vvc

Faculty: • •

A team from the Istanbuloffi&qfS
the world’s leading accourifiriganci:
consulting firm, Arthur Andei^eti;^
advertising agency Lro Burn^^ o
and premier commercial lawofficef*
Pekin & Pekin

:

Doing business With
Japan
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A WORLD OF MARKETING
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Direct Marketing
. . ...;v

Faculty: •

Stacy Fassberg
.

•
"

Date: 19-21 February •; ,
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How to reach new customers arid-SS
increase existing customers’ loyalty
using state-of-the-art direct
marketing techniques. Stacy

‘

Fassberg is a former VP at one of
the worid ’s Top 5 Direct Marketing
agencies, Harte-Hanks Direct '
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A WORLD OF FINANCE \

The Road to IPO ,;-

Faculty;

Kenneth BiaJkin, Skadden Arps;
Jerrold Newman, Cowen & Co;
Elliot Prince, Smith Barney; -

Prof. Rami Elizur

Date: 2-3 February

An impressive array of
international bankers, analysts,
lawyers, entrepreneurs and
academics will share insights on the
mechanics of the DPO and offer
strategies for success.
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Latest Developments
in Management Accounting

^
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The Venture Capitalists:
How We DeciriP

Managing Professionals

Faculty:

Prof Moshe Banai

Date: 10 March

Conflicts between bureaucrats and
professionals abound in

organizations. Human Resource
Management professor Moshe
Banai, consultant to Boeing, Hilton
and other multinationals, will

expound on bow to turn friction into
mutual trust This Seminar is

conducted in Hebrew.
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A golden ‘Collection
1

The Collection* a four-disc set of 60 Israeli song favorites, has

hit gold in a mere five months. That's 20,000 sets at NIS ! 92

each. The discs feature soft rock, nostalgia, Mediterranean

music and romantic ballads. The performers include Shlomo
Artzi, Rita, Mashina, the Friends of Natasha, the late Zohar

Argov, Boaz Sharabi and Aviv Gefen. Eight record companies

contributed to The Collection, a fust for Israel, which was

issued by Media Direct. Helen Kaye

Stuffed shirts from London

After six years on London's West End,

and still showing. Don't Dressfor Dinner -

Robin Hawdon's adaption of Mark
Camoletti's hit farce Pyjama pour Six

(which ran in Paris for two years.) - is com-
ing to Israel on February 20 for seven per-

formances.

Set on a convened farm, it's all about

what happens when a couple entertains

each other’s lovers. The Israeli tour stars

Neil France, who starred in another long-
<Don’t Dress for

running comedy, No Sex Please. We're nfrin.p.

British. The shows will be in Jerusalem,

Haifa. Tel Aviv, Kfar Sava and Netanya.
Helen Kaye

Hammer’s corporate culture

Education and Sports Minister Zevulun
Hammer has enlisted the Alma (Businesses

for the Arts) organization to help get more
corporate sponsorship for the arts. How?
Another committee, this one headed by Arts

and Culture Authority bead Dr. David
Alexander. Hammer wants recommenda-
tions on subjects such as the creation of a

program to encourage government-aided

corporate arts sponsorship as well as rules

and regulations for such a program.

Helen Kave
Zevulun
Hammer

Angel feet

In ‘She’s the One,’ (from left) Edward Burns, Maxine Bahns, Cameron Diaz, Jennifer Aniston and Mike McGlone spend a lot of time discussing their relationships.

r ADDiA HOFFMAN

S
he’s the One is the second
film . .. by . . the. . young

'

writer/director/actor Edward
Bums, whose first movie. The
Brothers McMullen, landed the
Grand Jury Prize at die 1995
Sundance festival as wdLas a spot.

In djjeHnfrff^ai^^
history. r
Shot for ’a minuscule $25,000,

that film - a romantic comedy
about the perennial reluctance-to-

comnrit-to-a-rdationshipof three

Irish-American siblings on Long
Island - grossed over $14 million

worldwide, making it die most
profitable picture of the year (the

ratio of production cost to earn-

ings is what matters here) and
winning Bums the chance to write

and directagain, this time with the

help of$6 million from Twentieth

Century Fox's “specialty* divi-

sion.

A bigger budget has certainly

allowed Bums to polish Ids tech-

nique. This time around, he's able

to afford a
.

professional cine-

matographer and editor, as well as

several experienced actors, includ-

C^spttrtx :̂.XThe x .Mash) Diaz...

Someone, perhaps the producers,
'

appears to have lent a hand In

jazzing up the narrative here and
there, and extra money has been
poured into manicures, outfits and
hair firostings for the female stars;

Tom Petty was even called in to

compose songs for the movie, and,

as the production notes point out,

paid caterers replaced Burns’s
mother 's bag lunches on location.

The total effect of these changes.

SHE’S THEONE

Written and directed by Edward
Burns. Hebrew title: Ra'nhnt
rehayehida. 96 minutes. English dia-

logue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental
guidance suggested.
With . Jennifer Aniston, Maxine

—Bahns, Edward Borns, Cameron
r-Btez, - John- Mahoney and- Mike
McGlone. - ’. .

•
-

alas, is piddling. She's the One is

basically a • slicked-up The
Brothers McMullen - more good,
clean, boring fun - with characters

(the brothers Fitzpatrick and their

wives, played by McMullen alum-
ni Bums, Mike McGlone and
Maxine Bahns, and Aniston) who
are a few years older than those in

the first film but who have the

same narrow fixations and
“issue”-conscious way ofexpress-
ing themselves. And Burns's new
movie doesn't even have the sweet

garage-band scrappiness of his

first attempt to compensate for its

chronic anemia. It's another TV-
fed lifestyle-movie about attrac-

tive young people who have
moved beyond the uncertainty of

extended ' adolescence ' to - the"

uncertainty of marriage.

For a film that purports to be

casual and hip to the cadences of

actual, daily life. She's the One is

remarkably rigid in terms of die

details it lets in and doesn’t:

Burns’s people seem to rise each

morning just raring to start the

next round of awkwardly scripted

negotiations about relationships,

commitment and future plans.

(The only relief from the endless,

stilted getting- in-touch comes in

the form of Mahoney's character,

the brothers' father, whose cranky'

dialogue and delivery are by far

die liveliest thing in the film.)

Some critics have likened

Bums’s romantic singleminded-
ness, along with the first-hand use

of his own working-class Irish

roots, to Woody Allen’s compul-
sive New York Jewishness.

"Although the 'ctsmparison fcrwbb=
_

bly to begin with (it overlooks the

rather glaring fact that Allen is

funny and Bums is not), it's possi-

ble to bend over backwards and
note the thread that links Burns’s

tastefully empty relationship-films

and the later, gentrified Allen of
Hannah and Her Sisters and Alice.

But as a director in his late twen-
ties, Burns is a bit young to be set-

tling for mild respectability and an
artistic pension plan. One wishes
him a Sleeper or a Bananas.

Dancer/choreographer Rina Schenfeld is breaking new
ground. She has two new dances coming up and one of them.

The Angel Comes at Night, is set to her own poems.

The other, Hamiya, features a collage ofwomen's dances from
many cultures. Both dances, says Schenfeld, explore what it

means to be a woman. The eight-member Rina Schenfeld Dance
Theater wQl perform at The Suzanne DeUal Dunce Center.

Helen Kaye

Silly awards in Hollywood

With only a few weeks to go to the

Oscars, fee silly season of lists in

Hollywood is updtrus - one has been com---

piled for Best Hair and another for Best

Legs. Heading the list for best female hau-

ls Michelle Pfeiffer, the thirtysomething

actress who reportedly turned down the title

role in Eviia so that she could spend more
time with her family. The guy with the best

hair is all-American star Tom Cruise.

Best female legs go to 58-year-old singer Michelle

Tina Tinner, and best male legs to Belgian- Pfeiffer

bom muscleman Jean-Oaude Van Damme.
Van Damme recently compared himself to another guy with

great legs, by claiming he was "the Fred Astaire of karate.”

Tom Gross

A tale from the Vienna woods Beatiemania returns, in Tokyo

The SchidJof Quartet, featuring Ofir Falk (bottom right)

Hassidic beat set to make
jazz world swing

By MCHAEL AJZEKSTAPT

S
even years ago a young
Israeli violinist left home
to pursue his music studies

in Vienna. It “was a most benefi-

cial experience for me and most
of the tune it was enjoyable,” says

Ofir Falk, a graduate of the

Thelma YeUin high school. ‘'And

no, I did not feel any antisemitism

whatsoever in the city.”

In 1994 Falk was invited to

become a founding member of a

new quartet in England. Named
the Schidlof Quartet, after one of

the legendary kite members ofthe
Amadeus Quartet, this new string

foursome features musicians from

England. Israel and the former

Soviet Union.
“The stay of its birth is quite

extraordinary,” explains Falk.

“Both the father of violist Graham
Oppenheimerand violinist Rafael

Todes are family-tree freaks and
when they discovered that each

actually has a musician son, they

wanted them to get together and
play together. Apparently Graham
and Rafael are fifth cousins
removed, but none was too eager

to establish a new musical con-

nection, at least not initially.”

Oppenheimer decided that he

wanted to play in a quartet and be

contacted Todes. The two
approached Israeli violinist Hagai
Shaham, who was too busy to join

them and suggested Falk instead.

“Then Rafi brought the Ukrainian

ceUist Oleg Kogan and the

SchidJof Quartet was bom”
Today the quartet plays all over

the world, and teaches too.

Last summer Falk performed a

few local concerts, and he
promises to return. “Israel is my
home. 1 do hope that in the future

the quartet will have a more
prominent presence here.”

The Schidlof Quartet has
already been playing several con-

certs throughout the country in

the past week. Their current tour

continues tomorrow at the Tel

Aviv Museum, playing the

Schubert string quintet with
Israeli cellist Hillel Tzori. On
Friday they play in Tefen, on
Saturday in Haifa and next
Monday the tour comes to its end
with a performance within the

Etnahta series in Jerusalem, a

concert which is broadcast live on
die Voice of Music radio network.

A tenor’s food for the soul

BvJOH kaush

Gan an Orthodox Jewish

bluesrass musician from

Brooklyn set the jazz world

ablaze with centnnes-old

Ha&sftfic melodies? Andy

Statinan sure hopes so.

AW with his fame playing

bluegXs on the manctolm, the

46-vear-oId musician is known as

a clarinet virtuoso
,
who plays

soulful Klezmer music, bm he is

seeking to establish himself mtfce

mamstJeam jazz world as welL

Since last summer, be has been

playing with three accomplished^blS as the Andy

SS Hasidic

I ?f>™CS
u*d “

“Everything is improvised,

SfaMttid of *** HassKbcjazz

we’re trying.to tio is

faint cat the intent and f&hngof

S^rododv." Statman worships

Hassidic congregation

known as Modzitz that has a

proud tradition of composing
beautiful melodies.

Dovid Sears, a Brooklyn Hassid

who was a jazz musician in

another life, has been Statman’s

' guide to. tire world of Hassidic

music and .
shepherded the mem-

bers of Statman 's quartet to

Hassidic functions in Brooklyn.

Sears sees the marriage of

Hassidic music to jazz as a natur-

al one.
"The common denominator of

all this music is that it’s very

emotionally charged. It’s not

coming- from the frontal lobes so

much as the heart,” he said.

The new CD has impressed Jim

Macnie, the jazz editor of

Billboard magazine who called it

”a fine example of empathetic

jazz improvisation.”

But Statman is not totally aban-

doning his Klezmer and bluegrass

projects. Coming up later m the

year are a second Klezmer tour

with violinist Itzhak Perlman and

the release of a long-awaited A
Shabbos in Nashville CD in

which Statman plays bluegrass

renditions <Jf Sabbath songs.
(Reuter)

By WCHABLAJ2EMSTADT

When he was a young boy Vincenzo La
Scola wanted to be a waiter. “I liked the

way they dressed, with the black tuxedos

and the bow ties.”

These days La Scola is indeed wearing the same
attire quite regularly. But the food he
serves up is for the soul.

La Scola, one of the leading tenors of
our generation and a regular visitor to all

the leading opera bouses around the

world, is no stranger to local music either.

He has already appeared several times
with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra

and next week be returns to Tel Aviv to

sing a role he has performed quite a few
times— the poor poet Rodolfo in Puccini’s

most beloved and timeless tragic love

story. La Boheme.
And Rodolfo is a characterLa Scola can

very easily identity with. Two decades ago Yh
the young Italian singer lived for six La
months in the church at Modena.

It was just after he decided to leave borne and try

his luck studying voice in Palermo in order to make
his staging dream a reality and, like many emerging

artists, his career began in utter poverty.

“I was young and poor and I easily identified with

all these bohemians who spent their lives in shabby

attics. Suddenly I realized who Rodolfo really is,”

he says.

Being an Italian tenor today, says La Scola,. is

quite an undertaking and an enormous responsibili-

ty. “Everyone expects something special from an
Italian tenor. But this is exactly what makes it so

La exciting. I love music in general and opera in par-

he ticular and I simply revel in singing on stage. And
!os this means that my work is more a pleasure and

much less a business.”

ire La Scola was bit by the opera bug as a young
child at home. “My father has a nice

tenor voice and he was singing at home
all the time. I had a very normal child-

hood. I played guitar and then in school

I studied flute.

“Music was always part of my life

but opera really entered only when I

was 19 when I heard Luciano Pavarotti

sing “Di Quella Pira” from Verdi’s II

Trovatore.
“Suddenly I found myself singing

with him and actually discovering that I

do have a voice.”

La Scola, 38, believes that in five
Vincenzo years* time his tenor voice will reach its

La Scola apex. That will also be the time in

which he will widen his repertoire.

By “Jam First and foremost an Italian tenor and I

ke sing the basic Italian repertoire of Bellini,

ng Donizetti, Verdi and Puccini.” French repertoire

and some Wagner might be added in the not so dis-

ilh tant future as well,

by
s,” Vincenzo La Scola sings in La Boheme (in concert

form) with the IPO under the baton of Giuseppe

is Sinopoli next week on Monday. Wednesday and
li- Friday at the Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv.

The first international auction devoted entirely to Beatles

memorabilia will take place in Tokyo on March 22. The auction,

expected to fetch more than £ I million ($1.6 million), will

include a Hofaer guitar once owned by Paul McCartney and his

hand-written lyrics for the song “Penny Lane.”
Bonhams said the sale would be beamed to an expected 25

million households in Britain and other European countries via

the new British-based Auction Channel cable television compa-
ny. McCartney, who was knighted last month, hit out recently at

memorabilia hunters.

“To show how ridiculous this whole memorabilia market has

become, there is currently someone in the USA who owns my
own birth certificate. How people can feel that that is right is

beyond my comprehension,” be said. Reuter

SEE IT
IN HEBREW-

HEAR IT
IN ENGLISH!

COMEDY OF ERRORS
January^28, at 8:36 p.m.

The smash-hit pro^oction of Shakespeare^ classic comedy
set amidst a modem war-tomMkKfe fiastem city with

dazzling stage effects tftat 'include dowtiSi gunshots, torch
lights an^evenbel^.dancing.

TWELFTH NIGHT
Febmaiy.4 , at 8:30 p.m.

A new production of
J
Shakespea3fi’s amorous comedy - a

hysterical.toye'ttfar^fe tietWeeh a. man,

Mondaf9.February.10 at8:3Qp.m. >

20A House
1 DanielFriSch Street gt the comer ofRm Gvirof

Set ipthe t$ra-orfhqdox MeaShearim society, this
melodtamaportraysone vyomarfs refcelHonaga'nst her
community,whan the rabbis allowher.husband a divorce

* Without her consent, due to her barrenness.'. - •

BOXOFFICE: 03-523-4335 - FAX: 63-523^172 ;

• ? SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-524-5211
:

"
:• The Cameri Theatrecan now be found.on the internet : • ^

' (Address &$ lotiows): http:www.cameri.virtuaf.co.fi "f:

.... _ „ J Located in the heart of Tel Avrvon lively

illi«3mV S Dizengofi Street, theGafneri is juste few"***“ * minutes’ waik trom;beaj±ifrow'ho®s.
Easily accessn^.byb^ertak£. '•

:vt h f- /. ^

The Best of Israeli Theatre every Tuesday night
with simultaneous translation into English
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Heads in the sand

S
INCE the start of Ramadan on January 10.

terrorist attacks have killed more than 250

people and wounded 500 in Algeria. As
many as 100.000 people are estimated to have

died since the country's civil war began in 1991.

Only Bosnia and Rwanda have a worse record

over the past five years and they at least have

some solutions in sight.

The facts and figures provide gruesome evi-

dence that the greatest enemy of the Moslem
Arab people are Moslem fundamentalist terror-

ists. A cursory scan of the Arabic-Ianguage

press or radio would reveal however that the

greatest threat to the Arab people is a small and
solitary democracy, Israel. There is nothing

more depressing to observe than the failure of

the rulers and people of the Arab states to come
to grips with the giant serpent that is grinding

away at the foundations of their existence. And
its name is not Israel, but Islam itself.

It is fortunate there is so much sand in the

Middle East, because there are so many heads

that want to bury themselves in iL The latest can-

didate is no less than the president of strife-crip-

pled Algeria. His long silence during the mount-

ing carnage since the start of die Moslem holy

month shocked even the dulled senses of his ter-

rorized people. Belatedly stirred by last week’s

horrific car bomb in central Algiers and the bar-

baric murders of scores of villagers by throat-cut-

ting. President Liamine ZerouaJ finally went on
television on Friday nighL His empty words

caused even more outrage than bis silence.

He stated the obvious - ihat “innocent citizens

of all categories are victims each day of a blind

terrorism unequalled in any other place or

time.” But ZerouaJ spoke mainly in the flowery

and dubious euphemisms beloved of Arab lead-

ers. Having failed to name the perpetrators of

the appalling terrorism, it was hardly surprising

he failed to shoulder any government responsi-

bility for the country's five-year slide into bru-

tality. He settled instead for fixing the blame on
the second great-standby of the Arab statesman

after Israel -"die "foreTgn-rorrcpfracy" 'by

unnamed aliens and mercenaries.

Algeria’s opposition leader and veteran of its

war for independence. Hocin AitAhmed said he
was “truly appalled.'* and not without justifica-

tion. After five years of war and 100,000 lost

lives. General Zeroual - the man elected to be

responsible for government and security -
broke his month-long silence to announce he

had discovered an international conspiracy.

Zeroual’s attitude is typical of the so-called

fight against Islamic fundamentalism through-

out the Middle East. Shaky regimes first pretend

it doesn't exist, then they attempt to appease it

by tightening up Islamic codes ofpublic behav-

ior. then they resort to diversionary “burning

issues” - recently Hebron or Jerusalem.

Finally, when it all blows up in their faces and

foreign tourists are slaughtered or the country

slithers into civil war, out comes the “interna-

tional conspiracy" theory.

Algeria is now the most important battle-

ground between secular rights and religious

fanaticism since the fanatics won in Iran in

1979. The battle is being lost by the Zeroual
government’s gross negligence and incompe-
tence. It has been obvious for years that neither

side is going to win an armed conflict - the real

losers are Algerians being murdered in their

thousands. Zeroual has committed (he classic

blunder of crisis leadership - being harsh and
paranoid when he should be reasonable, and
being ineffectual - or even invisible - when he
should be firm.

The Algerian opposition, such as that led by
Air Ahmed, has long advocated a political

approach and the less wild leaders of die Islamic

front have expressed willingness to negotiate.

Most alarmingly, the government has branded
the peace camp as traitor.

ZerouaIs whining weekend speech contained

a broad hint that those advocating dialogue are

part of the mysterious “foreign conspiracy” -

presumably because many opposition leaders

have fled to France.

The bloody civil war started as a political dis-

pute born of political blunders all round - the

government failed to exclude the fundamental-

ists from the 1991 elections, the people foolish-

ly invested their protest votes in the Islamists,

and the government compounded' both acts of

foolishness with a third, they annulled die elec-

tion.

The war can only be ended by returning it to

the arena of political dispute, where hopefolly it

might be converted eventually to political dis-

course.

Like many populist ideologies in history.

Islamic fundamentalism has fed on the sins of

those who already govern most of the Arab
world-

Democracies have a hard enough time guaran-

teeing their people work, health, education, jus-

tice. and the freedom to pursue happiness.

Rulers who offer people a subsistence diet of
bread and circuses while themselves enjoying

cake and palaces haveiio chance at all.

But these remain the first to lecture foreigners

on their “false assumptions” about Islam. And
thanks to the failures of governments like

Algeria, Islamic fundamentalism introduces the

threat of terrorism to even those liberal democ-
racies. such as France and Britain, that not only

allow mosques to be built in their Judeo-

Christian cultures, but actively encourage ethnic

diversity as a cultural asset.

There may be “false assumptions" abroad

about Islam but many mosques and Islamic wel-

fare organizations in Europe and the United

States have become Trojan horses filled with

hateful, spiteful, dangerous extremists. They
have become centers for fund-raising and pro-

paganda, safe houses for terrorists, and net-

works of support for those on the run. For

Zeroual now to blame “foreigners” for what his

government has allowed to happen to his own
country is to add insult to the injuries of victims

of fundamentalist terrorism in France and else-

where. If not so tragic, it would be laughable; it

is instead merely despicable.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SAFER BLOOD PRODUCTS ACT WITH SEVERITY URIAVNERY

Sir, - The suggestion (Post,

January 1.) that blood donors of

Libyan and Tunisian origin should

undergo a test to determine

whether they are carriers of

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease iCJDj

before donating blood is only one

facet of a developing health

drama of new viral and prion dis-

eases transmitted to man.

Although individual blood

donations are well documented

and the recipients can be easily

traced for follow-up. the manu-

facture of blood-derived products,

e.g. gamma-globulin and serum

albumin, involves pooling multi-

ple blood donations which, after

processing, may be distributed

internationally to thousands of
patients.

Every label carries a code num-
ber which enables unused bortles

of a suspect batch to be withdrawn

ifa manufacturing defect or a qual-

ity-control failure is found after

marketing. Identification of

patients who received a dose of a

recalled batch is almost impossi-

ble.

My colleagues and I have recent-

ly suggested (Pharmaceutical

Journal, October 26) that all man-
ufactured blood products should

be kept. A long list of mishaps and

fraud perpetuated by profit-hungry

foreign processing firms would
indicate the importance of tracing

any patient who received a blood-

derived product

The barring of ethnic groups

who may be unwitting carriers of
transmissible viral or prion dis-

eases must be part of the require-

ment for safer drugs. Replacement

by products produced by genetic

engineering or synthesis would

seem to be an international

research priority,

DR, JOHNJACOBS
Jerusalem.

Sir, - The prime minister has

said (Post, January I0> that if

turns out that the blasts at the old

Tel Aviv Bus Station were the

work of terrorists, and that they

operated out of the Palestinian

Authority territory, then Israel

“will act with severity."

Israel can, and should, already

start acting with severity, without

waiting for the outcome of the

investigation of the bus-station

blasL Very recently, Etta and
Ephraim Tzur were murdered by
Arab terrorists and every day-

incendiary bombs are thrown at

cars on the roads and at Jewish

homes in Hebron. The terrorists

who committed these murders and
attempted murders have acted and
continue to act from Palestinian

Authority territory.

There is therefore no justification

for delaying the severe reaction

which Mr. Netanyahu threatens.

BEN SHUA
Jerusalem.

Sir, - 1 refer toTrudy Gefen’s letter of
January 12 in which she describes Uri
Avnery as “a journalist whose political

views are farther left than those ofPol
Pol" In my view, this description is

tantamount to blood libeL

Pol Pol as it is well known, had
thousands of people killed in the

name of his ideology. Uri Avnery,

undoubtedly a far-left activist, has

never called for any violent action

against those who oppose his ideolo-

gy. On the contrary, his meetings with

Palestinian leaders have served to

remove Israel and its neighbors from
the cycle of violence they have been
in since the inception of Zionismin since the inception of Zionism

RAZJOSEPH
Beersheba.

CLUMSY APPROACH

CNN-WATCH

Sir,- 1am writing toyou on behalf

of a group of retirees with lime on
their hands who are more than con-
cerned about the way in which Israel

is being treated by CNN, which is

now a widely viewed network
throughout Israel. We have decided

to so something and form CNN-
Watch, which will monitor unbal-

anced coverage on CNN and report

it back to CNN sponsors and CNN
corporate directors.

If anyone sees any discrepancy
in CNN coverage, please fax us at

(03) 695-0132, or write to us at

POB 18213. Tel Aviv. We would
also welcome foundation support
to open up a modest office.

ABE WEINBERGER
Tel Aviv.

Sir; - The Post of January 7
reports findings from a Gesher
Institute survey which -reveal that

secular Jews dislike religious Jews
more than die reverse. A represen-

tative from Gesher concludes drat

religious Jews had better take stock

and find out what about themselves

“makes” secular Jews dislike them
This is like asking Jews in gener-

al to took at their behavior to see

what cases antisemitism. Students

of basic psychology know that we
can’t “make” anyone feel anything.

I would propose that secular Jews
examine what exactly it is that they

find so threatening about religious

Jews and a Jewish Israel, further, if

Gesher’s goal is to promote good-
will between the religious and sec-

ular population, they certainly go
about it clumsily. It doesn’t engen-
der a positive atmosphere to auto-

matically place responsibility for

the rift in Israeli society on one seg-

ment more than the other.

SHOSHANA WEINSTEIN
Kfar Adumim

Way out of line DryBones

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF
Igave

I
am no fan of this govemmenL
It is a right-wing regime with

two left hands and two left

feet, and about a quarter of its

members would like nothing bet-

ter than to turn this country into a
theocratic state - i.e. to force the

and my like to live under a system
of law which, in. many respects,

contradicts what we believe in.

Despite this, I find the attitude

Whatever
happened to

fair and honest
TV coverage?

of much of the media toward the

government and the religious sec-

tor highly disturbing.

Take that McDonald’s ad on
TV’s Channel 2.

Now cheeseburgers happen to

be my favorite junk food. Yet
whenever that burger, with its bla-

tant mixing of milk and meat,

comes on I feel uncomfortable,

because I know it offends ar least

half the population, including

many of my friends.

McDonald’s Israel managing-
director Omri Padan told Yediot

Aharonot last Friday tbat he has
made it a matter of principle to

show the religious establishment

(those “Kbomeinists") that it can't

tell him what to do. And no one
has the right to try and stop him
feeling that way.

It is Channel 2 that is at fault

here. It would never show an ad its

secular viewers found offensive -
one that implies, for example, that

all young people who wear an ear-

ring are drifters and drug addicts.

So why offend those who
observe hashrufl

Then there are several journal-

ists who never miss a chance to

insult Dore Gold, the prime minis-

ter's adviser and confidant, by
questioning the level ofhis acade-
mic work. Why? Because he
wears a knitted lappa and isn’t a

left-winger.

Gold mightn't be one of Israel’s

most outstanding scholars, but he
is a capable man with a solid body
of academic work to his credit.

Compared to another academic,

the erratic and highly controver-

sial Haim Assa. who served prime
minister Rabin in the same capac-

ity, Gold is the very incarnation of
soberness, discretion and decency.

And yet no rate has ever dared
to write about Assa with die disre-

spect that seems to have been
reserved for Gold.
Back in 1992, when l was

preparing the second edition ofmy
Political Dictionary ofthe State of
Israel in English, I asked Gold
whether he would update the entry

on US-Israel relations, which is

his field of expertise. He declined,

citing lack of time. Bnt he did sit

with me for several hours, giving

roe a chronological review of the

subject, which I recorded.

Excepting one minor error in a

date, his presentation was immac-
ulate. Moreover, no one listening

could have detected the speaker’s

political leaning.
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BY FAR the most disturbing phe-

nomenon, however, is the mali-

cious joy that has bubbled up in

the wake of the revelations by TV
Channel 1 reporter Ayala Hasson
regarding the appointment of
Ron! Bar-On as attorney-general.

At this stage it isn’t dear
whether we are looking at a case

of major government corruption,

minor misconduct by a govern-
ment employee - or simply at an
ambitious reporter going out on a
limb.

Whatever the truth, it's hard to

avoid the feeling dial had we been

dealing with a left-wing government,

the story would have been handled

with far greater care and discretion.

- So farwe haven't bad a shred of

concrete evidence to back up
Hasson’s allegation of dubious

dealing involving Aiye Deri and

others in the Bar-On appointment:

and yet her colleagues are acting as

if its veracity was above doubt, and
implying that the government’s
spokesmen are ail liars, or worse.

They might be, in which case

several highly-placed heads will

roll; then again, they might Dot
While the government’s deci-

sion-making process is quite

clearly not what it should be, the

Israel Broadcasting Authority has

a habit of treating the government

as guilty until proven innocent-

Nobody expects a national

broadcasting service in a democ-

racy to defend the government

when it doesn’t deserve defend-

ing. or to leave wrongdoing

uncovered.

But there is something very’

amiss when it displays such an

inbuilt bias against a democrati-

cally elected government - a gov-

ernment which might not be to the

liking of lefties such as myself,

but which is owed a fair and hon-

est hearing.

Even if Hasson’s stray checks

oat, Channel 1 especially has

some serious soul-searching to do.

The writer is a political scientist.

A very pernicious process

I
n November 1936, months
after Adolf Hitler made his first

moves toward the subjugation

of Europe, British prime minister

Stanley Baldwin made a historic

confession to parliament- Fellow

conservative Winston Churchill

had attacked him for failing “to

keep his pledge to ensure Britain’s

air power,” an obvious cause of
Britain's famous state of unpre-

paredness.

Baldwin did not deny his culpa-

bility. He explained that, prior to

the general election, be had found
that the dominant mood in the

country was very pacifistic.

Consequently, he declared, “I

asked myself what chance was
there that the country would give a
mandate for rearmament.
Supposing I had gone to the coun-
try and said that Germany was
rearming and that we must rearm,

does anybody think that this pacif-

ic democracy would have rallied

to drat cry at tbat moment?
“I cannot think of anything,”

Baldwin concluded, “that would
have made loss of the election

from my point of view more cer-

tain."

This indeed, writes Churchill in

his memoirs, was “appalling

frankness. That a prime minister

should avow that be had not done
his duty in regard to national safe-

ty because he was afraid of losing

the election was an incident with-

out parallel in our parliamentary

history."

So the conservative party won
that election; and Neville
Chamberlain. Baldwin's successor

as conservative leader, led Britain

into the appeasement of Hider.

into Munich, and into World War .

U.

And so Binyamin Netanyahu in

1996 won an election he would
surely have lost had he told the

people what tie was going to do as

prime minister.

The majority that voted
Netanyahu into power was moved
by the deep-seated belief that the

“peace process" was a transparent

confidence trick, a process which,
if consummated, would lead to an
Arab-Israeli war, with Israel

reduced to a state of utmost vul-

nerability.

SHMUEL KATZ

They refused to ignore the frank,

indeed vehement, declarations by
Yasser Arafat and other Arab lead-

ers tbat the national objective -
enshrined moreover" ib" tote* :

Palestinian 'National CCnfehSnf

-

v>>

was the destruction of the Jewish
-

'

state and the concomitant disper-

sal of its Jewish inhabitants.

They believed that the conflict

with die Arabs was not over bor-

der modifications but over posses-
sion of the Land ofIsraeU that sur-

renders of territory not only weak-
ened Israel strategically bat
increased the Arabs’ confidence
that, this time, they would win the

war they were planning.

a narrow majority in the Knesset.

They bribed two opposition MKs,
Gonen Segev and Alex Gddfarb.)
But what of the plea, repeated

Israel has signed the Oslo agree-

ment? Sounding so “right” and
decent it is, in toe circumstances,

wrong and fraudulent.

THE essential assumption of a
peace negotiation is drat both par-

ties aim at achieving peacefril

relations. Sometimes one side can
be innocently deceived into

believing die pacific purpose of
the other.

Only someone with a death wish
would negotiate his own suicide

Netanyahu’s voters refused to

ignore the massive armaments
undeniably piling up in all the

neighboring Arab countries.

No less strong was a widely
shared sense of the need to over-

come the defeatism that had
become a hallmark of Israeli gov-
ernment policy; and of the need to

stem the grinding down of the

moral fiber of a segment of the

Jewish population.

In that segment it has become a

commonplace tbat “if we do any-
thing Arafat doesn't like and to

which he may respond with tenor-

ism, we must refrain from doing
it; we must give in, give up, with-

draw, or at least postpone, and
wait for the ‘right time.’

"

For all this, and more, Binyamin
Netanyahu was voted into power.
Symbolically, his first political

“act” was to prevent MK Avigdor
Kahalani from renewing in the

Knesset the resolution for a
mandatory requirement of a 'spe-

cial majority for ceding nationalcial majority for ceding national

territory. (That proposal, designed

primarily to secure the Golan, was
unquestionably supported by an
overwhelming majority of the

nation, but was defeated by die

previous government’s mobilizing

In the case of the present “peace
process,” nobody has any reason
to be deceived.

Repeatedly Arafat has made it

plain that the concessions he
expects to extort under toe agree-

ment are intended, by phases, to

bring about not peace but the most
favorable conditions for jihad.

So deeply and widely commit-
ted is Arafat to that purpose that

he hasn’t dared push through even
bis pledged forma] abrogation of
the Palestinian Covenant, whose
be-all and end-all is Israel's

destruction.

Yitzhak Rabin understood the

macabre travesty in the existence

of the covenant. Before the Oslo
negotiations he demanded an
undertaking that it be abrogated.
In November 1993, Arafat actu-

ally wrote out a promise, which he
did not keep. To this day that pre-
condition for negotiations has not
been kept
On what grounds, then, does the

prime minister continue negotiat-
ing? (Let us leave aside the gross
violations of the text of the Oslo
agreement)
When prime minister

Menachem Begin was asked in

1977 whether he would agree to

negotiate with Arafat, he replied:

“Am I expected to negotiate

Israel's suicide?"

The history of Zionism and of

the State of Israel is replete with

anhonored agreements and under-

takings. There is no need k> recall

b^torwL violation oLthe man-
date granted to Britain for . the

“reconstitution of the Jewish
national home " which ended up
in 1939 (precisely when Hitler

was mi the rampage In Europe)
with a policy (the “White Paper”)

for toe establishment of an Arab
state with a Jewish minority.

In more recent history: In 1975
Israel was pressed by Washington
into giving up the strategic Mitle
and Gidi passes in Sinai, and the

Abu'Rhodeis oil fields. In return,

Washington undertook not to

negotiate with the PLO without
Israel’s consent That undertaking
was not honored.

Washington also undertook to

furnish Israel with toe exclusive
acquisition of the forthcoming
new aircraft (F15). In 1977 the

next (Carter) administration pub-
licly reneged on that undertaking;
bnt under Congressional pressure
president Carter agreed to with-
hold from client Saudi Arabia toe

plane’s important enhanced fuel

tanks.

Then came the Reagan adminis-
tration. It unabashedly restored
toe fuel tanks for Saudi Arabia, as
well as providing it (in the face of
fierce protest in the Senate) with
toe new Awacs spy-plane.
The Reagan administration,

however, did at least offer an apol-
ogy, using (he argument accepted
in international relations to
explain and justify nor keeping an
agreement: Rebus sic stantibus
(circumstances have changed).
Has there ever been a more dras-

tic and deliberate “change of cir-

cumstance” than what was intend-
ed by the Israeli government at

Oslo as negotiation
.
for a peace

agreement turning - out to be
intended by the other side as a
vehicle for Israel’s destruction?

The writer is working on a biog-
raphy ofAaron Aronsohn,founder
of the Nili intelligence organiza-
tion during World War /.

.

POSTSCRIPTS
IN A RICH city more often
plagued by gold, jewelry and bank
heists, robbers have found a novel
precious commodity to rob —
chicken wings.

Robbers boarded a container
barge, tied up toe watchman and
escaped with five containers foil

of imported frozen chicken wings
worth HKS2.5 million ($323,400).
Poultry — especially chicken

wings and feet— is a commodi-
ty in hot demand with Chinese
consumers- Vast quantities are

imported for Hong Kong and
China dining tables.

China is the second largest mar-
ket for US poultry products after

Russia, and is the only market for

chicken feet.

Brian and Sheila Johnson were
piloting a light plane on toe
remote west coast of Vancouver
Island when they crashed into a
lake. Rescue crews later found
their identification floating among
toe wreckage and gave up toe
search, presuming they had died.

A Royal Canadian Mounted
Police officer flew to the site at

Gaultheria Lake with a coroner
and divers to compile a final report
on toe incident As he circled his
helicopter to take pictures of the
crash site, he spotted toe pair on a
beach about two km away.

A CANADIAN couple presumed
to have died in a plane crash were
found alive almost by chance on a
nearby beach.

JOSEPH MERRICK, the disfig-

ured “elephant man” whose story
was told on stage and in film, did
not suffer from the disease often
named after him but from a differ-

ent very rare condition, it was
reported in London.
Amita Sharma, a radiologist at

toe Royal London Hospital where
Merrick’s skeletal remains have
been kept since his death in 1890,
said in a report that toe likely
cause of his condition was
Proteus Syndrome, a rare non-
utoerited condition. She said she
based her conclusion on radi-
ograph and computed tomograph-
ic studies of the skeleton.

ft had been widely aagnnyd
Memck suffered from neurofibro-
matosis - sometimes called “ele-
phant man disease"-a genetic dis-
order of toe nervoas system that
causes abnormal tissue growth.

The extremely rare Proteus
Syndrome is a malfunction in cell
growth that causes hypergrowth
or bone and tissues in the body.
Fewer than 100 cases of toe incur-
able disease have been reported
worldwide and it was first identi-
fied only about two decades ago
Sharma said.

1

Memck was bom in 1862 and
began an abnormal growth pattern
at toe age of 21 months. His head
had a circumference of 91 cm
compared to about 61 cm for most
men. His body was covered with
large, fleshy growths That made
him a societal outcast

THIS WAS one fortuneteller who
nad another sort of fortune in
mind.

- • ,n

Potice arrested Antonella
Mastropaola, 34, of Monza. Italy,
on charges of criminal association
for helping a hokl-up gang decide
me most auspicious days for rob-
beries.

Some 25 gang members ; had
been arrested several months ear-
her. They enjoyed a run of luck
tejartded about U billion fire
157 million) in .35 holdups.
Police investigation led to
Mastropaolo.
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ite Lies
By RICHARD L. BERKE

•Washington

I

T was one ol those rare times in Ameri-

can politics last week when, however

briefly, hostile partisanship gave way to

Emily Post. With a soothing assurance

of bipartisan bonhomie. President Clinton

set the tone in his inauguration speech:

"The American people returned to office a

President of one party and a Congress of

another. Surely they did not do this to ad-

vance the politics of petty bickering and

extreme partisanship they plainly deplore.”

Speaker Newt Gingrich sounded down-

right giddy after the ceremony, proclaiming

that there was "a sense of bipartisanship”

in the air. Madeleine K Albright, unani-

mously confirmed as Secretary of State,

welcomed "a new era of bipartisan foreign

policy." On Friday, Mr. Clinton announced

that he and George Bush and other former

Presidents would hold a summit meeting on

The voters weren’t

demanding harmony,

it turns out. They
wanted politicianswho
stood for something.

community service.

But as much as voters may complain

about legislative gridlock, the fashionable

notion among politicians that Americans

are demanding comity and compromise

above all else may be more an illusion of

statistics than a political reality. In fact, m
the last ,two elections, voters did not reward

split-the-difference coalition builders but

chose more hard-edged ideologues m both

parties, leaving a gaping hole in the center

of Congress. • •
* ."’ r

i
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..-“When it come&to actuallyeasting avot^

people are not necessarily lookmgfor the

peacemaker or diplomat,” said Leonard

Williams, a professor of political science at

Manchester College in Indiana. ‘‘They’re

looking for someonewho is clear about what

they stand for. Someone who wants commit-

ment. The remarkable thing is that we

found an electoral advantage to being an

eX^H
Wjihams and a colleague, Neil Woll-

man, analyzed the re-election races of

House incumbents in the last two electio

and concluded that the RepubUcansw^p of

1994 did not wipe out the ranks of the

liberals in Congress, and that the voterelast

year did not reject the sharp “n^^tism
associated with Mr. Gingrich and his feflow

Republicans. Their study shows, for exam-

ple, that conservatives won 95 percent of

thpir races in 1996. . .

Nor is there much to the notion that

neoole intentionally opted for divided Gov-

Smnent last November in the hope that the

executive and legislative branches could

function in moderate bliss. To the contrary,

84 percent of those who backed Mr. Clinton,

advertising himself as a centrist, also voted

for a Democrat for the House.

This may underscore another example ot

voters (the same people who want their

taxes cut and the Federal budget balanced)

trying to have it both ways. In November,

voters' rewarded a Congress that ended on a

note of bipartisan accomplishment by send-

ing back most incumbents. Yet while people

tell pollsters they are disgusted with parti-

san bickering, they also contend that they

want their leaders to act out of principle, to

stand for something.

Healing, No
If the voters are confused, so are the

politicians. They know that if they produce

they will be more popular come election

time. Yet, there is great risk, too, in cozymg

up to the other party.

“For politicians, not only does their gpt tell

them not to trust the other side, but the

people they represent don’t really trust the

other side either,” said Eric M. Uslaner, a

professor of government at the University of

Maryland and author of “The Decline of

Comity in Congress” (University of Michi-

gan Press, 1993). “Everyone wants to see

what they can do. But looming beneath ev-

erything is the fact that both parties repre-

sent very different groups of people — and

for almost the last 20 years have been at

each other's throats.”

Steve Bell, a Republican political consult-

ant and a former Congressional aide, said

there is no way even the appearance of

cooperation will last— certainly not through

the elections of 1998. “It will not be. Let s

come together and heal’- that’s nothow you

get elected in this country,” Mr. Beil said.

"You’ll see people running on the death

Penalty, abortion, school prayer.

You get elected by exciting your

folks. You show them where yoo

stand on certain code issues. And

you turn them out.”

Indeed,behind the facade of con-

ciliation, there is a growing insist-

-'.ence .in both paflips that wdess_ - . 1

; - theymore aggressively stake their- - a

claims cm issues, they will: lose
;

||

their identities even further.
|g

Egged On
The Wall Street Journal’s edito-

rial page recently called on its

constituency of Republicans to cel-

ebrate their party's ideological

fervor. “Rank partisanship can tar

deed corrode the system,” the edi-

torial said, "hut the Beltway now

seems instinctively to dump on

acts of partisanship that flow from

ideology." And consider, in an-

other conservative journal. The

Weekly Standard, tins hardly deli-

cate headline on a recent essay:

“Stick It to the Democrats.”

The Democrats, thus far, are not

so blatant; if the Republicans see

bipartisanship as the strategy ot

Continued on page 4
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Protits on the Sidelines

The (Not So) Neutrals of World War II

By ROGER COHEN

Paris

WHEN the world was sim-

pler. divided during a

bitter peace between

the forces of good <m
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this side of
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assets of Jewish victims of Hitler

become, clear in recent

months that money, gold, paintings

and other items that belonged to

Holocaust victims were deposited m

Swiss banks by the Nazis or by the

victims themselves during Hitlers

rule. The extent of these deposits and

their ultimate fate remain unclear.

But the apparent failure of the

Swiss banking community to give a

clear accounting of its dealings with

the Nazis has fueled an increasingly

The New York Times

venomous exchange between Jewish

groups and the Swiss authorities.

The image of Switzerland com-

forting because neutral— has taken

on a darker hue. In the place of

chocolates, cute little cottages and

kindly burghers, another Switzer-

land has emerged, suspicious of Jew-

Continued on page 3
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A Global Guide to TV Munchies

A
T the dawn of civilization, two biggies were the

development of ritual and the advent of food

cultivation. And lo, around the same time came

ithe invention of beer. The path of human
progress was set.

It led directly to the television set, focal point of

much modem ritual behavior, around which Super Bowl

congregants in America today wiU dutifully gather to

bask in the iconography of their culture’s slickest and

most expensive ballyhoo and, oh yeah, to watch what is

more often than not a boriitg game. Good thing there’ll

be plenty of food and drink on hand to chatter over.

It turns out that other cultures are sort of the same
when it comes to important TV rituals, only different.

Many peoples, for example, have not the sophistication

to place replicas of large chunks of cheese on their

heads, as some viewers in the Green Bay area will

today. Nor in many places is it as readily possible, as it

is in America, to imagine a veritable poetry of junk

nutrition — from Cheetos to Doritos to Tostitos to Fritos

to finally the groaning "oh's" of indigestion.

Still, other lands hold their own TV-snacking-wise,

as the smorgasbord below gathered from countries near

and far demonstrates. Help yourself. TOM KUNTZ

CANADA

Mmmm, Beaver Tail
Since 90 percent of what they watch on prime-time

television comes from the United States, most Canadi-

ans drop their habitual defensiveness and admit that

when they snack, they are just like Americans.

Well! not exactly, eh.

There are plenty of chips and salsa in Canada too.

but it's hard to imagine many Americans jumping up

during a commercial to prepare a beaver tali (shown in

inset), as some foiks do in Ottawa The fried dough in the

shape of you know what is usually covered in— what

else?— maple syrup, and eaten before it drips.

Thanks probably to the

influence of American TV. the

Super Bowl is attended by
more hoopla in Canada than is

the country’s own football

championship, the Grey Cup.

In Calgary. Super-Bowl par-

^§5, ties tend to be hardy: snow is

whisked off the deck and the

barbecue fired up 10 do some
Alberta T-bones, washed
down with a strong local brew
called a Big Rock Magpie.

Middle-class French Ca-

. nadians in Quebec sometimes
like to prepare a batch of pou-

tine, a combination of french

f ries. brown gravy and curd
cheese. Upper-class Quebec-
ers eat it too. but they don’t

admit it.

John Hryniiii tor Thr New York Times ANTHONYDePALMA

THE PHILIPPINES

The Snacks Are Here: Duck!
JL UlU — ...

There is morecharm in the wordpJayof F^pmos

than in their snack food. When they hunkerdownier

battles of San Miguel beer to watch aSame^b^cet

ball, they are likely to help themselves to

(grilled chicken feet). Walkmans (pigs ears) and

l.U.D.’s (skewered chicken intestines).

But the national passion is

embryos boded and eaten from the

kling of rock salt Balut is sold all over Mamta bystrwt

vendors and is best eaten when tender, just before the

beak and feathers appear. Here’s how , h
dez. a food writer, eats it: “You tap the large end of Hie

egg and make a little hole through which you
;

SIP

broth. Then you peel the egg slowly and eat theyolkand

the chide. Some people take little bites. Somepeople

close their eyes and put the whole thing

mouths at once.”
SETHMYU

JAPAN

Chowing Down, Way Down

Photos by Bunn Marquez for Tl»N« York Times

The Philippine snacking passion is balut. duck embryos eaten from the egg

RUSSIA BRITAIN
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They’ll Drink to That
Russians don’t believe in food rituals when it comes

to watching sports events. Maybe that's because they
follow food rituals in almost every other context. Each
anniversary, birthday or graduation is an occasion to

stuff‘kalt, fish and Tat into your gizzard.

When something special happens on TV, Russians

celebrate the old-fashioned way : with vast quantities of

icy vodka. There is a class system, of course. Poor peo-

ple drink $2 bottles with names like “Russian Vodka"
that can be bought at any kiosk. People who have a little

money drink the best Russian brands— Smirnov, Mos-
kovskoye or Stolichnaya. Rich guys drink Absolut. Or
American Smirnoff. Anything foreign. Then everyone
forgets what they were watching and goes out to a bar
and gets drunk. MICHAEL SPECTER.

Upstairs, Down the Hatch
An informal survey suggests that British television

snackers prefer tea with chocolates or chocolate bis-

cuits (meaning cookies), beer or wine with potato chips
or nuts, and occasionally cheese and crackers. Some

In Japanese, the term
couch potato would certainly

apply to Japan’s television

watchers— that is, if there

were any couches around.

Homes are so tiny in Japan

that few can accommodate
couches. Instead, squatting on

cushions, Japanese viewers
huddle around low, mini-ta-

bles and nibble peanuts, salty

fried peas and rice crackers,

called oserabeL Another fa-

vorite, especially among
women, is dried sweet pota-

toes— sliced sweet potatoes

dried under the sun and then

warmed up in a toaster.

SHERYL WuDUNN
photographs by Naum Kjetaan'

. The New Yorfc Times
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CHINA

GERMANY

Jawohl, Erdnussfiips!

MEXICO

Watch It: Hot Stuff
What Mexicans eat in front of the tube depends on

what they’re watching. When men watch soccer on TV.
it’s usually at a neighborhood cantina, where they down
beer, rum. tequila or a sickeningly sweet mix of brandy
and cola. Once everybody’s ravenous, waiters ferry in

food from the kitchen— free, as it turns out First course

is often camitas (fried pork cutlets) and chicharrdn

(fried pork skin). The main fare is usually pozole. a pork

.

broth with a floating hunk of com on the cob, or menudo,
a stew of cow stomach and chile, often fiery hot. It’s sup-

posedly great for hangovers— though it’s unclear

whether for producing or curing them.

A growing minority of Mexicans now watch Ameri-
can basketball and football on TV, and when they do they

tend to prefer Yankee snacks— pizza, hamburgers and
potato chips chased with Cokes. This is maybe because
most of the commercials are
for American junk food.

Mexico’s main TV specta-

cle, however, is not sports but

telenovelas or soap operas.

Prime time is dinner time, so

many families eat their mer-
iendas. or light suppers, gath-

ered around the TV. As hero-

ines suffer the infidelities of

their men, viewers eat tortas.

or sandwiches, often made
with leftovers from the big

midday meal. Most Mexicans
also stuff their tortas with hot
chiles— jalapenos, chipotles.

habaneras (which bum like

acid) . It’s all washed down,
believe it or not, with hot co-

coa or cafe con leche.

SAM DILLON

Settling in front of the

TV to watch the triumphs of

Steffi Graf or the Bayern
Munich soccer team, Ger-

mans seem to favor saacks
like Erdnussfiips— a light

brown, peanut-flavoredcom
snack the shape of a small
pellet— or salted, slender

pretzel sticks. Not for them,
the pigout— more the

steady nibble through potato

chips (cheese and onion fla-

vored are popular) and a va-

riety of other tidbits. Proud-

ly. someGermans say their

culture is not (yet) so pre-

packaged as to preclude

home-baked specialties, like the Lebkuchen (cookies)

that are widely served before the year-end holidays.

ALANCOWELL

people like their nibbles with dips, while the health-con-
scious can opt for one of many low-fat crisps (chips).

Also available are “prawn flavour maize snacks.”
Simon Nye, whose British TV series “Men Behaving

Badly ’’ inspired theABC series of the same name, says
his lead characters, two lager lads named Tony and
Gary, would favor a bowl of potato chips. “If it's abig oc-
casion, they might have two big bowls,v-he sakL* ,’~ '*•

Lady Elizabeth Anson, who runs Party Planners, a
London caterer, said the only TV-related affair she ever
handled was a party held to follow coverage of the 1992

British election. She served up a buffet, and a spread of

chips and mini chocolate bars for those glued to the
screen. She noted that her brother. Lord Lichfield, a pho-
tographer, is an avid TV snacker. “He has elegant jars

containing things like Japanese rice crackers. Bombay
mix, tortilla chips or fudge and jelly beans,” she said.

“Being a photographer, he has got an aesthetic eye and
he rather likes these pretty jars." PAMELA KENT

Year of the Seed, Again
In China , a nation obsessed with eating, snacking is

based on something as simple as the watermelon seed.

Most homes reserve a central place for a bowl of the

roasted black seeds on a living room or kitchen table.

Prepared saltyor sweet, watermelon seeds are enjoyed

mostly as a companion to conversation. It is virtually a

rite ofpassage for a Chinese child to learnhow to crack

open a seed with one’s teeth, extract the edible center

and spit out the shell using no hands.
When Chinese gather around theTV neA month for

theirown most-watched program of the year—a varie-

tyshow on the eve of Chinese New Year that attracts 900

million viewers— more watermelon seeds are likely to

beconsumedin one evening in China than many nations
,

-seemacentuiyr.-— ’ r--« -• SETHFAhSQN*

ISRAEL

FRANCE

SOUTH AFRICA

Common Denominator: Beer
“Oh, it’s beer, lots of beer " says Wandie Ndala,

naming the refreshment of choice (like the brand at left)

for South African TV sports junkies. He runs Wandie’s
Place, one of Soweio’s most popular shebeens— taverns
found mostly in black residential areas. "Food is sec-

ondary," Mr. Ndala says, adding that the hungry town-

ship sports buff might order up pap and mutton (pap is

the country’s staple com mash) or even pap and amath-
umbu (tripe; to tide him over through a soccer match.

While drinking habits appear to be shared by sports
lovers across race and class lines in South Africa, snack-
ing preferences are not. “The beer is the same, but the

food is predominately bar-type munchies— chips and
snacks," says Darren Heath, manager of the Baron and
Vicar, a pub in Johannesburg's wealthy, white Bryan-
ston suburb, which offers big-screen TV for soccer, rug-

by and cricket matches. ALEX HETHERINGTON

Shame on the ‘Vagabond Eater’
The French rarely snack.

Even the word for snack—
“grignoter”— is pejorative.

“The vagabond eater is

still frowned upon.” notes
Claude Fischler, an expert on
food at the National Center for

Scientific Research.
But if the French rarely

bring snacks to the television,

they increasingly bring the

TV to the table. A survey by
the dairy industry showed
that 62 percent of meals are eaten with the TV on.

A major sporting event— usually soccer— or a
presidential election is needed to shift the focus of eating
from the table to the television couch. Often these are
heavily male occasions. To accompany the free-flowing

red wine. Camembert, pate, cold pork sausages and
roast chicken are eaten with baguettes.

Snack products like pre-sliced pork sausage are not
generally associated with TV. Rather, they accompany
the aperitif on social occasions. ROGER COHEN

Intensive Shelling, the Fun Kind
The Israeli slang forTV snacks is pitzuhim— loose-

ly, anything that can cracked open and shelled. A typical

sports fan here, glued to the screen for a critical soccer
match or basketballgame, can be found nibbling anx-
iously on roasted and salted sunflower or watermelon
seeds, or pistachios, spewing out shells onto piles that

get higher as thegame gets closer. The seeds are ac-
companiedby generous infusions of the national stimu-
lants: caffeine and nicotine in the form of coffee. Coke
and cigarettes. JOEL GREENBERG

SAUDIARABIA

Hey, What’s for Saudi Dessert?
It’s 10 P-M. In Riyadh, Saudi Arabia: do you know

where your sexy Egyptian models are? If you’re a typi-

cally prosperous Saudi, sure you do: they’re right there
in front ofyou on yourSony mega-hugeTV— all young
and bouncy— courtesy of the Egyptian Satellite Chan-
nel. Just as Saudis sitdown to dinner, it broadcasts a big
block of commercialsbetween regular programs, hawk-
ing everythingfrom tea to mobile phones. The ads' beau-
ties provide a respite from the nation’s arid Islamic so-
cial climate andfrom SaudiTV fare, which typically has
an announcer droning on about the long’s schedule.

Itwas only natural for two daily rituals to meld, so
now it’s hard to tell justwhat is jump-starting Saudi
male salivaryglands. As the Filipino housekeeper lays
on dishes of fava beans with olive oil, eggs and bascurma
(a spicyArmenian cured-beef speciality), it’stime to in-
dulge at the large marble table in front of the den TV. In
the background, Mrs. Senior Official gaily announces to
all: “Come, come onl It’s the Egyptian ads time! Sit
down, shut up,eat!” YOOSSEFM. IBRAHIM

Oil Imports Are Up. Fretting About It Is Down.
By MATTHEW L. WALD

Washington

I

N his second inaugural address last

week. Bill Clinton made promises on the

usual problems, like race relations, edu-

cation and health. But another hardy

perennial, the nation's dependence on im-

ported oil, went unmentioned. Not gone but

forgotten, this problem is larger than ever.

Imports have risen to record levels —
above 50 percent of consumption, according

to the American Petroleum Institute. Need-

ing cash last year, the Government sold off

about 25 minion barrels from its Strategic

Petroleum Reserve, the equivalent of al-

most three weeks of imports from Saudi

Arabia. That hoard might have been pre-

cious in a crisis.

But there will not be another crisis quite

like the oil shortages of 1973 to 1974 and 1979

to 1980, experts say. and there are reasons

that might justify America’s profligate

course. Last year, domestic production de-

creased, but the oil companies delivered 2.8

percent more fuel to their customers. As a

result, imports, which are relatively cheap,

increased 6 percent, the institute said.

The contrast between the bad old days
and today is stunning. When imports were

40 percent of consumption. Jimmy Carter.

donning a cardigan, said that America
should cut imports by nearly a third by 19S5

and declared “the moral equivalent of
war." As President Carter’s energy czar,

James R. Schlesinger, put it last week,
Americans now have evolved to “indiffer-

ence without moralizing.”

Efforts to find substitute fuels for vehicles
continue, along with programs to pump
more domestic oil and conserve use. But
dependence on foreign sources will grow
anyway, the General Accounting Office said

last month, because rising demand will out-

strip ail these efforts as the economy grows.
Even without a population increase or new
factories to consume more energy, new
Chevy Astros, Mercury Villagers and other

vans are roaring out of showrooms as old

fuel-efficient Chevy Chevettes and Honda
Civics head for the scrap heap. That means
more fuel per mile.

Combined with declining domestic pro-

duction, imports could rise to 60 percent of

consumption by 2015, the G-A.O. said.

Hazel R. O’Leary, whose job as Energy
Secretary ended with Mr. Clinton's swear-
ing-in, said in an interview just before her
departure that the American people needed
to get the message, but delivering it was
beyond the ability of an Energy Secretary.

She said it would take another oil shock.

And that appears about as certain as

another hurricane in Florida or earthquake

Supplying Demand
Millions of barrels per day.

imports of
crude oil and
petroleum
products

‘80 '85 '90 '96

The YorV Time?

in California. The only question is when.

Many of the elements are already in place;

Larry Goldstein, the president of the Petro-

leum Industry Research Foundation, said

that idle production capacity is only about
three million barrels a day, all of it in the

Persian Gulf. “If you were to have a disrup-

tion in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia, " he said,

“the ability of the world to make it up is

zero. And nobody would honestly say the
Middle East is more secure today than it

was a decade ago.”

But Mr. Goldstein and other experts say
oil is no longer at the top of America's
problem list for a number of reasons.
For one. interruptions In supply from the

Persian Gulf are possible, but there is no
enemy superpower poised to march in.

"When the Soviet Union was still around, it

had six airborne divisions seemingly realty
to fly into the gulf.” said Mr. Schlesinger,
who also did a turn as Secretary of Defense.
OPEC has lost power too, he said.

In fact, the so-called North-South confron-
tation of the 1970’s, with rich oil-consuming
nations facing off against poor energy-pro-
ducing ones, is mostly gone. Daniel Yergin,
president of Cambridge Energy Research
Associates, pointed out that in the 1970's and
l98Q’s, oil-producing countries nationalized
their industries, but now they are privatiz-
ing them and asking for Western invest-
ment “It's back to a high degree of interde-
pendence," he said. “Everybody wants to be
on the same team now.”
And America itself has changed. The

amount of goods and services that 20 years
ago required five barrels of oU to make now
takes only three. Not only have utilities
switched to coal and natural gas, but the
output of the American economy has also
shifted away from products using vast

amounts of energy, like heavy manufac-
tured goods, to those that, use hardly any,
like movies and computer software.
The price of oil is dcrwrijtoo.Tn 1980. oil

sales were about 8.5 to 9 percent of gross
domestic product “Today, It’s a little over 3
percent.” Mr. Goldstein, said.'

Mr. Goldstein also distinguishes between
dependency and vulnerability. If this coun-
try cut its dependency by several million:
barrels a day. tt would stiH be just as
vulnerable to price shock, he said* because

'

in a free international market, "a disruption
anywhere is a price shock everywhere.”
Making a similar point last month, the :

gave A*® example of-Bntain after the
talJ of the Shah of Iran and the subsequent

;

shock- Thai country was knearly self-
•

sufficient in oil at the time, bat when the'.’
price rose, the economic dislocation was -

seve
^:.

The G-A-° report found that “vul-

'

nerability is linked to dependence on oil, not
10 dePendence bn Imported oil.”

Cheap oil is still a boon to the American:
^onomy. The GJLO. put. the benefits ofcheapoil at hundreds ofbiflioos of dollars

Balyas explicitly excluded
tne cost of human life In sending American
soldiers back into Mideasteraoil fields— ortoe lumts that Import dependency may im_
pose on American foreign policy. .’In thecurrent political climate, though, those costsdo not seem to be high on anybody's; list.
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Chechens vote tomorrow after years ofwar and chaos. A Chechen soldier does a back flip off a Russian tank gun in Baxnut last week.

Islam Gets the Law and Order Vote

Mk 0*rv.

By ALESSANDRA STANLEY

Grozny ; Russia

I

N the hotly contested Chechen presiden-
tial campaign, the backdrop of every
campaign poster is Islamic green. All

the candidates fervently invoke Allah
and Islam in their speeches. But what are
they really appealing to? One candidate.

Deputy Prime Minister Movladi Udugov,
gives the clearest hint: Bis slogan is “Is-

lamic Order” and it can be found plastered
on almost every bullet-scarred wall and
bombed-out building in Grozny. •.

Chechens, who are Muslim by faith and
practical by nature, do not share the strict

funrfampnfali^m of - Iran Or Afghanistan. Un-
der Communism, Islam was officially

banned, although practiced quietly, as a
form of.defiance against Soviet colonialism.

But for many voters, who complain of

rampant crime-and ^sorifer^*the>notion of-

iyiahf as* sdpath to order has bad extraortfp'

nary appeal in the campaign for tomorrow’s

election. Secessionist Chechnya has, after

all, undergone years of brutal war followed

by months of criminal rampages.
“Under Islamic laws, young people will be

afraid,^’ Malika Sngaipova; 36. said

“Whether they really pray, or just are more
fearful, it will be better.” She lives in a
neighborhood where most apartment build-

ings are bullet scarred or bombed out, with-

out running water. She and her neighbors

live in fear of marauding criminals and
robbers who stalk the area at night.

What appeals most is the draconian repu-

tation of Islamic law — a body of teaching

and legal practice generally known as

Sharia: In its application, the details of

Sharia vary widely from one Islamic land to

another. No matter. Here the invocation of it

as a slogan seems to be enough.

In September, the acting government led

by President Zeiimkhan Yandarbtyev, one

of several leading candidates, published a
criminal code that it said was largely based

on Sharia, which directly contradicts Rus-

sia’s constitution. Among other things, the

Chechen code bans alcohol and adultery.

People found guilty of adultery are to be

punished with 100 lashes. Adultery with a

virgin is grounds for death by stoning.

In the first weeks, Chechen officials ea-

gerly carried out show canmgs. holding pub-

lic whippings of drunks and other offenders.

Sharia is supposed to apply only to Muslims,

but Carlotta Gall of the Moscow Times saw
Chechen fighters soundly beating Russian

civilians who had been caught drinking last

falL Such displays mostly petered out after

negative reviews in the West

Still, ever since Chechen rebel fighters

Chechen Muslims* attend Friday prayers.

finally defeated Russian troops last August,

Islam has been at the center of an emerging
new Chechen identity. It is not all a matter

of Sharia and order. Mr. Udugov, for exam-
ple, boasts in his official election pamphlet
that he has two wives and that his favorite

hobby is “Islamic politics.”

When the late Dzhokhar Dudayev first

seized power in Chechnya and declared in-

dependence in 1991, be shrewdly used Islam
to bolster national pride. When asked wheth-

er he was a practicing Muslim, Mr. Du-
dayev is said to have replied, “Of course, I

pray three times a day.” (The Koran calls

The New York Thn»

for believers to pray five times daily.)

But then the business of Islamizing this

corner of the Caucasus, some 250 miles

from Iran, took a more serious turn. Twen-
ty-one months of brutal war with Russia,

which cost tens of thousands of lives, radi-

calized the society; Chechens rediscovered

a stricter Islam both as a solace in suffer-

ing and a rallying cry in war.

People who had never in their lives ob-

served the holy month of Ramadan are now
fasting. “This is the first time I ever fast-

ed,” Tabarek Dejetayeva, 40, explained with

a sheepish smile. Her building was repeat-

edly shelled during the fighting. "The war
made me aware of my mortality,” she said.

Chechens say a completely Islamic state

could not work for them because they have
their own strong traditions and national

identity. They cite as a prime example
“Adat,” a word for customary law that

refers to the exacting rules of vendetta that

have kept rival clans in line for centuries.

The few Westerners still in Chechnya
after the murder of six Red Cross workers

last month say they rely on the Chechen
principle that any harm done to a guest

under a Chechen’s protection has to be
punished in kind. “We have armored cars,”

said Tim Guldimann, who runs the Grozny
office of the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, which is monitoring
the elections. “But the Chechen tradition of

blood feuds is. to me. more reliable.”

Not So Fast
All the candidates favor independence. All

say Chechnya must become an Islamic state.

But the campaign has shed some light on just

how radical the Chechen version of Islamic

rule is likely to be. The two leading candi-

dates, Shamil Basayev and Aslan Maskha-
dov, have made it clear that they see Islam
as a key part of the Chechen identity, but not

as its raison d’etre.

In the village of Stariye Atagi last week,
Mr. Basayev, the rebel commander who led

the murderous hostage raid on Budyonnovsk
in 1995, stood on the steps of a mosque and
told the crowd: “Chechnya is not yet ready
for Sharia. We must first educate our chil-

dren and prepare our society for it”

Bis chief opponent, Mr. Maskhadov, who
was also a war hero, said last week: “1 will

createa Chechen-Islamic state.” His empha-
sis was on “Chechen.”
For the dwindling number of ethnic Rus-

sians who remain in Chechnya, however, any
heated talk of Islam is frightening. Since the

war stopped, attacks on Russians have in-

creased. “What does Islamic Order mean?"
Galina Pilipenko, 45, a Russian neighbor of

Mrs. Sugaipova, said bitterly. “All that

means is that we have to get out of here.”

They Gave Millions

(Mum’s the Word)
By DAVID CAY JOHNSTON

T
ODAY, in a village in the Adiron-
dack Mountains of New York, a
young man with a modest job

keeps a wonderful secret. He is his

community’s mystery benefactor, the

source of unexpected charitable gifts that

have made up for shortfalls in local fund-

raising drives.

“He lives like the other villagers," said

a person familiar with the gift-giving ar-

rangements that protect the man’s identi-

ty. “No one around him has any idea that

his family is worth tens of millions. He
doesn’t want his friends to look at him
differently. He is learning, through this,

about how to give wisely.”

In an age when it seems that every
millionaire who writes a sizable check
wants his name carved in the side of a
building, there are still those who do not

want their charity to be publicized, or
even disclosed to the beneficiaries.

This group of donors became a little less

anonymous last week when a business-

man from New Jersey, Charles F. Feeney,
disclosed that be had secretly given away
businesses worth $3.5 billion, placing them
in two charitable trusts that, in turn, have
already distributed $610 million to col-

leges. cultural institutions and other chari-

ties from Ireland to Oregon.
Mr. Feeney and his friend, Harvey P.

Dale, a law professor at New York Univer-

sity who is an expen on offshore tax

havens and philanthropy, worked together

for 15 years to establish an organization

with offices in New York and Bermuda

George Eastman

that veiled Mr. Feeney's identity.

The veil was lifted last week because
Mr. Feeney had to disclose the charitable

foundations in a lawsuit involving one of

his companies, which runs duty-free shops

in airports.

Mr. Feeney fits the mold for most anon-

ymous donors: he did not set out to build a

big fortune, he came from modest circum-
stances and he did not want his money to

consume his life.

Majraonides. the 12th Century philoso-

pher. taught that the highest form of giv-

ing was anonymous and selfless, and Mr.
Dale said these teachings guided Mr.

Feeney over the years as he contemplated

how to cope with his fortune.

Although there is often a humble, spirit-

ual element in keeping charities quiet,

there is also a practical side: peace. After

Mr. Feeney gave Cornell University, his

alma mater, $700,000 in 1981. he found that

he was besieged with requests. Shortly

thereafter. Mr. Dale created the arrange-

ment that Mr. Feeney said allowed him to

go about his life without constant pressure
for donations.

Mr. Feeney was not alone. There is a
leading Hollywood actor who, each De-
cember for the last 11 years, has placed

$100,000 into a fund with a generic name
and then directed an intermediary to send
checks to causes he favors.

Chester F. Carlson, who invented xerog-
raphy, gave away $300 million in the 1960’s

— the'equivalent of a billion dollars today
— with almost no public notice. The mon-
ey went to historically black colleges, the

The New York Times

Charles F. Feeney

Center for the Study of Democratic Insti-

tutions and to help poor people pay off

their mortgages.
His daughter, Catherine Carlson, said

that “One woman was so excited about

having her mortgage bought that she told

the newspaper about it and my mother
was very upset" She added, “My mother
asked him once if there was anything else

in life he wanted and he said, ‘Yes— to die

a poor man.'
”

George Eastman, the founder of East-

man Kodak, started out as a secret donor.

Beginning in 1912, he gave $20 million to

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
under the name Mr. Smith. In 1920. howev-
er, someone spotted his real name on a
stock certificate and his cover was blown,

prompting M.I.T. to reveal his identity

before anyone else could, according to his

biographer, Elizabeth Brayer. After that,

Mr. Eastman was much more open about

his benefactions.

At the New York Community Trust,

which holds $1.4 billion in 1,200 separate

charitable funds, only two people have
anonymous funds, but dozens of people

give their funds generic names and about

half of the gifts from those funds are made
without citing the donor’s name, said Ani
Hurwitz, the trust’s spokesperson.

The Rockefeller family sponsors the

Philanthropic Collaboration, which gives

about $4 million in gifts annually from
donors seeking minimal disclosure. “You
could look at our. annual report and teU.

that someone is a donor to the collabora-

tive. but you could not iell where their

money went,” said Charles D. Terry, the

Collaboration's president
Anonymous giving has its place, but

there are also good reasons for donors to

seek recognition, said Waldemar Nielsen,

author of “Inside American Philanthro-

py: The Dramas of Donorship” (Universi-

ty of Oklahoma Press, 1996).

“Some people avoid announcement of

gifts so that they won’t be pestered by
others for money,” Mr. Nielsen said. “But
being recognized is in no way reprehensi-

ble and can have a positive effect by
encouraging others to give:”

Chester F. Carlson

Down The (Not So) Neutrals of World War II
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era of* moral absolutism, has given way to an age in

which even “good” stales can be bad, or at least reveal

their imperfections. An age where neutrality itself is

necessarily relative.

“Before the fall of the Berlin Wall, we tended to

imbue ourselves with a facile purity in the West," said

Andr6 Glucksmann, a French philosopher. “We blamed

the other and did not look too closely at ourselves. We
glossed over the corner of neutrality in most people, the

neutrality that is also the instinct to save one’s skin.”

Truth and Cynicism
The extent to which the “truth” about World War n

was shaped by the often cynical political Imperatives of

the postwar years is now becoming clear. As the British

historian Norman Davies has pointed out, the only war
crimes deemed worth investigating in 1945 “were those

committed by the defeated enemy."
There was, for example; no appetite to discover who

killed 26,000 Allied Polish officers in the Katyn forests in

1941 because the Soviet Union, at war’s end, was an ally.

Later, the issue was simply buried in the Soviet sphere.

Similarly, Western attempts to probe who killed

whom in Yugoslavia between 1941 and 1945 — and

particularly the role of the Catholic church in quisling

Croatia’s genocidal drive against Serbs and Jews— were

scarcely serious because they met political abjections. To

look too closely was to destabilize Yugoslavia; and to

criticize the Catholic church was to play into toe hands of

the Communists.
The truth, beside such calculations, was of little

moment Politics was paramount The same is certainly

true of Switzerland, Sweden and Portugal, states that all

became part of the Western family after 1945. Portugal,

still under its dictator Antonio Salazar, entered NATO.
Switzerland and Sweden were lands of freedom and
democracy. Pressing them on their war records was not

a priority in the West
Immediately after the war, the United States did

attempt to press Portugal to surrender 44 tons of German
gold by freezing its assets in the United States. But seven

years later, with America anxious to get Portugal into

NATO and secure an important strategic base in the

Azores, the matter was dropped.

In Switzerland, as in Sweden, the facts of an uneven
war record have been broadly known for some time.

Switzerland let some Jewish refugees in, but it turned
others away. It secured food and other supplies from
Germany and Fascist Italy; its bankers did business with

both. Especially in the later years of the war. it proved a

valuable listening post for Allied intelligence services.

“The romantic idea of the Swiss citizen army stand-

ing between it and disaster in the war was always

nonsense,” said Arno J. Mayer, a professor of history at

Princeton University. “Given the fact it borders Germa-
ny, it was natural for it to lean more toward the Axis

powers. It is the new spirit ofour times that has led to the

current scrutiny.”

That spirit has also been evident elsewhere. It Is only

recently, in 1995, that France has fully acknowledged its

responsibility in toe deportation of Jews and only recent-
ly that the early Allied awareness of toe Holocaust has
become widely acknowledged. The truth, with its inevita-

ble moral ambiguities, can now be told.

Part of this questioning spirit seems to have
stemmed from toe disasters that followed toe cold war’s
end. The genocides in Bosnia and Rwanda posed —
shockingly — a basic question: and what did you do?

Fewer Certainties
Faced by this question, the old, neat certainties about

history, about who was good and who evil, who upstand-
ing and who a coward, have tended to fall away. The fact
is that the “neutral” in any war or crisis— those, that is,

who rest immobile or are borne along with the tide— are
far more numerous than the outright heroes or the
outright villains.

What has also become very clear in recent yeans is

toe importance of light being shed on history. Yugosla-
via’s destruction, in many ways, was an old war refought.

The obfuscations of Swiss banks and the Swiss Govern-
ment. the shredding of old documents and the retreat into

invective appear to do no service to future generations of
Swiss citizens.

Our vision of wartime “neutrality" was an illusion.

But so, too. in some ways, was our vision of ourselves. The
neutral countries were imperfect, but perhaps we were
all less perfect than we believed.
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America’s Latest Export:

A Stressed-Out World

and noncommittal (and indeed noncommittaWe) re-

By RICHARD A- SHWEDER

LONG with Coke, CNN and Visa, stress is

rapidly spreading throughout the world. Or at

least the word for it is.

In Tokyo, "stress” is enunciated in the

midst of a stream of Japanese: "Shujin wa stress ga
Limam to okorippoku naru,” a Japanese housewife

complains to a friend. (“My husband becomes irritable

when stress builds up.”) On the streets of Moscow, the

term suddenly pops up in the middle of this sentence: "V
sostoyanil stress u menya vsyo valitsya iz ruk." (“In

this state of stress I can’t do anything right.”) The

English syllable is articulated by Hindi speakers in New
Delhi, by Chinese speakers in Taiwan, by Spanish speak-

ers in Seville. “Stress" seems to be on loan to most of

the major languages of the world.

The history or epidemiology of the spread of the

English word "stress” has yet to be documented, al-

though it is a foreign entry — a borrowed term — in

It’s a word that’s as useful as

a Visa card and as satisfying

as a Coke. It’s noncommittal.

(Also, noncommittable).

etymological lexicons for Russian. Polish and Bulgarian

and in Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary.

The word has even propagated among Anglophobic

French speakers in Paris, where it can be found in

common usage (dtat de stress, syndrome de stress; as

well as in the “Dictionnaire des AngUcismes: Les Mots
Anglais et Americains en Fran^ais.”

From tongue to tongue there are, of course, varia-

tions in the voicing and stressing of "stress." In Spanish

it is pronounced "ess-TRESS.” In Russian "STRESS-
a.” In Japanese "su-tor-es-u." Nevertheless, “stress,”

the Anglophonic sounding sound, is quickly becoming an

Esperanto answer to all questions about spiritual, men-
tal and physical well-being. How are you? Etat de stress.

Esstress. Stressed out
No one knows exactly how to explain the global

success of the word, although it is safe to assume that

the contemporary idea of stress was manufactured,

patented and labeled in the English-speaking world in

the latter half of the 20th century. And it is just as useful

as a Visa card and as satisfying as a Coke. But what
makes it so useful and satisfying? Why has it been so

easy to export in the expanding free market for ideas?

.One theory is that although stress may have been
discovered here, it is a universal fact, a medically
proven hazard in Manhattan. Tierra del Fuego or

Katmandu. Thanks to American scientists, the rest of

the world is finally catching on to the evils of stress and
to the health benefits of a leisure society.

The word "stress” has old roots in a Low Latin

Richard A Shweder. a cultural anthropologist, is Chair-

man of the Committee on Human Development at the

University of Chicago.

word, "strictus," and ancient meanings like “afflict,"

"punish" and “pull asunder.” Soon after World War 11,

though, the medical establishment began packaging a
new concept of stress, the notion that the trials and
tribulations of life trigger a physiological "stress re-

sponse,” resulting in measurable physical and mental
illness. In 1950, Dr. Hans Selye, an outspoken physician
also trained as an organic chemist, proposed that stress
consists of physical changes in the endocrine system,
including gastric ulceration and an overdevelopment of,

the adrenal cortex.
'

In later years, scientists cHkmpioned other secre-
tions and juices of the body (air increase in catechol-
amine, a fall in testosterone) as potential signs of a
“stress syndrome.” (In a similar enterprise, numerous
English speaking pop psychologists have tried to trans-
late the existentially laden words we once borrowed
from Europe, “Angst,” “ennui” and “Weltschmerz,”
into medical discourse.)

Unfortunately, there may be somewhat less to the
medical image of a universal malignant “stress syn-
drome" than initially meets the eye. Some of the hor-
monal changes attributed to the “stress response” turn
out to be associated with pleasant and health-promoting
experiences as well, like sex and sports. And no one has
yet traced or verified a true causal connection between
secretions of catecholamine (or whatever) and actual

humart diseases of any kind.

The real rub, however, for the theory that “stress”
is popular because it is a prevalent malady is that

human beings are amazingly resilient. Only a small
minority of those exposed to the fiery ordeals of life, like

divorce or unemployment, develop a psychiatric dis-

order or become sick as a consequence. The most recent
comprehensive review of stress, “The Effects of Stress-

ful Life Events on Depression.” published in the 1997

Annual Review of Psychology by Ronald Kessler of the

Harvard Medical School, begins this way: “Despite
ample theories of psychopathology and many associated
empirical studies, it is uncertain whether stressful life

events promote psychiatric disorders.”

Fortunately, there is an alternative theory to ex-

plain the international embrace of “stress.” The idea,

popular among linguists and ironists, is that the word is

exquisitely vague and elusive, unlike, say, “Angst,”
which points to the psyche or “Weltschmerz,” which
points to the world. When someone says, “I am stressed
out,” it isn’t clear whether the source of suffering is

inside or outside, subjective or objective, mental or
physical. The cause of stress may be a harrowing event,

a tormented mental state, a physiological impairment
or just some chronic sense of cosmic uneasiness. No one
knows.

Keep the Peace
Imprecise and evasive language may be a disaster

for science but it is a boon in everyday life. "I am
stressed out" is non-accusatory, apolitical and detached
It is a good way to keep the peace and. at die same time, a
low-cost way to complain.

It was not so long ago in the history of the world that

pronouncements of suffering were occasions for making
accusations and assigning responsibility. Personal mis-

ery was explained by pointing a finger at others or at

oneself. This created conflict, guilt and ill will, and it often

took time, effort and other scarce resources to make
amends.

To say, "I am stressed out,” though, is a no-fault

verbal gambit It is far less costly than claiming a
nervous breakdown (which places theblamequite literal-

ly on one's mental processing system), less costly than

Weltschmerz, or disenchantment with the world (which
might require political action or even revolution), less

costly than making accusations about being ripped-off or
put down (which might require legal action), less costly

than confessing one’s sins (which may require religious

faith).

That is what makes the expression a ready-made

sponse to a variety of unavoidable questions, including

"How are you?” “How are - things going?” and, by the

way, “Why are you behaving that way?”
“Stress’’ keeps a reputation intact. With a declara-

tion of stress, no one is blamed and the sufferer is viewed
as someone who actively copeswith the strains and
pressures of modern cosmopolitan living— the kind of

person who drinks Cokerwatches CNN and carries a Visa
card.

A Star is Born

Even a Lab Mouse Needs an Agent
Bipartisanship and
Other White Lies

By GINA KOLATA

H
OW did the mouse, E. coli and the
roundworm ever make it into the inner
circle of lab animals? Each species
has its story, now all but lost in the

sands of time.

At the turn of the century, the astonishing
genetic work of the Austrian monk, Gregor
Mendel, had just been rediscovered after 40
years. But Mendel had only studied plants, so
scientists did not know whether his experiments
would hold true for animals.
What they needed was the animal equivalent

of his pea plants. They needed creatures with
distinct strains that could be bred in order to see
whether, say, a black-coated father and a
brown-coated mother would produce brown,
black or mottled offspring.

The Dream Lab Animal
Scientists wanted something small, tame and

highly breedable, something that would quickly
reach reproductive age. Otherwise, they might
have to wait decades to see generational’ results.

They also needed animals with obvious varia-
tions, unlike the indistinguishable wild mice and
squirrels.

It just so happened that William Castle, a
biologist at Harvard University at the turn of the
century, knew an eccentric retired schoolteach-

er, Abbie Lathrop. who bred mice. She had as
many as 11.000 of them on her farm in Granby,
Mass^ and sold them as pets.

Miss Lathrop, it turned out, was unknowingly
creating a geneticist's dream animal following

generations of mouse fanciers before her.

In the 18th century, China and Japan had a
serious mouse craze. They kept mice as pets and
bred them, looking for fancy coats and curious

behavior. By the 19th century, the craze had
passed to Europeans, who shipped them to and
•from Asia to breed and gave the different breeds

names like white English sable, creamy buff, red

cream and ruby-eyed yellow. They also looked

for unusual behavioral traits. According to Dr.

Lee Silver, a mouse geneticist at Princeton Uni-

versity, some mice, for example, appeared to'

waltz because of an inherited inner-ear disorder
that impaired their equilibrium.

But the biological tradition of the lab mouse
did not begin until some time between 1902 and
1908. when Dr. Castle bought Miss Lathipp’s
mice. From then on, mice, which breed within 10

weeks of their birth, became the sine qua non for

Photo Researchers

A white mouse is injected with a new drug.

those studying mammalian genetics. These days,

the ordinary mouse costs about one dollar while

the specially mutated can fetch up to $300.

But what about E. coli, the famous bacteria

that upstaged.the fruit fly as a key lab player? A
brief unsigned note in the March 16, 1969, issue of

the British science journal Nature said that early

on few scientists knew how those common lab-

oratory bacteria, Escherichia coli, the human
intestinal residents that show up in feces and
breed every 30 to 90 minutes, became denizens of

the lab.

It turns out that generations of molecular

biologists owe their work on genes, proteins and
cells to a particular strain of E. coli that was
found in a patient at Stanford University who
was being treated for diphtheria in 1922. “Since

1925. the strain has remained on nutrient agar as

a stock culture for teaching .and research pur-

poses,” said Nature.

But the bacteria did not become famous until

the 1940’5, when Stanford scientists used them in

pioneering studies showing how genetic traits

can be passed among bacteria. Other scientists

jumped Into the field, and the rest is history.

With superstars like E. coli and the mouse,
what hope is there today for the scientist who
finds an interesting animal and tries to exalt it?

To get other scientists to accept a new lab

creature is, in a sense, to create a new research

library. Success depends on how famous, and
persuasive, the creature’s champion is.

In the 1960’s, Dr. Sidney Brenner, a well-known

and highly regarded molecular biologist at Cam-
bridge University, announced to the world that

he was going to close in on a small transparent
roundworm, C. elegans. It was to be. he said, the

E. coli of nervous system studies. The worm had
a multitude of advantages. Because the full-

grown worms have but 100 cells and, because
their bodies are transparent, they could be easily

studied under a microscope. And scientists could
trace the origin and fate of every single cell.

No Can of Worms
Dr. Brenner suggested that if he could look at

each nerve cell and learn how it connects to

others and what happens if its connection is

thwarted, he could understand one nervous sys-

tem in such exquisite detail that he might be able
to understand a more complex system, like the
human brain.

Others followed Dr. Brenner’s lead, growing
their own roundworms and peering at them
through microscopes. Scientists. Dr. Silver said,

have now identified every connection between
every single nerve cell. But was Dr. Brenner
right about opening the door to understanding
more complex nervous systems?
"No,” Dr. Silver said. “The problem with these

smaller organisms is that they’re not mammals.
There is a limit to how much they can tell us
about ourselves.”

Given the fate of C. elegans and E. Cob', who
knows what pond scum or dust mite mayemerge
as the lab animal of the 21st century?

Continued From Page I

losers, the Democrats, having indeed
lost their majority, have to appeal to

bipartisanship if they are to accom-
plish much of anything.

But they, too, seem to be spoiling

for confrontation. There is,forexam-
ple, this collision course on Capitol

Hill: Republicans in Congress are
pressing for a balanced budget
amendment as their top priority,

while the Democrats' No. 1 goal —
reforming the campaign finance sys-
tem — is not even on the Republi-
cans’ agenda.

"I don’t think the foundation for
bipartisanship was set in the 1996
elections,” said Bob Caroila, commu-
nications director for the liberal or-
ganization Americans for Democrat-
ic Action. “The general election was
the usual vituperative attack on way-
out liberals or unpatriotic liberals.

How is Newt Gingrich supposed to sit
down with David Bonior or, better
yet, Barney Frank, and talk about
common ground?" Primed for the
next battle, he added, “We’re getting
ready to tight tike bell on the bal-
anced budget amendment”

Sign My Bill

The parties also show evidence of
using the shroud of bipartisanship to
obscure very partisan attentions. For
example. In the name of bipartisan-
ship Mr. Clinton last week called on
Republicans to sign off on his party’s
plan to rewrite the campaign finance
laws- But the appeal forharmonywas
as much a strategy by Democrats to
turn attention away from their par-
ty’s crisis over more than $1 milling

in questionable contributions, many
from foreign sources, in fact, some
party officials gloated that the Presi-
dent’s announcement was cleverly
timed to coincide with — and draw a
contrast to— the House vote to repri-
mand Mr. Gingrich for ethics viola-
tions.

Just the same, many Senate Re-
publicans. who want to keep the cam-
paign finance system that helped
them win control of Congress, insist

Republicans are

more combative.

They can afford it.

that the remedy is not to overhaul it

but to punish the Demodrats who took
advantage of it.

• Efforts to bring civility and accom-
modation into politics are not new,
andhave never been particularly suc-
cessful In 1939, for example, Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt called for “coopera-
tion— without trace ofpartisanship.”
Harry Truman took a harder look.

"There was never a nonpartisan in
politics/’ he declared. “A man cannot
be a nonpartisan and be effective in a
political party.”

.
.

One politician Inclined to Roose-
velt’s point of view is Gov. William F.
Weld of Massachusetts, a Republican
who calls himself a social liberal and
economic conservative. "People do
want bipartisanship,” he said. “Peo-
ple are sick to death of finger point-
ing.”

J.

Then why, if people were so eager
for comity, did Massachusetts voters
defeat Mr. Weld inljls racefor Senate
last year? Rattier than go with a
moderate who had pledged to work
bom sides of the aisle, they settled on
a liberal Democrat, Senator .John F.
Kerry.

Still Drinking
All the same, when Mr. Weid called

Mr. Kerry to congratulate him after
the election, he also invited the Sena-
tor to join him for abeeratthe saloon
favored by Boston politicians..
And even in Congress, fipservteeto

. the notion of working togetherIsstill
being paid in what may . be a deli-
ctous coincidence,

. Republicans and
Democrats plan to gather in early
Maxch in Hershey, Pa, the city
known for producing chocolate kisses.
It is billed as the “Congressional Bi-
partisan Retreat.” .
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C‘* th0a&l troubled andhumbled, could still deliver- the old
a truly distinctive computer.
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d,enCe COuW 001 have been more

4 ’°°0 APP'* ^iSlSpacked into the cavernous ballroom of theSan Francisco Marriott on Jan. 7 for the
COrapllter coherence. Ingood years, these gatherings are celebra-

tions. But this year,^with Apple reeling from

wS
eS

a“efS‘nf
kS- “* Ma™°rld enclavewas an effort to revive the sorely tested

beliefs of the Apple faithfuL
Apse's big day featured a procession of“uhanmiad Ali to the actor

Jeff Goldblum; a lengthy speech by Apple’s
chairman, Gilbert F. Amelio, and a foot-
stomping standing ovaUon for the compa-

Steven P - J®bs, who had
just made a dramatic return as a pan-time
adviser, after agreeing to sell his Next Soft-
ware Inc. to Apple for $400 million.

But the grand finale was the demonstra-
tion of a limited-edition, 20th-anniversary
Macintosh to commemorate the company's
foundmg. The sleek, gray $9,000 machine,
with a flat-panel screen, was declared both a
triumph of industrial design and a Ferrari-
on-a-deskrop.

Satjiv ChahiJ, Apple's turbaned market-
ing chief, unveiled the machine to musical
fanfare and put it through its paces. He then
pushed a button on the computer’s control
panel and waited for a television news clip
of clear weather in San Francisco to appear
on the screen — a visual punch line intended
to say that just as the West Coast’s post-
Christmas storms had passed, the worst
Weis over at Apple.

Nothing happened, as Mr. ChahiJ fumbled
unhappily with the machine and the audi-
ence squirmed. The good-weather clip never
did appear, and Macworld ended on a dead
note.

Not much has gone right for Apple lately,
from small things like the concept-comput-
er demonstration to big things like the com-
pany’s faltering recovery campaign. Mr.
Amelio took over as chairman and chief
executive almost exactly a year ago, after
heading the National Semiconductor Corpo-
ration for fiveyears. And it has been a rocky
first year for Mr. Amelio and his new man-
agement team, which has so far been unable
to pull Apple out of its spiral of decline. The
company’s sales are falling, its losses are
mounting and its stock price is deeply de-
pressed.

Indeed, Wall Street seems to be betting
big against Apple these days. The compa-
ny’s stock, which closed on Friday at $16,875
a share, isdown sharply in the last year, and
its 1991 peak of $73 is wily a fond memory.
Apple has attracted a growing crowd of

short-sellers, professional speculators who
bet against a company by selling borrowed
shares they hope to replace later at a profit

if the stock falls. The short-sellers, in fact,

now hold the equivalent of 10 percent of

Apple's shares.

Mr. Amelio, who is 53, conceded in an

interview’ last week that his first year at

Apple had been one of “disappointments” in

many ways.
“It has been tougher to turn Apple around

than I had expected.” he said. ”1 had
thought that the organization, in traditional

Silicon Valley style, would be more respon-
sive and easier to turn.”
Even as Apple grapples with the current

crisis, the company must also chart a
course for its future. The surprising pur-
chase of Next, announced on Dec. 20. is a
step to supply Apple with technology for a

powerful software system that will mesh
neatly with the Internet and appeal to corpo-

rate customers. Apple reached out for Next
after its in-house effort to develop a next-

generation operating system, known as Cop-
land, collapsed.

In the interview, Mr. Amelio said Apple
was considering even bolder moves. Within
two or three years, he said, “I would like to

have the most compatible personal comput-
er In the industry, able to nip more software
chan anyone — period.” His comment sug-
gests a different, closer relationship with
the two companies that dominate the tech-

?

rrology of personal computing: Intel, the
dominant chip maker, and Microsoft, the

software leader.

In the past, Apple has viewed Intel and
Microsoft as enemies— though the relation-

ship with Microsoft, at least, has long been
more complex since it does make versions
of its Office applications, like Word and
Excel that run on the Macintosh. The new
approach at Apple appears to be one of

pragmatic accommodation. “We're not in a
world by ourselves," Mr. Amelio said. “We
have to be able to support the commodity
technology standard.”

Apple, company executives say, is consid-

ering making a line of machines that run on
the Intel Corporation's chips. And II days
ago. Bill Gates, the chairman of Microsoft,

visited Apple headquarters in Cupertino,

Calif. The hourlong session attended by Mr.
Gates, Mr. Amelio, Mr. Jobs and Ellen Han-
cock, Apple's chief technology officer, cov-
ered other matters, but the subject of closer

cooperation in the years ahead was on the

agenda. One item, according to people fa-

miliar with the meeting, was a discussion of

the possibility of Apple’s licensing Windows
NT. Microsoft's industrial-strength operat-

ing system for the corporate market.
An embrace of the lntel-Microsoft tech-

nology in any significant way would mean
new opportunities and new risks for Apple.

It would compete in a far larger market, but
in doing so it might sacrifice its distinctive

character.

Apple’s current plight resulted from a

-series of missteps. An industry pioneer, it

seems to have lost its innovative edge in

recent years, allowing Microsoft in particu-

lar to catch up. It has also bungled the

business basics of pricing, production and
planning. Many computer users, especially

first-time buyers, have come to regard Ap-
ple machines as slower and more costly

than comparable computers based on the

Microsoft-Intel standard.

These are the immediate problems of
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marketing, perception and production that
Mr. Amelio and his team must address. And
industry analysts say Apple's decline must
be arrested soon if the company is to revive
and regain its stature as an influential force
in computing
“Time is running out for Apple to really

turn around and be a great company again.”
said David Yoffie. a professor at the Har-
vard Business School. “To make it, Apple
needs to manage a return to rising sales,

regular profits and a stock-market valua-
tion that reflects some confidence on Wall
Street. That window of opportunity for Ap-
ple is a matter of quarters, not years.”

Without a turnaround. Professor Yoffie
warns, Apple's future couid resemble that of
Data General, a once-powerful computer
company still going today, but as a shrunken
shadow of what it once had been.

In its heyday, Apple was the biggest com-
pany in the personal computer industry.

Those days are long gone, and Apple's total

value, as measured by its stock price, is a
fraction of the value pur on computer com-
panies like Compaq, Deli and Gateway.
A takeover is certainly a possibility. Giv-

en its depressed stock price, Apple would
not carry a high price tag. Its total value, or
market capitalization, is about $Z1 billion.

After the Next deal, Apple will still have
nearly 51.4 billion in cash, sharply reducing
the effective price for an acquiring compa-
ny. In the past. Sun Microsystems, Oracle,
I.B.M. and others have shown an interest in

taking over Apple. And short of a takeover,
Silicon Valley's corporate fraternity could
bolster Apple with anything from loans to

licensing deals instead of sitting back and
letting Apple fail, thus losing a company
that many regard as a necessary counter-
weight to Microsoft.

Apple executives reply that dire warnings
about the company's future are not only
misguided but harmful, as potential custom-
ers are scared away from buying Apple
machines by pessimistic discussions in the

press. Yet the executives, too, feel a sense of

urgency. “There is no doubt that this com-
pany is viable, but we must work as if we
have no time,” said Marco Landi, Apple’s

chief operating officer.

Apple’s management has been forced to

step up the pace in recent days, after an-
nouncing two weeks ago that the company
had a Jarger-than-expected net loss of 5120
million for the quarter that ended in Decem-
ber.

So now, after a big cost-cutting overhaul
last year in which the company shed 2.500

employees. Apple is planning another round,
promising further turmoil in the ranks of an
anxious work force.

The goal, Apple executives say, is to trim
the company’s operating expenses by an-
other $400 million a year, or roughly 20
percent. To prepare the new restructuring
plan, expected to be announced in March,
Apple executives say they are conducting a
“bottom-up review” of ail projects in the

company. They add that it is too early to
discuss layoffs. But analysts predict that

another 2.500 people, or more, will be cut

from the current payroll of 13,000 employ-
ees.

The company's surprisingly poor per-
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formance in the December quarter — main-

ly because consumers shunned Apple's

desktop Performa computers during the

peak Christmas selling season — has also

pushed back the timetable for returning to

profitability. Previously, management’s
game plan marked the current quarter as

the one when Apple would begin to generate

steady profits, quarter after quarter. Now.
they say, that crucial benchmark has reced-

ed by six months, until the quarter ending in

September, which is Apple's fourth fiscal

quarter.

Given Apple's mounting losses, its execu-

tive pay practices have come under scru-

tiny. The Apple executives, observes Graef

Crystal, a compensation expert and fre-

quent critic of executive pay plans, seem to

be rewarded handsomely even as workers
are laid off and shareholders suffer. In

particular. Mr. Crystal points to Apple's

unusual practice last year or replacing its

full-year bonus plan with a "special bonus

program" that applied only to the quarter

chat ended in September.

As u turned out, the September quarter

was the only one that year in which Apple

managed to report a profit, albeit a slender

525 million on sales of $2.3 billion. A result

was that the company’s senior executives

received sizable performance-related bonus

payments for the year, ranging up to the $2

million received by Mr. Amelio. The special

bonus program, according to Apple’s proxy

statement recently sent to shareholders,

was intended to insure that the company's

top management strives “to rebuild mo-
mentum toward increased sales and im-

proved profit performance.” But the 5120

million loss in the most recent quarter sug-

gests that there is little lasting momentum
or improvement -yet at Apple.

Perhaps the most unnerving aspect of

Apple's recent woes is the fact that its

fortunes continue to decline, even after it

has taken many of the cost-saving steps thai

often succeed in steadying an embattled

company.
It has sold off a factory in Colorado and a

data-processing center in California. It has

farmed out work to outside contractors. Its

inventories have been cut drastically, from

$1.95 billion at the end of 1995 to $448 million

a year later. And it has sharply increased

the speed at which its products travel

through the distribution pipeline from fac-

tory to warehouse to stores.

In a manufacturing business, the pace of

inventory turnover is regarded as an impor-

tant measure of management efficiency. A
year ago. Apple’s inventory was entirely

replaced six times a year. Today, the inven-

tory is being replaced 12 times a year, a

performance comparable to that of the

Compaq Computer Corporation, the indus-

try leader.

This, kind. of. streamlining in operations

saves cash, giving a struggling company
badly needed breathing room. Apple's nest

egg of cash and marketable securities is $1.8

billion, roughly $1 billion more than it was 15

months ago. Nearly half of the net increase

resulted from a private financing last year

and the asset sales added some. But much of

the cash came from curbing costs. To buy
Next, Apple will spend $380 million in cash,

along with $20 million worth of Apple
shares.

Still, unless Apple can stabilize its busi-

ness, the cash cushion couid dwindle quick-

ly. Indeed, the real issue for Apple these

days is ihe alarming slide in its sales. The
company's revenues of $2.1 billion in the

December quarter were down by nearly

one-ihird from a year earlier. The main
problem, Apple executives say, was in its

Performa machines sold to home users,

adding that retail computer sales were dis-

appointing for most companies this Christ-

mas season. True, but it is also indisputable

• that Apple's sales for the three previous

quarters, when compared with the year-

earlier quarters, were off each time by 15

percent or more.

The trend of falling sales makes even
Apple's new business plan uncertain. After

cutting the additional $400 million in ex-

penses, the company should break even as

long as it brings in revenues at a rate of $8

'billion a year, Apple executives contend. Yet
the fact that the company generated only

$2.1 billion in revenues in the December
quarter, when sales are usually highest,

makes an $8 billion year less likely.

The new management team acknowl-

edges the problem. “You may have the best

strategy in the world, but if the customer
leaves your platform, you will fail," said M r.

Landi, a 53-yea r-oJd Italian who ran Apple's

European business before he became chief

operating officer last June.

By platform, Mr. Landi means computers
running Apple's Macintosh operating-sys-

tem software, typically on Power PC micro-

chips manufactured by Motorola and I.B.M.

Apple and a few Mac clone makers like the

Power Computing Corporation are the only
ones making machines based on the Macin-
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lash technology. The other personal comput-

er makers — Compaq, I.B.M., Hewlett-

Packard. Gateway, Dell and the rest — use

Microsoft's Windows operating software

and mainly Intel microchips, and they now

account for more than 90 percent of the

machines sold.

Apple's market share, by contrast, has

declined from 9.6 percent worldwide in 1991

to 5.5 percent by the end of last year.

The cost-cutting is important, Mr. Amelio

said. “Bui you can't save your way to suc-

cess.” he added. "We have to bring products

to market that have a compelling advan-

tage. That's the opportunity to come back

for Apple.”
Wooing customers and convincing soft-

ware developers to keep writing new pro-

grams for the Macintosh platform will be a

daunting challenge. In this campaign. Apple

has the advantages of a stellar brand name
and an estimated 25 million people who use

its computers, many of whom still love their

Macs. To its devotees. Apple represents

innovation, individualism, simplicity of use

and elegant design — and an alternative to

the industry-standard computers using the

Windows-Intel technology, known as Wintel

machines.
Customer loyalty does not fit neatly into

any financial model or business plan, but it

could help. “Apple has a deep and loyal

customer base,” Professor Yoffie of Har-

vard said. “Most other companies, given the

problems Apple has gone through, would be

dead already."

Over the next year or so. the company
says it will take steps ro reverse the decline

in sales with a series of new-product intro-

ductions. Toward that end, the company has

so far protected its roughly $600 million

research and development budget from the

cost-cutters. The intent is to catch up to the

Wintei-based machines, if not pass them, on
price and performance.
For example, new Powerbook notebook

computers, to be introduced next month,

will run on microchips rated at speeds up to

200 megahertz, generally faster than .Wintel

notebooks. The emphasis on high-powered-

machines will carry over to Macintosh desk-

top models like the PowerMac line. Its ma-
chines will also be priced more aggressive-

ly, Apple executives say, including the possi-

bility of offering a $999 Performa model for

the home market. And the Macintosh oper-

ating system is being upgraded twice this

year to run programs faster, resist crashing

and fine-tune its look. The first upgrade,

Macintosh OS 7.6, will be released this week,

and the next upgrade is due in July.

These conventional competitive steps are

mainly an effort m insure that Apple loses

no further ground in market segments

where it remains strong, including publish-

ing, graphic design and schools. Publishing

and design professionals, including people

who build Internet sites, favor the Macin-

tosh because it has a wealth of specialized

software for those fields. Apple got an early

lead in ihe educational market, and Apple

machines still account for half of all com-
puters in schools from kindergarten through

high school, though its share is declining.

For ihe longer term, Apple is not only

weighing whether to make machines with

Intel chips but is counting on a payoff from
Next, which is leading the development of

its next-generation operating system, code-

named Rhapsody. The new system, sched-

uled to be introduced by mid-1998, is intend-

ed as a kind of software bridge. Rhapsody
will be able to run programs written in

Internet programming languages like Sun

Microsystems’s Java as well as traditional

programs written for the Macintosh operat-

ing system.

The expected shift toward small Internet

programs, promising to help people do ev-

erything from retrieve sports scores to shop

for a new house, is regarded by Apple

executives as a "new deal” in computing.

“It could be a major opportunity for us,"

Mr. Amelio said.

In ihe meantime, though, Apple faces the

challenge of stopping its slide. It must re-

store confidence in customers and software

developers that it will not only survive, but
thrive, and regain its mantle as an edgy
innovative company.
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Carrying Out Megan’s Law
Every state in the nation now requires registra-

tion of convicted sex offenders, and <12 states have

enacted laws requiring public notification when a

sex offender is released into a community. These

are the so-called Megan’s laws, triggered by public

anger over the 1994 slaying of young Megan Kanka

by a released sex offender living near her home in

New Jersey. A Federal Megan's law enacted last

year accelerated the trend by directing all states to

create some form of public notification.

But as New York and other states begin to

make available the first lists of names, the question

of how best to implement the notification laws has

gone largely unaddressed. Few of the laws deal

adequately with the public safety issues created by

notification itself. Reducing panic and threats of

vigilantism depends on how judicious police agen-

cies are in delivering this information to the public.

The New York statute allows three levels of

notification, depending on the offender's risk of

committing another sex crime as determined by the

state. The law allows local police to notify schools,

day-care centers and other agencies that serve

vulnerable populations when a high-risk offender is

released into the community. Those institutions are

then at liberty to distribute the information — the

name, photo, criminal history and exact address of

the offender— as broadly as they see fit. Even if the

police take no action to distribute names, anyone

can get a statewide list of high-risk offenders from
the police simply by requesting the list in writing.

Moderate-risk offenders are subject to similar

public notification, though only their zip codes,

rather than exact addresses, are given. Low-risk

offenders are not subject to community notification.

But their sex-offender histories, like those of offend-

ers in the other categories, will be made available

from a 900 telephone number to anyone requesting

information on a specific person.

Civil libertarians have refrained from challeng-

ing the core notion of notification because criminal

histories are. already,a matter of public record and
felons are already denied certain rights. But they

have filed a legal challenge to the retroactive appli-

cation of the New York law to offenders who com-
mitted their crimes before Jan. 21, the law’s effec-

tive date. That covers the great majority of the

state's sexual offenders. The Federal district court

in Manhattan has ruled that retroactive application

is indeed unconstitutional because notification has

the effect of a punishment added after the original

conviction.

In practice, the New York law seems to be
administered too broadly. The names of 17 high-risk

offenders on the new “sexually violent predator

subdirectory" were released to police departments

recently and thus are publicly available. Those
offenders, though deemed violent predators for pur-

poses of community notification, were all in jail for

less than a year, some for barely six months. The
discrepancy between actual sentences and notifica-

tion decisions suggests a need for better risk assess-

ments to separate the most dangerous individuals

from offenders who can return to society safely with

proper monitoring.

States more experienced with notification laws

have found that simply handing out information

without a public education strategy can lead to

disaster. Washington, the first state to enact a

notification law in 1990, now routinely holds commu-
nity meetings to provide information on the crime

involved (sometimes with the offender in attend-

ance), on how to recognize warning signs in an

offender’s behavior and on how the offender will be

monitored. Neighbors are warned that harassment
of offenders will be prosecuted, and that the law
could be repealed if it incites vigilantism.

New York’s statute gives the public ready

access to sensitive information, but it does not give

communities guidance on how to use that informa-

tion. Without a strong education effort, notification

will do little more than perpetuate ignorance and

fear. The crucial job of educating the community
while alerting it to potential danger now falls to

local police as they begin carrying out the law.

Help for Families on the Edge
New York City has been splintering ever fur-

ther into separate worlds of rich and poor as
economic trends deepen the divisions and govern-

ment social programs are cut back. Last week. The
New York Times Neediest Cases appeal found
heartening evidence that some well-off citizens are
trying to bridge the gap. At a time when Wall Street

is enjoying its biggest boom in years, employees
from seven leading Wall Street firms came forward
with substantial contributions that put the drive
over the $4 million mark. That is the highest total in

five years but still well below the more than $5

million raised in 1992.

Cynicism grips many New Yorkers, who have
come to feel that private giving cannot make much
of a difference. The people who run the seven
charities that receive contributions from the Needi-
est Cases Fund speak of “compassion fatigue.'

1

But
the money raised by the fund is desperately needed.
More families are showing up at food pantries and
emergency shelters. Rising unemployment and lay-
offs of unskilled workers are throwing more fam-

ilies into crisis, raising doubts about their ability to

stay together.

With New York City hard pressed to operate its

own system of foster care for more than 40,000

children, private charity is essential for the tens of

thousands of children who have not yet fallen into

the system but are holding on by the barest of

threads. Among these families, illness or loss of a
job or an eviction can create a crisis. Money con-

tributed to the Neediest Cases Fund can make the

difference by providing a poor family with a crib,

warm winter blankets, transportation to a health

clinic or shoes so that children can go to school.

The charities supported by the Times drive

need more than just money. Volunteer help can
provide a crucial boost to counseling and mentoring

programs for young people and others. Monetary
contributions, still critically needed, are tax-deduct-

ible to the extent permitted by law. Checks should

be made payable to The New York Times Neediest

Cases Fund and mailed to P.O. Box 5193, General
Post Office, New York, N.Y. 10087.

Editorial Notebook

Now chat the turmoil over Newt
Gingrich's ethics violations has led

to a reprimand, one aspect of the
saga is being overlooked. In an un-
usual development, the deal in

which Mr. Gingrich admitted bringing discredit to the
House involved a separate pledge by the Speaker not to
belittle the charges against him. The ethics panel's
concern, according to James Cole, the special prosecu-
tor, was “not wanting ‘spin,’ to use a common phrase,”
making the charges seem trivial.

Political reputau'ons have been embellished at least
since the Bible, or maybe Homer. But probably not until
now has a politician been officially enjoined not to
spin, or let his minions spin, by putting the best interpre-
tation on something he did. To its dismay, if not surprise,
the ethics committee later concluded that Mr. Gingrich
had violated the agreement. Thanks to a couple of
electronic-scanner buffs, he was revealed to have en-
listed colleagues to dismiss his misdeeds as akin
to jaywalking. When the transcript became public. Re-
publicans insisted that it showed Mr. Gingrich actually
complying with the no-spin deal, accomplishing the rare
and extremely difficult fact-free double spin in full
daylight.

In the end, the ethics panel chose not to do anything
about all of this, perhaps concluding that telling Mr.
Gingrich not to spin would be like telling him not to
breathe. The panel at least deserves credit forcoming up
with a novel concept of justice, however. Imagine if

Richard Nixon s resignation and pardon had been tied to

a pledge not to denigrate the charges against him.
Politics would never have been the same.

The idea is not that far-fetched. According to a
lengthy article by Stuart Taylor in The American Law-
yer about the Paula Jones sexual-harassment suit
against President Clinton, lawyers on both sides were
discussing a possible settlement in which Mr. Clinton
was to agree not to deny the charges outright When a
zealous White House splnmeister leaked word to CNN
that Ms. Jones was dropping her suit because she knew
she had no case. Ms. Jones's lawyers charged a breach of

faith and broke off the settlement talks.

Spinning usually does not get Presidents into trou-

ble. On the contrary, historians say

that Franklin Roosevelt was good

at it, and that John Kennedy was
brilliant After the 1961 summit
meeting in Vienna, for example,

Kennedy's aides put out the word that he had stood up
well to Nikita Khrushchev, the Soviet leader, whereas it

later turned out that he had been eaten alive.

Not until 1984, according to William Safi re’s “New
Political Dictionary,” did the term "spin" enter into

popular use. That was when a phalanx of aides to

President Reagan — the original "spin doctors" —
entered the press room like a flying wedge, bent on

convincing reporters that Mr. Reagan had won the first

campaign debate with Walter Mondale when it was
obvious to anyone who had witnessed it that he had lost.

One definition of progress — or linguistic decline — is

that nowadays we have a television show called "Spin

City" and press rooms at Presidential debates with

cordoned-off sections for spin doctors.

We also have Sunday morning talk shows with

retired spin doctors like George Stephanopoulos and

David Gergen helping to satisfy America's apparently

unlimited appetite for opinions, especially unconsidered

opinion. Spinning is such a part of die atmosphere that it

took about 17 seconds after Mr. Clinton’s Inaugural

Address for conventional wisdom among television com-
mentators to decide that it was a flop. (Two thumbs

down! Details at 11.) Small wonder that politicians want

to get out first with their own spin, even if they have to

create the opportunity by promising not to spin.

The significance of the Gingrich case is that, if

spinning is unavoidable, mixing it up with judicial or

quasi-judicial proceedings is risky. Nonetheless, it is

happening. When James Carville, another Clinton spin

doctor, went on the attack against Kenneth Starr, the

Whitewater special prosecutor, some Republicans de-

clared that he and the President might be guilty of

conspiring lo obstruct justice. Maybe someone ought to a

broker a deal in which Mr. Clinton, Mr. Gingrich and

various others pledge to stop themselves before they spin

again. It could never be enforced, of course, since both

sides would want to put their spin on who actually got the

better part of the deal. STEVEN R. WE1SMAN

Spin Nation
It’s Not Lying,

It’s Just a Habit

How Japanese Culture Keeps War Deeds Veiled

To the Editor:

“A Japanese Generation Haunted

by Its Past" (front page, Jan. 22)

points to an important character

trait at the root of Japanese wartime

atrocities: refusal to take individual

responsibility for one's actions in the

face of collective brutality.

While this trait is by no means
limited lo the Japanese, the tendency

is pronounced, perhaps even con-

doned. in Japan, where the culture

attaches enormous importance to

self-abnegation. The language itself

expresses this: The subject of Japa-
nese sentences is frequently omitted,

lending— to Western ears — a feeling

of passivity. Things happen, and the

actor is to be understood in context, or
to remain anonymous. Hence the

common form of apology Moshiwafee

gozaimaseru which translates rough-

ly as “there Is no excuse.”

1 do not mean to suggest that Japa-
nese are incapable of taking respon-

sibility forerrors or evil acts. In fact.

Japanese organizational leaders,

like company presidents, frequently
tender their resignations to atone for

disaster. Conversely, I cannot argue
that the Judeo-Christian pattern of

guilt and remorse is superior. Sins

that give rise to feelings of guilt and
remorse have, after all, been com-
mitted, and the damage has been
done.

In his novel “The Sea and Poison,”

the great Japanese writer Shusaku
Endo takes up the issue of wartime
atrocities. The story is based on real

To the Editor:

No one can reasonably dispute tbe

morality of Daniel Jonah Goldhagen's

argument for a German memorial to

homosexuals victimized by the Third

Reich and against the ordering of

victims by numbers or intensity of

suffering (Op-Ed, Jan. 18).

Yet, Mr. Goldhagen's reasoning

exposes a fundamental fault in dis-

cussions of Germany's responsibility

to remember those who died at the

hands of the Nazis. His plea is for a
public memorial — financed and
erected by the state— when what is

needed are personal and even pri-

Hail an Israeli Moderate

To the Editor:

It is heartening to see a man like

Yitzhak Mordechai. who you say car-

ries “the least ideological baggage”
in the Israeli Cabinet, gaining a posi-

tion of prominence, that of Defense

Minister (news article, Jan. 23).

Let us hope that Mr. Mordechai
understands that lasting peace will

take more than the control of Arab
terrorism: that it will require the

building of an economically viable

Palestinian infrastructure with a
modern educational system. Nothing

will be accomplished until that ex-

ists. Lurene K. Helzer
San Francisco, Jan. 23, 1997

To the Editor:

It is entirely plausible that the

number of people in this country who
are depressed is enormous. But the

group that produced the consensus

statement featured in “Lag Seen in

Aid for Depression" (Health page,

Jan. 22) apparently did not ask why
that is.

Are ail of these people depressed

because they are genetically predis-

posed to pathologically low levels of

serotonin, one of the neurotransmit-

ters that influence mood? Or are at

least some depressed because, for

example, they don't have child sup-

port or satisfying jobs or feel part of

communities that give their lives

meaning?
If a significant number of people

are depressed for such reasons, we
might conclude that, instead of medi-

cating them, we ought to change the

conditions that make them de-

Jones and Hill Cases

To the Editor:

Mary Jean Tully Getter, Jan. 22).

writing about the Paula Jones's sex-

ual harassment lawsuit against

President Clinton, argues that Ms.

Jones would “have found . . . that

feminism is sisterhood if she had

brought charges against Gov. Bill

Clinton at the time of the alleged

incident.”

According to Ms. Tully's logic, by
waiting for Clarence Thomas to be-

come Justice Thomas, Anita Hill, too,

should come across as someone who
seeks "notoriety and perhaps some
political gain." Yet, the National Or-

ganization for Women rallied behind

Ms. HilL

Does Ms. Tully realize that abuse

is a traumatic event not easily dis-

closed? The victim often needs time

to build up the courage to proceed.

Shunning victims who do not come
forward immediately is the ultimate

injustice. David S. Lee
New York. Jan. 22, 1997

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone

number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mail to Ierters@nyfimes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor.

The New York Times. 229 West 43d
Street. New York. N.Y. 10036-3959.

events, with doctors using prisoners

of war for brutal experiments. The
characters assisting in this torture

are weak, essentially bit players in a

tale of horror. They become worthy

of pity because in the aftermath of

barbarity, they utterly lack the

means to confront and take responsi-

bility for what they have done.

The same is true of the old men

Igor Knpelnftsky

you describe. Their crimes are per-

petuated, not because they have
elected — as they must — to get on
with their lives, but because they

have not taught the young people the

whole truth of where they have been,

what they have seen and what they
have done. Alexander Kent

Highland Park, N.J., Jan. 22, 1997

vate reminders of what transpired

between 1933 and 1945.

Recent German attempts at memo-
rialization have been problematic, ei-

ther calculated to avoid offending any
constituency through exclusion or ac-

cusation. or so confounded by conflicts

of artistic representation and histori-

cal veracity as tobecome unbuildable.

In the meantime, other established

memorials must compete for financ-

ing, otherwise decaying or succumb-

ing to pressures for commercial de-

velopment or historically comforting

amnesia
In this regard, the former East

Germany did better than the West in

remembering the Third Reich’s

crimes. Despite the obvious ideologi-

cal manipulation, almost every street

carried markers identifying inhabit-

ants who resisted and fell victim to

the Nazis. The East German practice

made clear that victims were every-

where. And so were oppressors.

That actions and consequences
during the Third Reich were person-

al, for milfa'onsandmilliOBSrevii and
innocent, is what Mr. Goldhagen
demonstrates in his book “Hitler’s

Willing Executioners.” While Ger-
many can never have too many me-
morials to the victims of Nazi
crimes, it can have the wrong kind of

memorials. James J. Ward
Allentown, Pa., Jan. 20, 1997

The writer is professor of history at

Cedar Crest College.

pressed. The pathology might be our

inability to see the need to change
those conditions. Erik Parens
Briarcltff Manor, N.Y.. Jaa 22, 1997

The writer is a philosophical studies

associate at the Hastings Center.

Inherent Conflict
To the Editor:

I found your Jaa 22 Health page
article on depression disturbing. Is it

common practice for transnational

pharmaceutical companies to pay
the expenses for the national conven-
tions of prominent psychiatric or-

ganizations?

Does anyone find it even mildly

disturbing that a National Depres-

sive and Manic-Depressive Associa-

tion panel, whose convention ex-

penses were paid for by Bristol-

Myers Squibb, the maker of Serzone,

would arrive at the recommendation
that more people be prescribed anti-

depressants?

I do not mean to question the im-
partiality of the panel's participants,
but the conflict of interest inherent in

this arrangement is difficult to over-
look.

I am not an expert on depression.
But I know that humankind has not
uncovered a fraction of the myster-
ies of the human brain. Can psychia-
trists, in their professional wisdom,
truly feel comfortable prescribing
mood-altering drugs in abundance
without being a little bit wary of the
long-term social and behavioral con-
sequences? Ryan J. McMillen

A ustin, Tex., Jan. 22, 1997
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Dangers of Suppression

To the Editor:

The Jan. 22 front-page article on

the inability of Japanese veterans to

discuss wartime experiences men-

tioned Japan’s unwillingness to ac-

cept blame and apologize for atroci-

ties committed in the 1930’s and 40 s

as it occupied China and Korea. This

highlights a basic problem with the

way history, particularly the history

of war, is taught: insufficient treat-

ment of destruction and human suf-

fering.

It is usually taught, in terms or

winners and losers. The winners are

made to feel proud, and the level of

sacrifice incurred is often justified

as the worthwhile cost of victory.

For the losers, shame and the re-

fusai to accept the result are com-

mon. Because a thorough explanation

would lead to a national sense of

failure, shame and, possibly, inferior-

ity— psychological conditions almost

no government wishes to instill— war

losses are barely touched upon by a

losing nation This failure to make the

complete truth available to a popula-

tion is important even with a minor

war. It is of major importance —
national and international — when
dealing with a war the magnitude of

World War II, in which as many as 60

million people may have been killed.

Just think of the implications as

our weapons of mass destruction

proliferate. Adelio S. Simoes
Northport, L.I., Jan. 23, 1997

‘Justice’ for Gingrich

And for Clinton, Too

To the Editor:

Re your Jan.. 22 editorial "Discred-

it on the House”:
When we cut through the blather

concerning Speaker Newt Gingrich's

violation of House rules and assess

the results of the action to reprimand
him, we find that Republicans voted

their conscience in exacting, as you
put it. a “just penalty for his misbe-

havior.” Yet, liberal news media con-

tinue to beat the partisan drums.
What now? I think we can expect

more partisan obfuscation and pro-

testations from liberal news media
as tbe conscience of America exam-
ines a flawed President and exacts a
“just penalty.” Carl R. Smink

Dallas, Jan. 22, 1997

Shaking in Their Graves
To the Editor:

Speaker Newt Gingrich is fined

$300,000 for violating House ethics

rules, which he may take out of tils

campaign funds, and keep his job
(front page, Jan. 22)? Lincoln and
Jefferson must be causing signifi-

cant perturbation in their interment
sites. My father’s grave is back in

Oklahoma, a few miles from where
he grew up. I'm glad I'm not there.

The turbulence must seem like an
earthquake. Frank Vance

San Diego, Jan. 22, 1997

On the Mexico Bailout

To the Editor:

In your Jan. 18 editorial “Vindica-

tion of the Mexican Bailout,” you
trumpet the ' accomplishments of

President Clinton for saving Mexico,

and arguably the United States, from
an economic crisis. You write that

“Mexico’s early repayment of loans

made by the United States in 1994

puts the finishing touch on a public-

policy success.”

But you did not note that the Inter-

national Monetary Fund has been
pressured into lending the Mexican
Government yet more money so that
we could get back ours.

Under those circumstances, Mr.
Clinton's “public-policy success” is

either public policy nor success.
When the International Monetary
Fund has been repaid, you can give
the Clinton Administration a pat on
the back for a job well done. Until

then, the jury is out.

We should be thankful that we did

not have a currency crisis when the
Treasury’s currency intervention
fund was tapped to lend Mexico more
than $13 billion and the yen and. the
dollar almost spun out of con-
trol. Andrew Furman

Maplewood, NJ., Jan. 18, 1997

Opera House Overhaul

To the Editor:
I was delighted to read about the

renovation project at the Manhattan
Opera House, which was built by
Oscar Hammerstein and is now to
become a convention hall (news arti-
cle, Jan. 22).

There is a companion Hammer-
stein building, with even larger ca-
pacity, in Philadelphia. When Oscar
Hammerstein 3d visited Philadel-
phia to raise interest in the restora-
tion of this structure, a woman
rushed up and gushed how much she
liked music, her favorite composer
being Frank Lloyd Webber. Mr.
Hammerstein realized there was no
prospect there.
Craig Morrison, the architect who

is overseeing the New York project, is
a specialist in historic American thea-
ters. He also has the material for a
great book about tbe audiences that
create various entertainment venues
but he is too busy tending to them to
stop and write. Gersil N. Kay

Philadelphia, Jan. 22, 199?
The writer is chmrw&man of Build-
ing Conservation International.

German Holocaust Memorials Should Be Private

Repair Depression’s Source or Drug the Result?
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Foreign Affairs
THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

In the

Can the U.S. stop

holding hands yet

in the Mideast?

And without that, the U.S. will be

caught in the crossfire.

Where the U.S. must remain en-

gaged is as the reality principle, not

only for Israelis and Palestinians but

also for Egypt and Syria. There is a

widespread feeling among U.S. offi-

cials that Egypt initially tried to block

this Hebron deal. What Netanyahu fi-

nally admitted in Hebron was that

there is only one peace process: Oslo.

What the Egyptians need to admit is

that there is only one playing field.

That is. the Egyptians seem ambiva-

lent about the peace process now, be-

cause it means a new playing field m
the Middle East— one on which Israel

wffl be fully integrated and the compe-

tition wffl be largely economic, where

Egypt feels a disadvantage. Either

Egypt defines another playing field

SatwouW also include Israel or it

accommodates to this one. But rfrt

continues to fight it, Egypt «hl ftod

kseif in a clash with America no less

SSSuous than the one Netanyahu

SSSed when be tried to oppose

Oslo without an alternative.

There will now be renewed pressure

withdraw from the Golan.

2_A«ad will have to commit

^f«oM?p^e with Israel, but

^ °^IorrfiatepeacefuIly. Assad is

£i^3re»a ^>rld tf ** xmks he

the laws of gravity thathave
““ ^^^otherArab-rsraeli ne-
go'rer^. tfia^lsrael must be offered

B’UaT^SlSta»« 01 coetteteD®.

S^ ^elSfeting proceK- with

- KSSSrtX-ta^“tL^Tay^
are not reag

^^SSSFrenceto^
ate.

IE

„„ Washington
VJenever U.S. special envoy Den-ms Ross would accompany Palestm-

Arafat md IsraeliPrimeMunster Benjamin Netanyahu
** Erez checkpoint,

an Israeli officer there used to pull
Rora aside and whisper, “You have to
ma&eiflus work.” When Israeli and
Palestinian negotiators got into a dis-
pute over Shuhadah Road, a key
street that bisected Hebron and ran
right in front of the Jewish settlers
mere, they decided to compromise by
widening it, to keep everyone farther
apart But because neither side trust-
ed the other, Aaron Miller, Ross’s
deputy, was asked to go down to Shu-
hadah Road with a tape measure and,
white Israelis and.Palestinians looked
on, measure the street and produce a
plan for a just and lasting widening of
Shuhadah road.
Never before has an Israeli govern-

ment let the U.S. get this deep into an
Israeli-Palestinian negotiation. No is-
sue was too small for U.S. mediation.
That is both good news and really
scary. Not only were U.S. mediators
measuring the sidewalks in Hebron,
but, more important, they became the
instrument through which Israelis,
and to some extent Palestinians,
forced their leaders to cut this deal
The U.S. was the bridge between an
Israeli silent majority that wanted
this Hebron withdrawal «nH an Israeli
leader who was initially' ambivalent
about It The UA was also the reality
principle, letting both sides know
what was possible and what was not
Some of these roles the U.S. win

want to continue playing, but it must
extricate itself from others quickly.
The reason the relationship between
Yitzhak Rabin and Arafat worked—
without the U.S. — was that they had
developed, through a difficult learn-

ing process, a degree of mutual trust
For them the trust was central and
the words and the timetables could
always be adjusted around it Arafat
and Netanyahu bad no trust so for

them the words were everything. And
the reason the U.S. was drawn so

deeply into their negotiations was
that Arafat and Netanyahu didn't

even trust each
.
other’s word^, so ^

sheriff was heeded to say to, each' df

tfiem'wKat tfiey woultfi^say' to ea*&
cither and to guarantee ta each the

other man’s words.

Rabin and Arafat created out of

their mutual trust workable agree-

ments. The question now is. can Ne-
tanyahu and Arafat create out of their

workable agreement some mutual
trust?

That’s crucial, because it's impos-

sible to imagine them addressing the

final-status Issues, let alone the day-

to-day ones that wifi crop up. without

a more self-sustaining relationship.

Teaching From
The Heart

Following is an excerpt from an
essay Ennis Cosby wrote in 1993 when
he was studying for his master’s de-

gree at Columbia Teachers College.

This is reprinted with permission,
from the Ennis William Cosby Foun-
dation. which the Cosb.v family set up
after his death on Jan. 16.

By Ennis Cosby

'hat got me in-

volved in the

educational

field was my
experience

student-

teaching for a year at Dean Rusk
Elementary School. Three days a
week I was assigned to teach, as an
assistant, 24 third graders who were
living in the worst neighborhood in

Atlanta. I felt that this experience

would be rewarding because a true

test for a healer is to heal people who
need it most

After two weeks of working at the

school the teacher, who was female,

brought to my attention that the

young black males in the class who
had no fathers would do better aca-

demically when X was in the class-

room than on the days I was absent
That is whatconvinced me that 1 was
needed in the academic field. It

amazed me that academic perform-

ance by children could be altered by a
simple motivational factor like a di-

rect role raodeL
I was aware of the statistical domi-

nance of female teachers in the aca-

demic field, and I felt that as a male I

would have a lot of influence on chil-

dren who had no fathers or children

who had dyslexia. Of course, the

group of students I imagined would

look -at me as a direct role model
would be black males who have dys-

lexia.

I got so involved with the elemen-
tary school that I began to go to the

special education classes and offered

my services to the teacher. ! really

bonded with the kids in the special

education class. I was teaching from
the heart, and the kids’ biggest need

seemed to be a teacher who cared

about them and their individual

needs.

The greatest reward for me was
working with a child who was mental-

ly retarded and after three weeks that

child began to read his first words.

Just like being a therapist I feel that

educating children is a form of heal-

ing. Working at this school was a
confidence booster because if I could

relate to these kids and get positive

results I knew I could teach any-

where. The measure of a great teach-

er is working with the most raw,

unrefined students and making a
change. It just seems too easy meas-
uring a teacher's ability when that

teacher is already working with stu-

dents who are successful in school.

In the middle of my last year in

college, I knew that I wanted to work
with children who had learning dis-

abilities. I wanted to go to a graduate

program that would be the best at

providing me with the newest infor-

mation. There were two events in my
life that were extremely important

The first was graduating from col-

lege. The second was accomplishing

the goal of getting into graduate

school even though I am dyslexic.

Since leaving Atlanta I have not

taught in the classroom. 1 have no
real experience as a teacher, but I do
have some natural attributes that I

feel may help me become an elite

teacher. First 1 have a natural love

for children, and children get along
with me very well. It is one of those

nonobservable variables that exists

between me and children I am far

from being perfect but I get along
very well with most children.

Second, I believe in chances, so 1 do
not give up on people or children. I

know that if I have a class full of kids I

would want all of them to be success-

ful students. 1 believe in finding solu-

tions to any and every problem. I

don’t believe in quitting because of

my academic experiences. With all of

the chances I was given, I am going to

Educating
children is

a form of

healing.

give all of my students as many
.chances as they need to find them-
selves as students.

Third, I believe teachers need to

bond with students. When I reflect on

my favorite teachers in my life, they

were teachers who were my friends

too. I see teachers wearing many ti-

tles besides TEACHER. I see psychol-

ogist, mother, father, friend and ad-

viser. I believe students react to my
behavior. The more I give of myself,

the more they will give back to me.
Fourth, I believe in a saying one ofmy
favorite teachers told me: "Whatever
you teach a child, it will not be digest-

iv»« Upteeprmt for a Bipartisan Foreign Policy

By Madeleine'K. Albright

Washington

D
ean Acheson wrote of

i being present, a half-

I century ago, at the

J
creation of a new era.

Today, we, too, have
that privilege and the

responsibility that goes along with it

Then, our leaders had the foresight

to maintain a strong America while

bolstering democratic forces around

the world and building institutions

like NATO, the United Nations and
World Bank to foster international

cooperation and economic growth.

They did so on a bipartisan basis.

Today, a new framework for

American leadership, adapted to the

needs of anew century, is being built

Its success will depend. In significant

measure, on whether the spirit of

bipartisanship that arose after

World War II can be revived.

Cynics might suggest that an Ad-

ministration call for bipartisanship

Is prompted less by principle than by

an ability to count And we wifi cer-

tainly need votes from, both parties

in Congress to sustain many of our

The first tests: the

foreign policy

budget and
chemical arms.

foreign policy initiatives. But biparti-

sanship also suits our times.

For decades, the cold war catego-

rized not only foreign nations but all

those Involved in foreign policy. To-

day, the labels of the past — hawk,

dove, liberal conservative — mean
little. The greatest divide is between

the proponents and opponents Of

American engagement, a divide that

does not respect party lines.

Fortunately, both parties are led by

people who understand the impor-

tance of American leadership. This

matters, because a bipartisan foreign

policy allows us to act with greater

credibility on the world stage It in-

spires trust from our allies and re-

spect from those tempted to oppose

us. it helps us play a diplomatic part

— as peacemaker and problem solver

— that other nations cannot, thereby

enhancing oar prestige while advanc-

ing our interests. And it reinforces

America’s role as a model for

strengthening democratic forces.

Disagreements about tactics aside,

Madeleine K. Albright is the Secre-

tary of State.

the prospects for bipartisanship are
brightened by the existing broad sup-

port for our primary objectives.

There is a consensus on the need to

advance prosperity at home by pro-

moting an open and expanding global

economy, and for working with our

allies to create an increasingly united,

democratic and stable Europe.

Both parties see the importance of

building an Asian-Pacific community
with shared economic and security

goals and of helping to resolve dan-

gerous disputes in the Mideast and
other strategic regions. We all want to

halt the spread of weapons of mass
destruction and to combat terrorists,

drug traffickers and international

crime And there is a commitment to

strengthen the forces around the

globe working for human rights, de-

mocracy, development, a healthy en-

vironment and the rule of law.

Of course, the issues related to

these priorities will not evade scru-

tiny and debate. Nor should they.

While Congress will have a responsi-

bility to be reasonable (n its expecta-

tions, the Administration will bear

the burden of proof. It will be our

task to establish the link between our

broad goals and the issues before us

:

the expansion of NATO, the contain-

ment of rogue regimes, management
of important bilateral relationships

(including those with China, Russia

and Ukraine) and our strategies in

often overlooked regions of Latin

America, Africa and South Asia. The
complexity of this task has been un-

derlined even this past week, by
questions about Beijing’s intentions

in Hong Kong, a flare-up of tensions

over Cyprus and- a new round of

violence In Zaire and Rwanda.
The hope that bipartisanship can

make the transition from rhetoric to

reality will be tested early.

On Feb. 6, the President will sub-

mit a budget that trims the deficit

while meeting international priori-

ties and proposing repayment of our
debts to the United Nations and mul-

tilateral banks. Enactment of this

budget is essential if we are to have
the tools to shape events rather than

merely react to them. To maintain

American strength, we need not only

a world-class military but world-

class diplomacy. Yet in recent years

spending on international affairs —
typically 1 percent of the Federal

budget — has been cut sharply, and
our diplomatic presence overseas

has contracted
As I present our budget requests to

Congress, I recognize my duty to ex-

plain our plans and priorities with a

logic Americans can embrace. And I

will do alii can to see that taxpayers

get fun value from their investment

In another test of bipartisanship,

the Administration will seek the Sen-

ate’s early approval for American
participation in the Chemical Weap-

ons Convention negotiated under

Presidents Reagan and Bush, if we do

not act before April 29, we will not be
an original party to this treaty. This

would harm our Interests by preclud-

ing us from helping to write the rules

under which the pact wifi be verified

The treaty embodies a commit-
ment to our safety and the protection

of our armed forces. It is supported

by many in both parties, by the busi-

ness community and our military. But
it also has its opponents. The Ameri-
can people deserve a healthy debate,

in which American interests are

weighed and a timely vote is taken.

I have worked in or studied Con-

gress much of my adult life. I know
that bipartisanship is a two-way
street I also know that legislators

almost always feel they have been
insufficiently consulted on foreign

policy matters, while Secretaries of

State sometimes feel that consulting

with Congress is all they do. Bridging

this gap in perception will require

hard work and good faith.

As Secretary of State, I wifi chal-

lenge Congress to be constructive in

what it asks of us, but I will keep an

open door and an open mind to insure

the fullest possible consultations.

In our democracy, bipartisanship is

never absolute. But history has given

us the opportunity, at century’s end
to re-create the spirit of cooperation

that earlier served our nation and

world well. By following the approach

of the giants who preceded us — Tru-

man, Eisenhower and Marshall — we
can give their generation the homage
it merits and the next generation the

security it deserves.

Liberties

Yvonne Budmun

ed completely by that student until

they leave your classroom.” I feel

that learning is a slow process, and
patience is a very crucial quality to

have as a teacher.

Lastly, my best quality is that I am
very personal with all students. I

work with kids and try to make them
feel that I understand them. Iam very
stern on good morals and manners. I

am not old-fashioned I just believe in

respect, honesty and truthfulness. 1

feel that children will be better stu-

dents if they become better people.

1 will teach things that are not in

the books. For instance, I believe that

children will be better students if they

like each other better or if they like

themselves better. 1 believe that sta-

bility starts inside and then reflects

out of a person. So my tactics would
involve molding the student complete-

ly. I feel this is how I would get the

most out ofmy students. What makes
me believe in my system is the fact

that my favorite teachers had the

same type of philosophies as I do.

How will my experiences influence

change in the school system? I am
soon to be a teacher who can influence

changebymy experiences asavictim
of the system. I believe that if more
teachers are aware of the signs of

dyslexia and learning disabilities in

the class, then fewer students like me
will slip through the cracks. I also feel

that the special education programs
need to be changed. From ray person-

al experiences, I feel that special edu-

cation needs to be a combination of

one on one and group teaching.

I believe in fairness within the sys-

tem. I just want all students to have
an equalopportunity. I have a lifetime

to devote to making the school system
more balanced any way I can.

MAUREENDOWD

This

Magli

Moment
Washington

1 stood in line behind Johnnie Coch-

ran to go through the metal detector

for the Inaugural Address.

A stream of men and women excit-

edly approached, wanting to have

their pictures taken with the lawyer.

Some asked Mr. Cochran to crouch a

bit so they could capture that other

icon of democracy, the Capitol dome,

in the background.

The lawyer obliged, beaming. A few

minutes later, I wondered if this man
who had persuaded a jury to ignore

evidence and decide O. J. Simpson’s

fate based on racial grudges, this man
who had the gall to rank the Simpson

case as a civil rights struggle akin to

Brown v. Board of Education, felt a

twinge when the President talked

about “the divide of race” as "Ameri-

ca’s constant curse,” and urged

against succumbing “to the dark im-

pulses that lurk in ... the souL”

Probably not. The dark impulses

have been good to Mr. Cochran. So

what if that infamous verdict was a

moral, social and cultural stain on

America? Johnnie Cochran now has
his own show on Court TV.

Indeed, Mr. Cochran was so busy in

New York this month preparing for

the debut of his show that he missed

most of the hearing in California to

overturn the murder conviction of his

client Elmer (Geronimo) Pratt, the

former Black Panther leader who
may have been wrongly sent to prison

25 years ago. Mr. Pratt's other law-

yer. Stuart Hanlon, came from San
Francisco, even though his wife had
just been hospitalized with leukemia.

But the disgusting Simpson affair

— “awfulness topping awfulness," as

writer Jeffrey Toobin puts it— finally

Luba Lukova

Daniel

Petrocelli,

my hero.

has a hero. He is Daniel Petrocelli

It was thrilling to see Mr. Petro-

xelli, Fred Goldman’s lawyer, make
the case that had been left unmade by
the emotional and bumbling Christo-

pher Darden and the arrogant and
bumbling Marcia Clark. (Ms. Clark

also has a TV show, "LadyLaw.” The
first printing of her $4 million book
will be one million copies. She has

even become something of a feminist

symbol, but the less said about that,

the better.)

Nicole Simpson and Ron Goldman,
who had seemed almost irrelevant in

the first trial were vividly brought to

life by Mr. Petrocelli He pleaded with

jurors to read the clues that the

butchered pair had left behind, as

they pulled off their murderer's knit

cap, yanked off his glove, dug nails

into his left hand and bled so much
that the killer left prints with those

size 12 Bruno Maglis.

Mr. Petrocelli was not cowed by
Mr. Simpson's fame or charm, calling

him a philanderer, a liar and a wife-

beater "so obsessed with trying to

salvage his image and protect himself

that he will smear the name of the

mother of his children while she rests

in her grave.”
He showed that Mr. Simpson had no

answers to explain away the cat’s

cradle of blood, hair, clothes, fibers

and 30 photos of himself wearing the

Bruno Magli shoes he said he never

owned Mr. Petrocelli needed no flt-

acquit, Magli-guilty doggerel- "If that

photo is real" he said, ”0. J. Simpson
is the killer.”

He debunked as ludicrous the no-

tion that there was an elaborate po-

lice conspiracy to frame O. J. The
only scandal with the LA. cops here

was the favored treatment they had
given the violent star for years.

One day in court, I listened to a tape

of police responding to a 911 call at

Nicole Simpson's bouse eight months
before the murders, after her ex-hus-

band kicked in the door and had what
she called an “animalistic" fit. “Be-
cause of your celebrity.” an officer

reassured O. J., "we want to keep it as
small as possible.”

An 0. J. jury is about to deliberate

again. Let’s hope, this time, it won’t
be a sham. Mr. Toobin, the author of a
book on the case, does not think a
guilty verdict would remedy "the poi-

son that this case has spread.” He
said, “If Simpson loses this case, the
legacy will be a black verdict and a
white verdict.”

But if justice is to be colorblind,

then juries cannot engage in racial
payback. The innocent verdict for Mr.
Simpson was a guilty verdict for
America. Johnnie Cochran’s gift to
jurisprudence was, as Jeffrey Rosen
wrote inThe New Republic, “to trans-
form a pampered celebrity into a
victim of oppression.”

But what if Mr. Petrocelli’s truth
could reverse Mr. Cochran's lie?

What if a guilty verdict for Mr. Simp-
son could find America not guilty?

Wouldn't that be glorious? Oh,
there is one thing that might ruin it:

Mr. Petrocelli could get a show of his

own. •
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FILM

Making Money Abroad, And Also a Few Enemies
By JUDITH MILLER

E
VERYONE loves American

movies. Well, almost ev-

eryone. China’s effort to

derail two films about the

Dalai Lama. "Kundun,"
directed by Martin Scorsese, and

'‘Seven Years in Tibet." starring

Brad Pitt, suggests that Beijing was
not happy about American efforts to

lionize Tibet's spiritual leader. But

China is hardly alone.

In recent months, several Ameri-
can films' have come under savage
attack by foreign governments, reli-

gious sects, nationalist parties or

outraged intellectuals and other crit-

ics who assail movies that Holly-

wood considers as American as ap-

ple pie. Some foreigners, it seems,

hate apples or pie. And while Ameri-
can studios are willing to antagonize

foreigners by making movies about

controversial political events or fig-

ures — films like "Michael Collins”

or "Evita” — they often fail to antic-

ipate the furor stirred up by such

seemingly innocent films as "Babe"
and "Independence Day."
"Even some of us who make mov-

ies underestimate their influence

abroad," said Irwin Winkler, who
has produced huge hits like "Rocky”
and “Raging BulL" “American
movies sell American culture. For-

eigners want to see American mov-
ies. But that’s also why so many
foreign governments and groups ob-

ject to them."
Despite protests, censorship and

campaigns to suppress American
films, however, several of these

movies have drawn record audi-

ences and are making huge profits

abroad. And it is these profits rather

than moral principle that best insure

Hollywood's willingness to continue

producing such films, industry ex-

perts agree.

Consider "Independence Day.”
the American blockbuster that has
taken in over $466 million worldwide.
It is expected to make more money
at the box office than the entire slate

of films released last year by Uni-

versal. Paramount and Sony com-
bined. according to Tom Pollock, the

former chairman of MCA/ Universal
and the current chairman of the
American Film Institute. To 20th
Century Fox executives, it seemed
an unobjectionable, sure-fire hit giv-

en its politically correct themes and
multicultural cast of characters. In

the. action thriller, an affable baby
•VO.-- • • ' •—

roomer President and a quirky, eco-
logically inclined Jewish computer
scientist join forces with a black
fighter pilot to thwart an alien inva-
sion of earth.

One might think that wide-screen
images of the aliens* annihilation of
the White House, Manhattan and Los
Angeles in less than 15 'minutes of
gory celluloid would exhilarate

America's foreign enemies. But Hez-
bollah. the Lebanese Shiite Muslim
radicals who accuse the "great Sa-

tan" of fomenting conspiracies
against Arabs and Muslims through-
out the Middle East, despises the
film almost as much as it does
America.

Last fall. Hezbollah, or the Party
of God, issued a statement calling
the film “propaganda for the so-
called genius of the Jews and Lheir

alleged concern for humanity."
Warning Muslim believers to boy-
cott the movie, which was directed
by Roland Emmerich, who is not
Jewish but German, Hezbollah re-

minded fellow Muslims that paying
money to see the the film would
"reward the bloodsuckers of Qana,"
a reference to Israel (which bombed
Qana, a U.N. camp in Lebanon), and
Israel's protector, the United Slates.

But according to a Fox executive
who keeps track of international
sales. Hezbollah's warning did not
hurt box office revenues in Lebanon,
which has an estimated four million

people. Quite the contrary. Between
Sept. 20 and Dec. 12. the executive
said, some 98,000 people went to see

"Independence Day" in Lebanon;
the film grossed almost $600,000 —
an impressive showing for any film.

By contrast, the film took in about
$670,000 in Egypt, which has a popu-
lation of 60 million. The only other
Middle Eastern country in which the

film fared better than in Lebanon
was Israel where it grossed $4.7

million.

Moreover, not a single violent inci-

dent was reported during the film's

12-week run in Lebanon or anyplace
else in the Middle East, the execu-

tive said. In fact, several of the

film's leading actors, including Jeff

Goldblum, who plays the computer
scientist, were unaware that Hezbol-

lah had issued its political version of

a fatwa, a religious ruling, against
ihe film.

*‘I respect anyone's religion," Mr.
Goldblum said in an interview, "but
1 think Hezbollah has missed the
point: the film is not about American
Jews saving the world; it’s about

teamwork among people of different

religions and nationalities to defeat a

common enemy." Hezbollah's anti-

Jewish crusade, he added, “does not

sit well with me."
The film whose politics seemed so

innocuous to its American produc-

ers, however, did not sit well with

Lebanon’s censors either. Before it

was released in Beirut, the interior

Ministry’s Public Securiry Depart-
ment eliminated several scenes. The
censors 'cut one in which Judd
Hirsch, who plays Mr. Goldblum's
gemutlich, Yiddish-spouting father,

puts on a yarmulke as he leads White
House officials and soldiers in a He-
brew prayer; another showed Israe-

li troops alongside Arab soldiers as
they prepared to fight the aliens.

Although Fox has not distributed
the videqpassette of the film in Leba-
non, journalists there said that pirat-

ed cassettes were also selling briskly

in Beirut. Cassettes are also in de-

mand in Teheran, whose austere Is-

lamic regime bans most American-
made movies. But virtually all

American films are available

through underground video clubs in

Iran, where "Baywatch,” incidental-

ly. is quite popular. Banning films in

such authoritarian states, like ban-
ning books in Boston, is great for

business.

Another American-financed politi-

cal film that has generated fierce

debate in Ireland and Britain is “Mi-
chael Collins,” directed by Neil Jor-

dan. an Irishman. The film chroni-

cles the life and death at age 31 of the

man who masterminded the ruthless

Irish Republican Army campaigii to

break Britain's hold over its obstrep-

erous colony. Since its release last

fall, the film has spent several weeks
as No. 1 at the box office in Ireland.

But less predictably, it is also doing
well m England, where films with
Irish nationalist themes usually do
poorly.

Attacks have come from promi-
nent British and Irish critics alike,

among them Eoghan Harris, an Irish

political columnist and screenwriter
who. m the pages of Rupert Mur-
doch's conservative Irish edition of

The Sunday Times, called Mr. Jor-
dan's chronicle of the man widely
regarded as a founder of 20th-centu-

ry terrorism “bad history, bad mor-
als and bad art."

"If our media and academics
were not so numbed by nationalism,
they would see the movie is racist,"

John Lynch is Being Noticed

By MICHAEL DWYER

DublinMT last year's Sundance Film
Festival in Utah, one Aus-
tralian film, “Shine," be-

came a sensation in the™ vt Premiere section and had
two distributors battling over it

Meanwhile, another Australian film,

"Angel Baby," languished in the al-

most invisible World Cinema sec-

tion.

“Angel Baby” did not get an
American distributor at the festival

and . was proclaimed by Caryn
James in The New York Times as
"the Sundance film most in need of

rescue."

It has been rescued indeed. The
film, about two schizophrenics in

love, opened in New York on Friday
and has been gladly received by crit-

ics. many of whom heaped praise on
the film's leading man, John Lynch.
In addition, Mr. Lynch has appeared
in a small part as Bobby Sands, the
Irish Republican Army hunger strik-

er, in "Some Mother’s Son," which
opened in the United Slates in De-
cember. He also stars as a single

father in "Nothing Personal" a film

opening in March and set during an
uneasy cease-fire in Northern Ire-

land in 1975.

“John Lynch is a very intelligent

acLor who always brings a big com-
mitment, a great intensity, to the

part," says Jim Sheridan, who di-

rected him in "In the Name of the

Father” and was a co-writer and co-

producer of “Some Mother's Son.”

“John’s honest, and you always
believe him on screen," he says.

"He's Ireland's best young actor.”

In the intimate drama “Angel
Baby." Mr. Lynch and Jacqueline
McKenzie play a couple who meet at
a psychiatric treatment center in

Melbourne and fall in love. When the
young woman becomes pregnant,
the two decide to stop taking their
antipsychotic medications. Then the
doctors advise that the pregnancy is

too risky for her and her child, and
the lovers’ are faced with a battle
that severely tests their relationship.

It is a tribute to the power of his
performance in “Angel Baby" that
when the film swept the 1995 Aus-
tralian Film Awards, Mr. Lynch was
also named best actor, an accolade
generally reserved for Australians.

“I never expected to win that
award,” says the modest, quiet-spo-
ken Mr. Lynch, sitting in the SheL
boume Hotel here. "Winning it was a
tremendous compliment. It was a
tough film to do, very demanding,
but with a lot of wit in it, too. I found
the script extraordinary, very brave.
There is such a stigma attached to
c-xhi-mnhrenia. But rav character

Denis Moridi-'Casiie RrcJc Entertainment

John Lynch in

"Some Mother's Son."

wants a life like everybody else, and
he feels he deserves it"
Michael Rymer, the writer and

director of "Angel Baby," says he
tested 30 or 40 talented young actors
in Australia before casting Mr.
Lynch, who auditioned in London.

"1 needed an actor who was soft

and vulnerable to play the lover,"

Mr. Rymersays, “but also someone
who had the sense of darkness and
pain to convey a person who has
been through the wringer. After just

two takes at John’s audition, it was
clear he was a very impressive ac-

tor. His ability to improvise and play
the moments, his ability to use his

imagination and access a very deep
emotional reality, was undeniable.”

Mr. Lynch, who is 35, was bom in

the small rural area of Corrinshego

outside Newry in Northern Ireland.

The eldest of the family's five chil-

dren, he became immersed in soccer

as a schoolboy and was steered to-

ward acting by Sean Hollywood, an
English teacher. By the time he fin-

ished school, Mr. Lynch had decided

to pursue acting as a career; he

enrolled at the Central School of

Speech and Drama in London.

* His big break came much earlier

than he could have expected.

In 1983, as he neared the end of his

second year, he was invited to audi-

tion for Pat O'Connor's "Cal,” a fea-

ture film about a young man reluc-

tantly involved in the I.R-A. and the

murder of a policeman. He read for

Mr. O'Connor and a week later was
invited back for a screen test with

Helen Mirren, who would play the

policeman's widow. (He was reunit-

ed with Ms. Mirren in “Some Moth-

er's Son,” in which she stars.) Four

weeks later Mr. Lynch was offered

the title role in “Cal"

"It was very daunting at first," he
says of being catapulted into a lead-

ing role while still a drama student
“But 1 had great support from Pat
O'Connor and all the cast which
made it easier for me."
He went to the Cannes film festi-

val in 1984 and watched Ms. Mirren
win the best-actress award for

“Cal." “That was crazy, mad," he
says. "I'd never been to a film festi-

val before, and suddenly I was in this

circus in my borrowed tux."

Mr. Lynch followed “Cal" with
five years of work in the theater in

London, including back-to-back,
yearlong stints, first as Konstantin
in “The Seagull" with Vanessa Red-
grave. Jonathan Pryce and Natasha
Richardson, then as Sraike in the

Royal Shakespeare Company's pro-

duction of "Nicholas Nickleby.”
More recently, he has been work-

ing on one film after another, among
them “In the Name of the Father";
Agnieszka Holland's "Secret Gar-
den"; John Sayles's “Secret of Roan
Inish" (jwhich also features his sis-

ter, Susan Lynch, who is an ac-
tress) ; Pen Densham’s “Moll Flan-
ders," and two films directed by his

off-screen partner, Mary McGuck-
ian: the W. B. Yeats chamber piece
“Words Upon the Window Pane”
and "This Is the Sea," a romantic
drama coming next summer that is

|

set in Northern Ireland during the
recent I.R.A. cease-fire.

For “Some Mother's Son," which
was directed by Terry George, Mr.
Lynch became almost unrecogniz-
able. He wore latex to make Sands, a
hunger striker and nationalist icon
in Northern Ireland, look more
gaunL The film is set during the
devastating 19Si hunger strikes in

the Maze prison In Northern Ireland.
Elected a member of Parliament on
the 40th day of his hunger strike.

Sands died 26 days later, the first of
10 1.RA prisoners to die on strike.

Even though his role involved
working on the film for just eight or
nine days, he says, the responsibil-

ities were onerous.

“I was hugely apprehensive about
the hunger-strike issue in the film,”
he says. "There’s a great responsi-

bility on film makers when dealing
with a subject such as this."

In "Nothing Personal," he plays a
Roman Catholic who, during the 1975
cease-fire in Northern Ireland, be-

comes caught up in violencewhen he
finds himself in the wrong place at

the wrong time. What appealed to

Mr. Lynch about the character, he
says, is that he is “this small guy
who just wants to be in his own small
world in his own small street"
The character is tortured and the

scenes were intense, he says, all the

more so because they were shot In

the final two days of filming.

Often Pictures

Liam Neeson in “Michael
Collins”—Attacked in Ireland.

Mr. Warns wrote in November in

one of his many attacks. The film's
unmistakable political message, he
added, was that all Brits were bad.

Critics warned that the film might
complicate efforts to renew the 1994
cease-fire in Northern Ireland,

which broke down last year just as
several films with I.R.A. themes
were about to be released. Others
warned that painting Collins as a
hero might encourage greater in-

transigence on the part of Gerry
Adams, the leader of Sinn Fein, the

political wing of the I.R.A. It was an
I.R-A. faction that ended the cease-
fire that had brought Northern Ire-

land two years of calm.
The staunchly unionist London

Daily Telegraph demanded last fall

that the film's distributor, Warner
Brothers, withdraw “Michael Col-
lins." Warner refused, of course.
Even critics now concede that

"Michael Collins" has not become a
recruitment film for the I.R_A. Nor
has it apparently changed many
minds in either country.

Unlike Americans, Irish and Eng-
lish audiences have flocked to the
film. The film has grossed just under
$10 million in the United States, a
lackluster performance given a cast
headed by Liam Neeson and Julia

Roberts. Perhaps the movie fared
poorly in America because, as noted

by Michael Dwyer, a journalist with
The Irish Times, it portrayed what
James Joyce called “our dear, dirty
Dublin," rather than the “stereotypi-
cal images that Americans, Irish-

Americans in particular, lap up —
the folksy, quaint Ireland with peo-
ple singing, dancing, and drinking a
lot."

By contrast, the film has so far
made $4.8 million in England and
$5.9 million in Ireland, surpassing

“Jurassic Park" as the most popu-

lar film ever released there. “There

is no doubt that the controversy gen-

erated interest," said Nancy Carson,

director of Warner’s International

Theatrical Distribution.

The film’s popularity with British

audiences is more difficult to under-

stand. Mr. Harris, in an Interview,

attributed it to what he called a

“sadomasochistic streak” in the

British, who increasingly relish

“guilt trips” about England's colo-

nial history. But Stephen Woolley,

the film's producer, said it reflected

a healthy desire among the British to.

learn about, and come to grips with,

their pasL

Several American movies that

touch on sensitive political themes
have been attacked well before they

opened. One of those is “Evita,"

starring Madonna, the movie ver-

sion of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s hit

musical. Directed by Alan Parker,
who is English, with a budget of

mare than $60 million, the film has
caused a bitter debate in Argentina
over whether the Material Girl is fit

to play Eva Peron, the wife of Gen.

Juan Domingo Perrin, the populist

strongman who dominated Argen-
tine politics for nearly three dec-

ades. Eva Peron is, even in death, a
national figure whom much of the

nation adores. Opening on Christmas
Day to mixed reviews in the United

States, “Evita” is likely to become
the “Michael Collins” of Argentina,

attracting huge audiences and angry
debate when it opens next month.

. Meanwhile, a local, more patriotic

film version of the saga, “Eva Pe-

ron.” has already become a domes-
tic “box office sensation,” according
to Variety. Starring Esther Goris, a
popular actress in Argentina, as
Evita. the film skims over the more
scandalous aspects of the First La-

dy’s rise to power, concentrating in-

stead on the last two years before

her death, in 1952. Opening in Argen-

tina on Oct. 24, partly to pre-empt
Mr. Parker’s extravaganza, the film

drew an impressive 90,000 viewers in

its opening week, it has been select-

ed as Argentina’s entry for the Os-

car for best foreign-language film

and has already earned $300,000 in

its first two months, according to

Maria de la Paz Mariflo, the execu-

tive producer.

Ms. Marino said that although she

had not yet seen the American film,

Argentina owed the “I|Yjj$” film

makers gratitude. “Now dtojoaejit

the world knows Evita, thanks ui

part to Alan Parker,” she said.

Other Argentines^ve not been as

charitable. When “Evita” was being

filmed on locatiorl in. Buenos Aires

last January, hard-line Peromstas

greeted Madonna with placards ana

graffiti that read; “Evita Lives! Ma-

donna Out!” Several Congressional

. representatives .
presented resolu-

tions calling for- Madonna and Mr.

Parker to be declared persona non

grata. Presidenr Carlos Saul

Menem, a Perdnist, even told local

newspapers that the musical was “a

libelous interpretation of Evita s

life.” and that Madonna was “unsuit-

able” for the
{
role. While. Madonna

tried to woo Argentine public opinion

in an interview with a local gossip

magazine, much of the good will she

generated evaporated in November
.when, in diary excerpts published in

Vanity Fair magazine, she called

.
Argentina an “uncivilized" country

with “no gyms and no decent food."

Nor was President Menem thrilled,

according to the Argentine press, by

Madonna's description of him as a

“charming” leader with “small

feet" who “dyes his hair black" and

who kept looking at her bra scrap.

Jack Valenti, president of the Mo-

tion Picture Association of America,

said that controversy over political

films was : nothing new. President

Charles de Gaulle of France, he not-

• ed, had banned “Paths of Glory,” an

American classic about a World War
•I mutiny within a French Army unit,

starring Kirk Douglas and directed

by Stanley Kubrick. “The King and

I," the 1956 film rendition of the

musical starring Yul Brynner and

Deborah Kerr, has never been shown

in Thailand, which is allergic to criti-

cism of its kings. More recently, the
' military rulers of Myanmar, former-

ly known as Burma, succeeded in

banning John Boorman’s "Bfeyond

Rangoon," which highlights the

• courage of the dissident and Nobel

Prize winner Daw Aung San Suu Kyi.

In some movies, American film

- makers have intentionally taken po-

_ litical sides, .hoping to rally public

support for or against a cause and
.. knowing that their work will be

i banned abroad. For instance, Holly-

wood promoted the pro-Israeli film

. "Exodus," starring Paul Newman.
' But it is likely to be a long time

before American directors cast an
? American film hero as. Yasir Arafat
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ALCHEMY
by suzie Elliott / Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS
1 Alternative to

orchestra

5 Indispensables

10 Puts in stitches

14 1965jazz album
18 Where Innsbruck is

19 Bubbling

20 One ofthe Baldwin
brothers

21 Thwart
22 CityNNEofTampa
23 Jefferson’s

'

portrayer in a 1995

24 Java neighbor

25 Kind of collar

26 Mangles
27 Dickens novel

transmuted

30 Bargain

32 Hale

33

Fein

34 Effort

35 Boxing titlist with 57
KO's

37 60's Secretary of the
Interior

41 More to the point

45 U.S.ship
transmuted

48 Prefix with -gram
49 Music hall

51 Opening word?
52 Believer, informally

53 City on the Rhein

54 Eagerly expectant

56 Bandar
Begawan (Brand's
capital)

57 Addition column
58 "LA. Law* lawyer

59 Native of the Land
of the Thunder
Dragon

62 Write painstakingly

64 1955 play
transmuted

70 Schoolmarm's
hairdos

71 Spread ingredient

72 Ottoman authority

75 Bettors bet an them :

78 “
la guerre"

81 Billionth: Prefix

82 Chinkon the drink
83 Fab competitor

84 Atheist Madalyn et

aL

86 Rock’s opposite,
often

89 Fiend

90 50’sTVcatch phrase
transmuted

93 Deer playmate, in

song
95 Consummate
96 Idyllicspots

97 Twosome
98 C minor and others
103 "Xanadu"rock

group
102 Water-skier's need
107 Caiy Grant movie

transmuted

111 German poet
Heinrich

U2 Astronomer's
sighting

113 Lounge

H 12 13 14 |5 16 17 18

1 41 142 143 144

1 55

to 11 12 13

1
14

20 21

24 25

29 .

33 •

!

36 37

T 46 47.

1
68 57

62 • 63

168 167 1 68

172 173 174

I 75 1 76 1 77

96

99 100

1.
108

113

117

121

in mi Mm
93 494

[102 lira 1104 [105 1106

114 Story subtitled "The
YeshivaBoy"

115 Tuckered out

116 Another time
117 Stylish gent, in

Britain

118 Knobby
119 Like non-oyster

months?
120 Ivy League team
121 Want ad listings:

Abbr.

122 “Holy cow!"
123 Storied Phoenician

port

DOWN
1 £cole
2 dint’s "co-star"

Clyde, for one

3 Cable channel
transmuted

4 Adaptable

5 Decreed

6 W.W.n menace
7 Crack
8 Small, reddish
monkey

9 Santa's load

10 Throws a monkey
wrench into

11 Airline name drawn
fromHosea

12 Joins

13 SomeAsimov books
14 Eastern pooh-bah
15 Lounge
16 Produced fiction

17

maison
(indoors): Fr.

18 No longer nunt

28 Prepares for action

29 Not free

31 Passionate about
35 Masquerade mask
36 Rosd bouquet
38 Deuce follower

39

majesty

40 Amphibious
vehicles, for short

41 Dutch tourist
attraction

42 WhafsaOthe
screaming about?

43 Holdover
44 Rope used to hang

banditos

46 Town in many an
oater

47 One of the
Karamazov
brothers

50 Jazz players are
found here

55 Scaler's spike
57 "Well, well, well!"

59 Furnace measure,
for short

60 Eljefe

61 Open
63 Maj.’s superior

65 Sit-ups strengthen
them

86 Cooperof“MyFan-
Lady”

67 Wine: Prefix

68 Irish lullaby

syllables

69 1996 Coen brothers
film

73 Trail mix

74 “The Night of the
Hunter
screenwrits-

75 Soft drink brand
76 Lifeless

77 Singer Marvin
79 Incidental

80 Considerations pro
and con

82 Blues singer
transmuted

84 EyebaDed
85 Jim-dandy
87 Exists a«an

adivatlng force
i

88 Case for an
ophthalmologist

91 Chicago suburb
:I
[

92Pain reliever

94 “LadfyLmdy"
99 Resoiteastof

:

. Sevastopol

100 Prier

102 Non-bear bear
103 Rowingteam
104 Dorothy, for the Tin

1 :Man"
105 Cordial flavoring

f©6 Addition column
107 Vanished :

108 Where Hansel was
headed

109 Apenryshortof a,
iBme

110 Actor- Carroll
I

112Dropoffforabit

answer to previous puzzle
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9,0 a9e when smoking

is often socially taboo,
the newly formed Association
for Smokers’ Rights seeks
to open a little dialogue.
Larry Partner reports

Arecent newspaper ad read:
If you smoke and feel like

a member of an oppressed
minority. Ifyou feel that your bask
civil rights have been abused.
Turning the smoking public into
society’s punching bag by force of
law is not the answer!” The ad was
taken out by an entity calling itself
the “Association for Smokers*
Rights."

Who would start such a cam-
* paign? With an the causes in the
world to devote one’s energies to,
what sort of person would choose
smokers’ rights? No doubt some
hard-bitten, retired longshoreman -

type, somebody who’s been smok-
ing, coughing and wheezing away
for die last half-century and is

bothered that society doesn’t think
• of him as a role model. A real bit-
ter guy.

“That’s the image we've got -
poor and dumb. Weaklings who
-want to quit but can’t,” says Eli
- Ismachovitch, puffing on ft

Filter. Besides being a two-pack-a-
. day man, the champion of smok-
ers’ rights in Israel is a yuppie’s
yuppie, a smooth, handsome, 33-
year-old business lawyer. He does-

1n't come on like he’s got a chip on
> his shoulder, just the opposite. In
- die lobby of his ultra-chic office

suite on the 28th floor of Tfel Aviv’s
-Diamond Tower is a sign that

: reads: “Thank You For Not
‘-Smoking.” The same sign sits on
*the windowsill of his office, next
! to the purring, smoke-absorbing

“Moantain Breeze Air Filter”
machine . There’s a law in Israel

against smoking in the workplace
except in a specialty-designated,

oat-of-tbe way comer or room, and
at Ismachovitch, Vilenko and Co.,
Ismachovitch *s office is it

He says that in the first two days
after the ad appeared, he got 50 to

60 calls and faxes in support
“People asked me, ‘Why are you
doing this only now, why didn't

you stan it two years ago?” be
said. (Two years ago is about when
the law against workplace smok-
ing went into effect) One rather

exaggerative fax read: “I hope you
will be able to do something for

smokers, and prevent Israel from
becoming like the US, where
smokers can only smoke outside

on the street, surrounded by glares

of contempt"
It’s hard to understand what dri-

ves Ismachovitch. He says be
doesn't represent the tobacco com-
panies - “I wish I did,” he com-
ments - or anybody else who
would stand to benefit from an eas-

ing of Israel’s anti-smoking laws.

Ismachovitch 's friends and family

don’t smoke. Hzs business partner

Offer Vilenko -- who suffers from
asthma- was worried about going
public with such an unpopular
idea. “Why do we need this? It’ll

hurt our image,” Vilenko argued.

But Ismachovitch went ahead any-

way.

Lake all smokers, he’s had to

endure all the well-meaning nud-

n i k s
telling
him to give

up his habit,

inflaming him
that it’s bad
for his

health.-,
“You’re an
intelligent fel-

low, you’re not
some shlepper.
why do you smoke?” s.*'

they demand. “It does-
'*

n’t even bother me any-
more,” he says. “I just ignore
them.”
Ismachovitch, a bachelor, stress-

es that he’s no proselytizer for

smoking. “I don’t want to revive

the image of the Marlboro Man,”
he insists - he realizes it's an
unhealthy habit Neither does he
want to give smokers free rein to

indulge wherever they want with-

out any regard for the wishes of
others. Inconsiderate smokers are

not welcome in the Association for

Smokers’ Rights, be says, explain-

ing that he just wants a little

“dialogue” between
smokers and non-
smokers, a little

“mutual

Inconsiderate smokers are not welcome in the Association for Smokers’ Rights, according to its founder.

respect”

For example, on the issue of cig-

arette axes, tire increase on which
just raised the price of cigarettes

14%. “Don't use os as the milk
cow of die country,” Ismachovitch

demands. “Why not raise taxes on
alcohol and red meat? They’re bad
for your health too.” And why, he

asks, can’t there be separate smok-
ers’ comers in cinema lobbies and
public buildings?

“Why do smokers have to suffer

withdrawal symptoms when
they’re stuck in these places for

long periods of time? This is the

sort of issue the fledgling associa-

tion intends to raise, he says.

Ismachovitch also wants the

group’s voice to be heard at

Transport Ministry hearings into

whether smokers on El A1 flights

damage the health of passengers in

the non-smoking seats. He claims

“there’sno clear evidence that pas-

sive smoking is dangerous to one’s

health,” and that even if it is, the

bad effects can be neutralized by
separating smokers from non-

smokers in public places.

At this point, in the view of anti-

smoking activists, the Association

for Smokers’ Rights stops being a

mere curiosity and becomes a pur-

veyor of false, harmful- informa-

tion. Extrapolating from figures

collected by the World Health
Organization and the US
Environmental Protection Agency,
die Israel Cancer Association esti-

mates that 800 Israelis die each
year from the effects of passive

smoking. Non-smokers married to

heavy smokers have 30 to 35%
higher-than-normal incidence of

lung cancer and 25% higher-than-

normal incidence of heart disease.

“It’s impossible to really sepa-

rate smokers from non-smokers in

restaurants and most other public

places - the smoke circulates,”

says Shosh Gan-Noy, head of

information for the Cancer
Association. The law is routinely

flouted, and violators are never

fined. “1 have to depend on the

good will of smokers,” Gan-Noy
said, insisting that if anybody here

is oppressed, it is the people who
have to breathe cigarette smoke
that wafts through the air.

Amos Hausner, attorney for the

Cancer Association and other anti-

smoking organizations, says that

Israel follows behind the West in

its opposition to smoking. In 1970,

40% of Israelis smoked; now the

figure is 26-27%, compared to

25% of Americans. When the law

against workplace smoking passed

here in 1994, an organization

called tire Institute for Workers’

Health found in a survey that 90%
of the population at large support-

ed die law, as did 87% of smokers,

Haosner noted.

He doesn’t give Ismachovitch's

new group much chance for suc-

cess.

“An organization for smokers'

rights was first founded in 1983
[when the law against smoking m
public places was passed] by an
engineer in Beersheba named Bar

Kochba. In a very short time it dis-

appeared,” Hausner said. “It seems
that most smokers are less interest-

ed in waving a banner for their

rights and more interested in quit-

ting die habiL"
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Doctors without supplies: Russia’s

emergency medical care in turmoil Harsh treatment of a frozen and fragile land
'"T'T Teapons extracted from
r \i\f patients are displayed

. TT like trophies in a doc-,

tors' lounge at Russia’s biggest

emergency hospital. Bullets,

„ nails, a carving knife, and .a .

* switchblade that once 'was.
embedded in a heck gleam from a -

‘ makeshift showcase. “We used to

have a better collection, but

policemen drop by from time to

time and take them away” Dr.

Sergei Polyakov tells a visitor at

.. the huge Sklifosovsky hospital.

Russia’s steep rise in violent

^
crime since the Soviet era often

•evokes comparisons to the wild

’days of Chicago in the 1920s. But

.

Mess noticed is the extra strain it

*has put on Russia’s crumbling

.emergency medical services - a

victim of the deterioration in the

-nation’s health care system.

Dialing the “03” emergency
" telephone number is an unhappy

gamble for many Russians, who
iraust rely on a system often

* alarmingly lacking in equipment,

•medicine, and personnel.
* The last line of defense is emer-

gency-room doctors - badly paid,

overworked, and often required

to do heroic work under trying

conditions. “I can’t say if Russian

doctors are the best, but we’re

forced to work more with our

.eyes, ears and hands,” says Dr.

•Ryurik Noyevich, who also

’works at Sklifosovsky- Asked

about the handicaps they work

under, he shrugs: “Our conditions

reflect our country's condition.

Troubles in the emergency

-medical care system are evident

from the moment someone calls

Tfbr help. Unlike President Boris

-Yeltsin, who is whisked off to

"elite Kremlin clinics when his

heart acts up. ordinary people

dialing “03” know fee ambulance

service or “skoraya pomoshch -

literally, fast help - often doesn t

live up to its name. ,

Even the director of *

main ambulance servioe^Et Igor

Elkis, concedes the resP°"*

*

- ambulances arrive

minutes 86 percent of the tone

-

could be better. He blames traffic

jams, authorities’ failure ^ pun

ish drivers of veh ‘cl

a
e
f
flr
?!i

impede ambulances ^d
.

a

Sutere. which are now

Skilled. In the^partoid^-

tiSrSled^tes

5S«S-
JiS=s:Jf2

without sounding their

Troubles in the medical care system are evident from the
moment someone calls for help, like ambulance service, literal-

ly translated as *fast help,’ often doesn’t live up to its name. (AP)

-ply

.often wrnoui ^gjy
‘sirens, feeir dr
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press is full
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of honor sto"
. whfle ambu-.

.who sufferotfee ^ of

.laaaa^nr dga-
-ambulance to
rette breaks before resp™ s

lamentcalls- better when

- ^ at hospitals in
.vKttms Patients, there

icine, sleep in corridors and pay
bribes for surgery - or maybe just

to have sheets and bedpans
changed. Even in suburban
Moscow, one man reported being

treated recently with a hardware

drill and rusty pliers.

Those who are fortunate are

taken to Sklifosovsky, which bills

itself as the country's leading

emergency care center and is a

magnet for top doctors.

Dingy and gloomy, there is no
chance ft .could be confused wife

the setting of fee US television hit

ER, set in a busy Chicago public

hospital emergency room.
A walk through Sklifosovsky ’s

dimly lit labyrinth reveals run-

down conditions and a shortage

of staff - patients outnumber
them 3-to-l. Linoleum is faded

and cracked; paint on fee walls is

chipped. Electronic equipment
badly lags fee West. And patients

are often crowded together with

no privacy. While doctors next

door check fee Internet for med-
ical files from the US Library of

Congress, 10 patients lie in a

large open room serving as the

intensive-care unit for trauma

victims. A man lies naked by fee

entrance, hooked upto a catheter,

as orderlies rush about. A heavily

tattooed man nearby is uncon-

scious. Another beefy man, with a

shaven head and gold teeth, lies

darad and bleeding onto his pil-

low.
All three are cnme victims.

Russia’s crime rate has more than

doubled since the Soviet Union’s

breakup, and nowhere is it more

evident than Moscow, where

there were about 1,500 murders

in 1996.
. ,

.

Doctors’ base pay is so tow; the

equivalent of about $100 a

month, that most take on numer-

ous extra shifts in order to rough-

ly double their income. That

means they may end up working

36 hours at a stretch. Those who

haven’t left for betier-paymg jobs

cite a love for life-saving work,

pride, or a desire to be part of a

prestigious institute.They react

wife a mixture of envy and

amusement to American TV pro-

grams that show medical emer-
gencies in seemingly cushy con-
ditions.

“We watch Rescue 911 and
they’ll show a knife in fee heart

as if it were fee biggest event

ever,” says Dr. Kamil Yusufov,

relaxing in a doctors lounge at

Sklifosovsky. “Sometimes we
have a dozen in one shift” (AP)

By PYOflA BEM SHAUL

Although Argentinian scien-

tists more or less managed
to clean up an 80.000-liter

spill of fuel oil in the Antarctic

thatwas deposited more than two-

and-a-half years ago, this does not
mean that the problems of this

benighted continent are over.

There are still far more problems
than solutions. Meanwhile, how-
ever. overall plans to legislate

protective measures concerning
fee environment of Antarctica are

still pretty much stalled.

In 1991, the 26 nations of the

Antarctic Treaty adopted a first

protocol feat would impose
stricter liabilities and restrictions

on scientists, governments, tour

operators and environmental
groups, but so far only 10 nations

have ratified the protocol, thus

preventing its enactment.
According to the negotiations

chairman Rudiger Wolfram, an
environmental lawyer at

Heidelberg’s Max Planck
Institute, fee new rulings would
“compel operators to exercise
care of fee Antarctic environment
by making them financially

responsible for any damage they

cause.” Under these proposals
anybody operating in Antarctica

would be obliged to carry foU
insurance protection against envi-

ronmental damages and they

LIBI - THE FUND FOR
STRENGTHENING
ISRAEL S DEFENCE

Our Thanks to Libi Activists in

Beersheba

At a gala reception, the LIBI Fund recently

hosted the volunteers who organized a

donations day in support of the fund, on Radio

Darom. The donations day culminated in a

festive happening at Ganei Ye'eilim.

From left to right Mr. Yossi Retch, Managing Director of

Ganei Ye'eiFim, Mrs. Estherica Nagid, Chairman,

Beersheba Friends of the UH Fund, Segen Adi Yazdi,

Mrs. Vered Raz, Radio Darom Program Manager, Mr.

David Yousov. Managing Director of Radio Darom, Mrs.

Rachel Efrati. and Sgan Aluf Enrike Ass if.

17 Arania SI, Hakirya, Tei Aviv

Tel. 03-696-5206, 569-6610, 697-5183

Fax. 03-697-6743

would also be required to con-

tribute to an environmental pro-

tection fund. This itself is a lofty

aim bat unless ratified by all the

governments involved it does lit-

tle to preserve this still partly pris-

tine area, sometimes called the

“last continent.”

One of the major problems is

that the people most concerned

about these measures are not so

much the governments them-
selves but fee private companies
operating tourist cruises to the

area. Currently, some 10,000 to

12,000 persons a year visit

Antarctica but this number is

expected to increase dramatically

in fee near future and it is these

tourists who are hardest to control

during their visit While scientific

stations, environment study
camps and government bases
have a vested interest in obeying

the laws for protection of fee

environment because they them-
selves are held responsible, in the

case of the tourists only fee carri-

er bears this responsibility and the

individual tourist shares nothing

of this burden, hr some cases this

is reflected in carelessness that

causes serious damage to the frag-

ile ecosystem of this frozen

wilderness.

But if governments do ratify

these new protective measures,

the tour companies have a loop-

hole that will make it impossible
to force them to rectify any dam-
age caused by feeir passengers.

They can simply register their

vessels in another country that is

not a signatoty of the Antarctic

Treaty, in which case they need

not concern themselves wife
expensive environmental damage
insurance or contributions to a

fund. In fact many ofthe 60 cruise

ships visiting Antarctica already

sail under flags of convenience.
According to a study published

by fee Scott Polar Research
Institute of Cambridge, 22 cruise

ships were registered in Liberia,

13 in the Bahamas and three in

Panama.
There were also vessels from

non-signatory nations including

Russia and Poland. Although
some of the signatories recom-
mended barring uninsured ships

from entering the harbors, fee

legal arm of fee major organiza-

tions says it cannot see any legal

means of enforcing such an
embargo. So in the meantime the

tour operators do as they please

and their passengers cause the

annual death of many examples of
Antarctic wildlife including seals

and rare binds.
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Wertheimer: Privatization
Africa

Israel

in brief

Purchasing Managers’ Index declines

process must
The Purchasing Managers' Index for December has decreased

to 46.7 percent after having stabilized in the previous month.
Dun and Bradstreet (DB) and the Association of Purchasing

Managers announced yesterday.

The index is calculated according to 10 proportionate compo-
nents. A result above 50% indicates an improvement in perfor-

mance while a result below that barrier reflects a decline in per-

formance compared with the previous month.

The decrease in the December index reflects a drop in produc-

tivity, local market sales, supply of raw material and employ-
ment. The companies said the drop in supply of raw materials, to

30.9% compared with 42.6%, was due to lower market demand.
Galit Lipkis Beck

By DAVID HARRIS

Train usage up 13%
More than 5,460,000 people used Israel's trains during 1996,

according to the Ports and Railways Authority. This is a 13 per-

cent increase over 1995. In December there were 530,000 pas-

sengers. 29% more than in the same month in 1995. The main
increases during the year were on the Tel Aviv-Rehovot line (up

63%). Since its reopening in October, some 11,000 passengers

have used the Tel Aviv-Ashdod route each month. The authority

hopes a new line from Tel Aviv to Beersheba will be operational

later this year. David Harris

The privatization process must
be implemented cautiously so as
not to worry the work face, urged
Iscar Ltd. chairman Stef
Wertheimer, tins weekend.
“Alternative work must be found
for those who'll lose their jobs,"
he told The Jerusalem Post. r
Wertheimer’s comments came

after-the Prime Minister's Office

announced sketchy details of the

companies it hopes to sell during
its term in office.

The privatization, program
should have been implemented
already two years ago, according
to Manufacturers Association
president Dan Propper.

Had this been done, at the time
when the economy was at a stage

of rapid growth, ail those losing

their jobs would have been easily

absorbed.

Now, with the economy slowing

down, and possibly beading
towards recession. Propper main-

tains there could be problems for

the work force.

“There could be a large increase

in unemployment,'’ Propper said.

“But the privatization process

must not be stopped because of
this worry."
The solution, according to

Propper, is for the Bank of Israel

to change its monetary policy,

thereby causing an increase in

economic growth, which in turn

would lead to heightened job cre-

ation.

Propper urged the Histadxut not

to take measures against the pro-

gram. The Histadrat itself bas just

undergone a major restructuring

program including laying off a
large potion of its staff

The government most sit with

employers and workers to decide

on the privatization method that

will be of benefit to the most peo-

ple, said Histadrut Institute of

Social and Economic Research

director Leah Achdut.
The international experience,

such as in Britain, Mew Zealand

and even Japan is that jobs are

lost, said Achdut
Here too, some 1,400 were made

redundant following the sale of

Shekem Ltd. to Elco Holdings

Ltd.

Sale of shares to the work force,

ti» options program or any other

form of sale that will involve

many people in a company’s deci-

sion-making processes should be

chosen, added Achdut
Concern over unemployment as

a result of privatization is being

played down in government- cir-

cles. -

Communications Minister

Limpr Livnat argues that the evi-

dence to date in the cellular tele-

phrase .
industry, is that there has

been a substantial
|

increase in jobs

created wife (he entry of two pri-

vate companies, a trend likely to

be intetismed wife tire fender fora

third company to be advertised by

the middle of fee yean
Wertheimer also said be bas no

intention of baying any of fee

State-owned companies, but said

he would be happy to help in any

advisory capacity. T have no per-

sonal interests, I just want ro see a

free state."-

Propper, too, said since bis con-

sortium withdrew from its Bank
Hapoalim privatization tender, he

has not considered purchasing any.

other state-assets. “I have no
immediate plans," be said.

to appoint

new execs
BrGAUTUPKKBECX

Kibbutzim industrial exports up &5% in 1996
Industrial exports from kibbutzim totaled SI.07 billion last

year, according to the Kibbutz Industries Association, up 3.5 per-

cent over the 1 995 figure. The kibbutzim account for 8% of
industrial exports (excluding diamonds). The number of export-

ing kibbutz factories fell from 315 to 306 last year.

David Harris

IAI contract with BA begins functioning
A contract between British Airways (BA) and Israel Aircraft

Industries (IAI) began functioning yesterday when a BA Boeing
757 arrived in Israel for maintenance work. According to BA
Israel manager Nira Dior, the contract, which provides for IAI to

do the maintenance on an unspecified number of BA aircraft

was signed after officials of the British company undertook an
exhaustive examination of IAI's capacity to maintain the BA
standards. Haim Shapiro

Trans-Israel Highway bidders visit

Senior members of the Derech Eretz consortium bidding to

build the central section of the Trans-Israel Highway were in

Israel last week for the signing of the free trade agreement
between Canada and Israel.

Canadian Highway Investment Corporation (a toll highway
specialist.) president John Beck was joined here by other consor-
tium members, representing Africa Israel and Denya Cebus. SGE
and Hughes Aircraft Systems International. David Harris

Actemnij jsracardsign credit-card agreement
Adariim Mortgage Bank has signed an agreement with Isracard

whereby monthly mortgage payments can be made via

Mastercard business, Goldmaster and Mastercard credit cards.

This is tire first time a local bank is willing to accept mongage
payments of this kind. According to the agreement, mortgage
holders' bank accounts will be charged on the 12th of the month
instead of the first. Galit Lipkis Beck

Beirut reconstruction

Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri (left) stands at the construction site ofthe Beirut public hospital yesterday.

Turkey wants more arms deals with Israel
By STEVE RODAN defense programs m tanks and

gunboats to offset European and
TUrkey wants Israeli coopera- American objections to arms

tion in Ankara's large-scale sales, a senior Turkish official said

SHOULD YOU WORRY
WHEN THINGS
GO WELL

ON THE NYSE?

will the recent dramatic rise in stock values on fee U.S.

markets continue? Is it best to sell now while fee market's high?

Is a collapse in sight?

At CommStock, you can protea your investments against fee

uncertainties of fee stock market wife portfolio insurance. A
protective put option can insure your stock position by capping

your downside without limiting your upside.

For details about this portfolio insurance, call Douglas

Goldstein. Director of Securities, at (02) 624-4963, or send this

yesterday.

Gen. (ret.) Sitki Oran, technical

adviser to fee Turkish Aimed
Forces Foundation, said 'Itirkey

needs Israeli contractors to fulfill

its $1 50 billion plan over fee next

25 years to modernize fee military.

This includes producing new bat-

tle tanks, helicopters^ jets and
ships.

“This year most of the countries

are decreasing military budgets,"*

Orun told The Jerusalem Post,

“but not Turkey. It has increased

its military budget by 2-3 percent,

from 9% to 11% of fee govern-
ment budget.”

Orun acknowledged feat

European countries and fee US
have hesitated selling weapons to

Ankara. Earlier this month*
Belgium canceled a weapons sale,

following a Norwegian arms
embargo on Turkey. The US State

Department has been hesitating to

grant an export license for fee AH-
IW Super Cobra attack helicopters

because of congressional concerns
of human rights violations con-
nected to Turkey's campaign
against separatist Kurds.

"If Belgium does not give ns the

weapons, we’d bay it some place

else,” Orun said. “These types of
developments are to the benefit of
Israel."

Oran will be conducting meet-
ings today and tomorrow in his

effort to recruit Israeli companies
to participate in Turkey's defense

industry and civil aviation fair,

called 1DEF, in September. The
fair is sponsored by the govern-

ment defense holding company
Turkish Armed Forces
Foundation.

The Turkish general said his

government will examine the

Merkava tank as pan of its pro-

gram to produce 800 battle tanks

in a deal estimated at $3.2 billion.

The Tkrks plan to begin co-pro-

duction of a new tank after the

year 2000. preferring this to out-

right acquisition.

Other countries that will be
approached as a potential contrac-

tor include the US, South Korea,
Germany, Britain and France.

Another area, Orun said, feat

Israel can participate in is feat of
patrol and assault boats. Turkey is

planning on acquiring 45 frigates,

patrol ships and missile boats in its

modernization program.

to be announced today
Central bank’s market intervention this year, $750hl

By Jerusalem Post Staff

The Bank of Israel will

announce fee base interest rates

for February at 4:30 this after-

noon.
Throughout fee last few months,

central bank staff have taken a
cautious line, despite falling infla-

tion and fee passage of a relative-

ly trimmed budget The tight mon-
etary policy is likely to remain in

place through die early months of
fee year, according to senior Bank
of Israel officials. .

Bankers said yesterday they
expected a minimal rate decrease

of some 25 basis points, a change
feat would have virtually no
impact on an increasingly pres-

sured shekel exchange rate.

The Bank of Israel has sold in

money markets some $750 million

worth of shekels since fee begin-

ning of January, senior bankers
estimate. The central bank's inter-

vention came in fee framework of

its exchange-rate policy which
blocks fee shekel from either;

appreciating or depreciating by
more than 7 percent in relation Do
a diagonal line which- reflects, at
every given date, expected infla-

tion ip a weighted basket of lead-

ing currencies, .

Last week, fee shekel, though
hitting a new low of33 to fee dol-

lar; faded to depreciate against fee

US currency in tandem with the
sharp fluctuations experienced
daring the same period by fee

Japanese yen, the Deutschemark,
and other major currencies.
’ In recent weeks fee business
sector and government officials
have placed pressure on Bank of
Israel Governor Jacob Frenkel to
cat interest rates by at least 1 %. .

But fee central bank is not
expected to cot rates substantially.

ifat all, until it sees how fee cut in

the state budget will influence
.' spending. Only then, will it imple-
ment a relatively substantial cut,

causing a real devaluation.

: “The Bank of Israel is now tak-

ing a view of carefully, watching
.
and monitoring fee adlreience of
the government to fee budget, said

:
Zvi Furman executive vice presi-
dent in charge of trading room
activities at BankHapoafim. Since
the start of the year; be said, fee
money supply has increased at a
higher rate ' than the quantity of
foreign currency-sales.

“This cobid point din that there

could be some problem wife the
government’s adherence to the
budget," said Furman. According
to hun, a reduction in rates of less

than 0-5% will pot baye an impact
on tire matkeL '

j - T\

coupon.

For current information

on securities in Israel

and the LJ.S.

including high-yieiding

U.S. government-backed
debentures, call:

(TnOD)TARGET DTH3
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Africa Israel is expected to

announce the appointment ofeight

new people to its senior manage-

ment and board of directors

Wednesday, when parent compa-

ny Bank T-eotm will officially

transfer control of the holding

company to busmessman Lev

Levayey.
. ,

Several months ago diamond

merchant Levayev won a tender to

purchase a 54- percent controlling

aaim in Africa Israel (excluding

fee insurance
.

holdings) for

$186m. Africa Israel is ooe of the

country's leadinginvestment com-
'

'panics engaged in real estate,

..hotels and tourism, insurance,

industry and trade.
1

It is estimated that Levayev will

be appointed acting chairman of

fee board instead of Izzy Tapochi,

who submitted his resignation at

the end of last week. At a later

stage, Levayev is expected to

appomt a fuU-time active chair-

man. .

Thpociu, who was appointed to

fee position only four months ago,

is considered a close associate of

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu. His appointment,

which surprised the business com-
munity, led to fee resignation of

one of Bank Leumi’s directors

who claimed the appointment was

politically motivated.

According to local newspaper
repeats Tapachi was dismissed

; from bis position.
•' Tapochi denied the accusations.
* saying Bank Leumi senior offi-

- dais are spreading rumors against
' him mfMff that be will be appoint-

ed chairman of the bank.
According to Globes Thpuchi will

1

be appointed chairman of Bank
HapraiiiiL.
In his letter of resignation,

Tapucbi said he achieved fee goals

he set himself, mainly completion

ofthe privatization process includ-
ing tire spin-off of Africa Israel's

insurance holdings and. sale of
Africa Israel.

~~Avigdor Kaplan, former general

manager of Kupai Holim Clalit

.
will be appointed general manager
of Africa Israel. Levayev and

• Kaplan completed negotiations
yesterday. Kaplan will take over
from Motti Meir, who has been
serving as acting general manager
since last September following
SHomo Grofinan’s resignation.
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Tokyo: Currency markets
misjudging our economy

Dollar on brink of 120 yen psychological barrier

Shares fall 3.5%
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

ROBERT DANIEL

231.91
-3.61%

24038
-3.60%
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exchange
hits new
high
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CAIRO (Renter) — Egyptian
Dianes closed at the sixth straight
record high yesterday-and brokers
expected mare cash inflows would
push prices higher
The Capital Market Authority

^all-share index jumped 1.22 per-
cent to close at 359.64points fiom
35531 on Thursday. Tnmover was
a moderate 62.63 million pounds
($2 8.42 million).

“More foreign funds, are coming
in, pushing prices upwards,” said
Muheb Mtiad of Megavest
Cement firms dominated the

trade and Amriyah Cement
(AMRLCA) was the most active
share. It rose 3.70 to close at
81.70, when shares worth 12.42
million were traded.

“Amriyah has been in demand
for three days,” Khaled Thha,
deputy managing director of
TripleA Securities, told Reuters.
Helwan Portland Cement

(HELW.CA) came second among
today's most active shares, .with
shares worth 6.27 million chang-
ing hands. Medinet Nasr Housing
and Development (MNHD.CA)
resumed its upward trend after
recent corrections, rising 2.00

TOKYO (Renter) - There is no.
difference of opinion on foreign
exchange levels between Japan,
the US and Germany, Eisuke
Sakakibara, a top official of
Japan's Ministry of Finance, said
yesterday.

‘There is no difference of opin-
ion on currencies between the
monetaries authorities of the
United States, Japan and
Germany,” Sakakibara, ’ director-
general of the ministry's interna-
tional finance bureau, said on the
Fuji television network.

Sakakibara, dubbed “Mr. Yen”
for his influence car currency mar- .

kets, added that Japan and die US
are in regular contact, with each
other and market talk that there
may be a difference in the views
of die two nations is groundless.

Recent statements by Japanese
officials have caused currency
markets to question whether Japan

and the US agreed on policies,

leading to sharp fluctuations in the
yen-dollax exchange rate.

The dollar briefly touched
120.15yen on Friday, its best level

against the yen in nearly four
years.

Asked aboui the reasons for the

recent weakness in Japanese
stocks and the yen, Sakakibara
said, "There was confusion in

those markets due to the fiscal

year book-closing period.”

He said that the Japanese econo-
my has been performing better

than the market thinks, and
Japanese people should stop sell-

ing oat their own markets.

In a report on Friday, the Bank
of Japan said the economy is

recovering gradually and private

demand is becoming more firm.

Sakakibara said a schedule for

Japan’s “Big Bang” deregulation

of its markets and economy will

be released this summer. But he
warned the measures win hurt
Japan's already ailing banks, caus-
ing a “bloodletting" shakeout in

the sector.

“[The Big Bang] will be a major
surgery and [Japanese banks]
should be ready for much blood-

letting," he said.

It was the first time an official

has said when a schedule for the

deregulation package would be
announced.

Japan aims to carry out the plan,

intended to revitalize the nation’s

securities markets, by the year
2001.
Sakakibara said drat Finance

Minister Hiroshi Mrtsuzuka had
informed British Chancellor of the

Exchequer Kenneth Clarke earlier

this month that die schedule of die

Big Bang will be released this

summer.
In another effort to improve the

economy. Sakakibara said that a

bill to revise Japan’s foreign
exchange law is expected to pass

during the current Diet (parlia-

ment) session, and this will enable
Japanese depositors to make
deposits at any banks overseas. He
added dial to ensure an equal-foot-

ing with banks overseas. MOF’s
tax bureau should consider the fate

of the current withholding tax and
securities transaction tax in time
for the next fiscal year 1 998/1 999
tax reform period.
“Japanese depositors are cur-

rently paying 20 percent withhold-
ing tax cm income gains on then-

deposits,” Sakakibara said. "But
US depositors pay nothing."

A securities transaction tax is

currently imposed on all deals in

stocks, bonds and money markets
and analysts say it pushes up the

overall cost of financial transac-

tions and hurts market liquidity.

TWo-Sided index

Shares sank more than 33 per-

cent, the biggest one-day drop in

four months, on concern about the

drop in shares on Wall Street and

the Deri-Bar-On scandal.

All 25 members of the Maof
Index dropped, particularly Koor
Industries Ltd., which shed 5%.
Within the Two-Sided Index, six

rose: Elbit Medical rose 0.75% to

17.21; Clal Trading edged up
035% to 1 1 .82; Maman added 2%
to 7.49: Nice jumped 4.5% to

74.23; Polgat leaped 4.75% to

832; and Taat Series 5 advanced
2% to 1339.
Stocks have been trading at

Maof index

three-year highs.

“It’s easier to make the sell

decision after you’ve made
between 20 and 30 percent,'* said
Doron Tsur, head of research at

Sahar Securities in Tfcl Aviv.

Tsur said investors overreacted,

pushing a number of closely
watched stocks - Koor, Teva and
Elbit Systems - below their levels

in New York.

The Two-Sided Index sank
3.61% to 231.91, while the Maof
dropped 3.6 to 240.38.

The Maof Index last dropped
this sharply when it shed 436%
on September 26. (Bloomberg)

Kohl calls tax
reform plan fair

UAE starts service

to censor Internet

Major: Rates pose
obstacle to EMU

GERHARD RAVEN

By WILLIAM BOSTON

^pounds to finish at 425.00.
v Among other bie paintI Among other big gainers was
National Cement (NCEM.CA),
which ended 2.65 pounds up at

35.02. Storage (GSSC.CA) rose

330 pounds to 7330.

55,000 at

Korean
unions9

rally

D1KBURG, Germany (Reuter) -

Amid mounting criticism ofa gov-
ernment tax plan unveQed eariier

this week, German - Chancellor
Helmut Kohl over die weekend
dismissed allegations from
churches, trade unions and opposi-

tion parties it was unfair.

The government approved a tax

reform this week that lowers basic

tax rams, resulting in tax cuts of

DM82 billion, -which would be
partially offset by. cutting tax

breaks and raising value-added

taxes. V '

In. tike end, German taxpayers

should be given a net reduction in

income taxes of DM30 billion

from 1999.
*

Butno sooner had tiie plan been
presented to the public than a bar-

rage of criticism poured in from
trade unions, opposition parties

and the church, who for various

reasons saw the tax cuts helping a
wealthy few while hitting the

many poor.

Speaking at a meeting of his

Christian Democrat (CDU) party

in Hesse state. Kohl defended the

government’s plan to cut income
taxes and reduce the solidarity tax

- a surcharge on income tax bills

to finance rebuilding east

Germany.
He called on the opposition

Social Democrats (SPD) and the

environmentalist Greens to pre-

sent alternatives.

"Bat first you have to come up
with a net reduction of DM3b.
plusDM73b. fiom cutting the sol-

idarity taxr” Kohl told party mem-
bers.

By RAMA SAB8AGH

DUBAI (Reuter) - The United

Arab Emirates’s monopoly
Internet provider launched a ser-

vice over the weekend to censor

sites in cyberspace that breach

local moral values and traditions.

Officials fiom state telecommu-
nications company Erisalat said

the new Proxy Service would be
compulsory for the UAE’s 9,669

subscribers, who will have to con-

figure their web browsers that

navigate the net by February 2.

“The service was launched

today as part of our efforts to

improve the Internet service to our
subscribers after lengthy study and
research," said a Etisalat official.

“We were working on it before

some official statements were
made on the need to control access

to some rites on the service,”

The move follows repeated calls

to regulate access to the Internet in

the conservative Gulf region,

where most women are veiled,

magazine pictures revealing

cleavage or bare legs are blacked

out and questioning the existence

ofgod can be punishable by death.

Some are worried about the

spread of pornography as well as

religious and political material

through die worldwide network of
interlinked computers. Last year,

Dubai Police chief Major General
Dhahi Khalfan Tamim created a
rare public row in the UAE saying

the Information Ministry and the

police, rather that Etisalat, should

be authorized to issue Internet

licenses as it was their job to mon-
itor data coming into the UAE and
maintain security.

SEOUL (Reuter) -The leader of

South Korea’s outlawed union

group, addressing tens of thou-

sands of workers in Seoul yester-

day, pledged to bring forward a
planned strike unless the govern-

ment scrapped a controversial new
labor law.

“If our demands are not met we
warn we will launch an all-out

^ stoppage originally .planned far

February 18 earlier than that,”

Kwon Young-kil told more than

50,000 workers and their families

in the largest protest rally since the

bill was rammed through parlia-

ment on December 26.

Police estimated 55,000 protest-

ers were gathered on a vast strip of

concrete running past the capital’s

financial center.
_

The Korean Confederation of

Trade Unions and the officially-

sanctioned Federation of Korean

Trade Unions, which jointly orga-

nized the demonstration, put the.

figure at 200,000.

President Kim Young-sam,

bowing to pressure from ware

than four weeks of strikes, last

week agreed to send the labor bin

beck to parliament for revision.

But he insisted it would not be

voided .

The confederation is maintam-

ing its pressure on the government

with one day of strikes each week

on Wednesdays.
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LONDON (Reuter) - Prime
Minister John Major said the

prospect of a British government
losing control over domestic inter-

est rates is an argument against

ever signing up to a single
European currency. BBC televi-

sion reported yesterday.

Extracts of an interview with

Major to be published in the US
monthly The New Yorker were
quoted by BBC television host

David Frost in a discussion with

Britain’s Chancellor of the

Exchequer Kenneth Clarke. “I

wouldn't like to be the chancellor

of the exchequer who went to

[parliament] and said. 'Well, I no
longer have any control over inter-

est rates. I am sorry they have
gone up three percent, but it’s

nothing to do with me’," Major
says. “It’s an argument for never
going in, and it’s one we’ll have to

confront at some stage.”

The monthly magazine will

release more details of its inter-

view with Major today. The
remarks cited by Frost appeared to

be a further sign that Major was
turning his face against European
monetary union ahead of a British

genera] election.

But Clarke, the most pro-

European member of Major's cab-

inet. denied that the government
had recently shifted to a more
skeptical stance. “The prime min-
ister presided over a cabinet [on

Thursday] that agreed once again

to keep the options open,” he said.

He said he was not uncomfort-
able with Major’s stance, but

added: “I would certainly find it

uncomfortable if the decisions that

were being taken were likely to

lead to high inflation.” Clarke

said he had always argued that a

single currency should not go
ahead in 1999 if tire economies ofahead in 1999 if the economies of

the countries involved were not

sufficiently close in their perfor-

mance.
“If countries are going to go into

diis, they have got to get it right,”

he said. Major, who must call an
election by May 22, has been bat-

tling for months for a united front

in his Conservative Party on the

European issue, insisting that the

time had not yet come to decide

whether Britain should abandon

the pound sterling.

Euroskeptic Conservatives have
been demanding he rule out mem-
bership for at least the next five

years, arguing that with the party

almost 20 points behind in the

polls, only thiscan give ita chance
of a fifth consecutive election vic-

tory.

. _J^bmet._ntipisterg Jike .
^Clarke,

have insisted Britain must keep its

options open, and hinted they

would like to join.

After a cabinet meeting on
Thursday, it appeared the

Euroskeptics had advanced their

case. A string of ministers said

they had concluded it was very

unlikely, but not impossible, that

Britain could join a single curren-

cy on January 1, 1999, the date it

is due to go ahead.
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WHERETO GO
Notices in this feature are charged
at MS 28.06 per Dne, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.65 per Hne, including

1 VAT, per month.

TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:
The Morgue. Soviet Photography from
the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:
selection of works. Tzvt Hector

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in Engfish,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Center. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23.
26. 28. For kifo, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadasssh instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. TeL 02-
6416333. 02-8776271.

Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of

Israefi artists. Virtual Reafity: The
domestic and realistic in contemporary
teraefi art HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONT9IPORARY
ART. SMomo Ban-DavM andAmon
Ben-Davkf, The Inverted Campaign.
Hours: Weekdays 10 ajm.-6 pmiue.
10 am-10 pm Fit. 10 am-2 pm
Meyerhoff Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-8.

TELAVTV
Museums

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.
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EMERGENCY POUCE 100
PHARMACIES HRE 102

Jerusalem: Center Pharm, 20 Yad FIRST AID 101

Handzim, 673-1475; Balsam, Salah e-Oin, Magen David Adorn

627-2315: Shualat, Shuate! Road, 581- In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or

0108; Dar Aidawa. Herod’s Gate, 628- 911 (English) in most parts of the country.
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Tet Aviv: Kupat Hotim Maccats, 7 Ha-

Sttia. 546-5558; Superphann (London

Ministore), 4 Shaud Hamelech. 896-0106.

Till 3 a.m. Tuesday: Pharma Dal

Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn Gvtro!. 54&204O HU
midnight Superphann Ramat Aviv, 40
Ensteln, 641-3730: London Mlnlstore

Superpharm. 4 Shaul Hamelech, 698-

0115.

Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Doron, 6 Geuta,

Ra’anana, 748-6084.

Netanya: Kupai Hollm Maccabi. 15

Stamper, 860-5204.

Haifa: Derech Hayanr, 209 Derech

Hayam, 837-1472.

Krayot area: Niv Ata. 18 Hankin, Kfeyat

Ate. 844-1826.

Herzliya: Clai Phamn. Beit Merkazlm. 6
Mastat (cnr. Sdsrot Hagalimj, HerzSya

Pituah, 955-8472. 955-8407. Open 9 a.m.

to midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Ctal Phamn, Lev Hair

MaH, 657-0468. C^jen 9 am to 10 p.m.

Ashlar 8551333 War Sava’ 90CB222

AaMceten 6651332 Nahariya’ 991 2333

Oeaaheba- 82747S7 Netar^a* 8604444

BeiGhennsh 6523133 Patch Ucw-
6311111

Dan Itegicrr 5793333 Rehovcr 9451333

EW 6332444 Hshon* 9642333

Haifa* 8512233 Safed 6920333

Jerusalem" 6523133 TeCAvtv* 5460111

Kamter 9965444 Tfcefias- 6792444

Mottle Intensive Care Una (MICU)
service in the area, around the clock.

Hshon* 9642333

Safed 8920333

TeCAvrv* 5460111

Hierias* 8792444

mereoru roucwtwcm

sc naay
bsre-

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kerem

(internal, surgery, orthopedics, ENT);

Mtsgav Ladach (obstetrics): Blax Ho&n
(pediatrics); Shaare Zecfek (ophthaJmoto-

gy)-

Ttt Aviv. Trf Aviv Medical Center Dana

Pediatric Hospftaf (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (sttemaL suigery).

Netanya: Lanbrio.

Medical help for tourists (in En^sh)
177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours

a day, tor IntormaMon in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-mi
(childran/youth 696-1113), Haifa 867-
222213. Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya
8625110. Kanttel 988-8770, Kfar Sava
767-4555. Hadora 834-6789.
Wteo hotlines for battered women 02-

B5M111. 03-548-1133 (also m Russian),

07-637-6310. 08-855-0506 (also in

Amharfc).

Rapa Crisis Canter (24 hows), Te! Aviv

523-4819, 544-9791 (men), Jerusalem
6256568. Haifa 853^533, Eilat 633-
1977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support service
02624-7878).

k
I



SPORTS
in brief

Blackhawks’ Belfour traded to San Jose

Ed Belfour. one of die best goaltenders in Chicago Blackhawks'
history, was traded on Saturday to the San Jose Sharks.

Chicago general manager Bob Pulford called the swap "cme
of the most difficult trades I've had to make."
Arriving from San Jose are three players - goalie Chris

Terreri, wing Ulf Dahien and defenseman Michal Sykora - as
well as a conditional 1 998 second-round draft pick. AP

Report Canseco returning to Oakland

Jose Canseco, who asked to be traded after the Boston Red
Sox fired friend and manager Kevin Kennedy, will be sent back
to his old team, the Oakland Athletics, it was reported m the The
Boston Globe on Saturday. The Red Sox are expected to get
right-handed sinkerbaJler John Wasdin. AP

Shula, Mara, Haynes, Wfebster elected to Hall

Don Shula, the winningest coach in NFL history, and Wellington
Mara, who has spent 60 years as an executive in the league, were
elected Saturday to the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
Joining them were comerback Mike Haynes, who played 14

seasons for the New England Patriots and Los Angeles Raiders,
and center Mike Webster, who played 17 seasons, almost all of
them with the Pittsburgh Steelers. ' AP

Stewart keeps England alive

AUCKLAND (Reuter) - A
near double century by wicket-
keeper Alec Stewart and a return

to form by skipper Mike
Atherton ensured England's
hopes were kept alive in its first

Test match against New Zealand
yesterday.

By the close of the third day the
Test was evenly balanced, with
England at 366 for six in reply to

New Zealand's first innings total

of 390.

Stewart started this morning on
67 and. hardly put a foot wrong on
his way to 1 73. He drove impres-
sively and was quick to punish
anything short

Australia-West Indies
Australia's batsmen dominated

a weak West Indies bowling
attack on the second day of their

fourth Test, creating a hefty lead

that virtually assures Australia
will at least draw the match.
Australia was 434 for five at the

close of play, increasing the lead

to 304 from nine at the stun of the

day.

A draw or a win would guaran-

tee Australia retain the coveted
Frank Worrell trophy as the team
already leads the five match series

2- 1 .

Now Zealand
First Innings 380

England
First innings (ovendgM 123-1)

N.Kmgto bw b Doul 5
M-Alftfrlonc and b Ratal 83
AStswari c and b Dotfl ~~ - 173
NJftssaln c Fleming b Patel-. 8
G.Thorpe na out ____57
J.Crawley nxi out _ii
C-Wtwe bw b Vaughan 0
O.Corft not <m i 16 .

Extras (b-1, b-6, nO-2. w-1)..

Ttalal (ww six ertctets) — 386
FaH:l-l8. MOO. 8-222. *304. 5-338. M39.
1b bat D.Gough. RTufnefl. A-MuUaBy.

Bowing: DAComson 16-l-fiW) (rto-S). S.Doua 30-

889-2 (w-1). C-Caims 17-2-680. N-AsUe 11-3-27-

0. J.Vaugtan 194-4M. Dittel 3W-77-Z.

West Indies:

Hist tarings- 130 in 47.5 overs (Michael Sevan
four for 31, Shane warm Bvse tor 42.)

Australia:

First tarings (139 for two overnight)

Mart Taylor ttwBshop — 11

Matthew Hayden si Murray b Hooper 125
Justin Unger c Murray b Cutty 19

Mark Wau^tcMuftayb Hooper 82
Stave Waugh c Hooper b ChanderpaX 26

Greg ESewert not out 91

MWBel Sevan not tnt at

Extras (b-2 fe-12 w-4 nb-15} _ 33
Total (far five wickets, 130 overs) 434
FaBof wickets: 1-35, 2-78, 3-242. 4288. 5-288.' ’

To bac Ian Healey, Shane Wane. Andrew Behel.

Giehn McGrath.

Bowling: Courtney Walsh 27-884-0 (rt>4). Ian

BisImp 25-3-70-1 {nb-10. w-1). Cameron Cutty 24-

3-88-1 (nb-l. w-21 Patterson Thompson 13-067-0

fw-1). Cart Hooper 30666-2. Janmy Adams 80-
23-0. Shlvnarine Chanderpaui 3-1-2- 1.

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division

W L T PIS GF GA W L T PtSGF GA
Philadelphia 27 14 7 61 152 120 Dates 27 17 4 58 143 117
Florida 24 14 to 58 138 113 Detroit 22 16 9 53 144 108
N.Y. Rangers 25 19 7 57 177 143 St Louts 23 22 4 50 149 155
New Jersey 24 17 5 53 121 115 Phoenix 21 23 4 46 135 153
Washington 20 23 5 45 129 133 Chicago 17 26 8 42 128 138
Tampa Bay 18 22 6 42 133 144 Toronto 19 300 38 147171
N.Y. Islanders 16 23 9 41 133 142 Pacific Division

Northeast Division Colorado 29 12 B 66 165 115
Pittsburgh 26 17 5 57 178 149 Edmonton 22 22 5 49 157 149
Buffalo 25 19 5 55 141 131 Vancouver 22 23 2 46 ISO 158
Hartford 20 21 7 47 140 152 Anaheim 18 23 6 42 133 143
Montreal 18 23 8 44 155 172 Calgary 17 25 6 40 119 142
Boston 18 24 0 42 140 170 Los Angeles 17 25 6 40 129 162
Otewa 14 22 9 37 122 134 San Jose 17 24 5 39 121 146

YOUNG WOMAN, RESPONSIBLE,
(was officer in Air Force) avaiable imme-

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - An rates
indude VAT:
Single Weekday - N1S 128.70 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
12.87
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
198.90 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 19.89.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 292.50 lor 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
£g_25
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 409.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 40.95.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
526.50 (or IQ words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 52.65.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 994.50
tor 10 worts (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 99.45.
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

diateiy to care for your home Tel 02-
6568431 Hadas

RENTALS
ABU TOR, COTTAGE, 6 + garden. Sate/
rental. Exclusive DE PRONT REAL ES-
TATES. Tel. 02-566-3314. 052-601680.

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4.
garden, basement, parking, long lerm. im-
mediate. (No commission). DIVIROLU
SIAN). Tel 02-5612424.

GIVAT CANADA, BEAUTIFUL, 3 room
lumished apartment, ground floor, park-
ta^private entrance. $750 TeL 02-623-

REHAVIA, MEGIDDO TOWERS, 5
rooms, furnished, parking, Knesset
view. Tel. (03) 620-3584

SALES

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; for Friday 4 p.m on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; (or Friday

BARGAIN OF THE year - Rehavia /
Sha'arei Ghesed. 320 sq.m., only
S895.000. Tel. 02-538-4314. 02-538-
6348.

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday In Tei Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2,3
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLLI SIANL Tel.

02-861-2424.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

DWELLINGS

KATA MON, 1.5, GROUND floor, com-
pact, renovated, quiet, immediate, no re-

altors. TeL 02-678-0670.

General

WHERE TO STAY

REHAVIA (ABARBANEL). LUXURI-
OUS apartment, 5 rooms, spacious.
Broker. TeL 02-567-8086.

DWELLINGS
THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - double rooms with private bathroom,
T.V., telephone. S36-S48 until 20/3/97.
Tel. 02-625-2757, Fate 03-625-1297.

Tel Aviv

5AVION, FOR RENT, large villa, very
luxurious, + pool. Suit diplomat. Exclu-

sive to DE BOTON REALTY. Tel. 03-

534-3356.

Jerusalem Area

FLATMATE
RENTALS

YOUNG LADY 26, secular, looking for
similar to share apartment in Jerusalem
area or surrounds . Cali Michele 02-
5836359-evenings

LUXURIOUS APARTMENT, FULLY
furnished. Shart/Iong term. Tel. 03-605-

5704. fax. 03-605-0075.
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Sampras tops Down
F’eSiCA*-

MELBOURNE (AP) - Pete
Sampras, threatened only by rack-
et strings popping in suffocating
heat, sliced, diced and slammed
young Carlos Moya in straight sets

yesterday to capture a second
Australian Open title and ninth

major championship.
Sampras' 6-2. 6-3, 6-3 victory in

S9 minutes over the 20-year-old

surprise from Spain - the most
one-sided Australian final in eight
years - separated the No. 1

American from all but one of the

greats of, the open era.

Only Bjom Borg, with 1 1 Grand
Slam titles, has more majors than
Sampras since the start of open
tennis in 1968. Sampras had been
tied at eight with Jimmy Connors
and Ivan LendJ. Roy Emerson
leads the all-time men's list wiih
12 majors. Rod Laver won 1 1

-
only five in open play - and Bill

Tilden captured 10 in the 1920s
and ’30s.

“That’s how you base your
career, on Grand Slam titles.”

Sampras said. “I put pressure on
myself to do well in them. To have
won one is a great start to the

year.”

Sampras served 12 aces to

Moya’s two, but it wasn't sheer
power that earned him this title.

World No. 1 shuts down Spain’s Moya in three sets

With the temperature 90 degrees

in the shade and well over 100

degrees on court, Sampras sacri-

ficed speed for placement as he
kept the unseeded Moya guessing
where the ball was going next.

LInlike earlier matches this tour-

nament and in the U.S. Open he
won last year, Sampras coped eas-
ily with the heat this time. He
seemed to be playing so effortless-

ly that the crowd and Moya were
lulled into watching him as if

expecting winner after winner.
Sampras obliged with 38 winners
- 1 1 on volleys - while the base-

line-hugging Moya managed only
13 winners and no volleys.

“Pete, we want a fourth set!” a
spectator yelled after Sampras
took a 3-1 lead on his serve in the

third seL
Sampras responded with a fore-

hand drop shot winner on the next

point
“This is the toughest major I've

won, physically, with the heat and
the heavy balls,” said Sampras,
who had to ice down his aching
right arm after every match and
practice. “The balls are not favor-

able to my game. It’s tough to put

the ball away with these balls.*

Sampras had no desire to let this

match go longer than necessary,

and only a shortage of string or

rackets could have stopped him on
this day. He popped a string in die

second game of the match, anoth-

er one two games later, two more
in the second set, and another in

die third set

Sampras had played enough ten-

nis in this tournament, surviving

two five-setters as he did at the

U.S. Open. But this victory

extended Sampras’ Grand Slam
winning streak to 14 matches.

Sampras said that when he
awoke yesterday he drought about

his late coach, 11m Gullikson, who
was diagnosed with brain cancer

here two years ago. Sampras said

Gullikson would always be on his

mind when be plays.

“This is where it all happened,”

Sampras said. “I'm sure he's look-

ing down and is very happy that I

fought through some tough match-
es."

Sampras, who fell in the third

round at the Australian last year,

spoke to the crowd about how dif-

ficult 1996 had been as he strug-

gled with Gullikson ’s death.

Then Sampras drew a big laugh

from fans when he responded to a

shriek from a female fan: “I love

you. too, babe.”

Seeking to become the first

unseeded Australian Open winner

since Mark Edmondson in 1 976.

Moya looked slower than when he

angles and kick instead of just

brute power.

“He didn’t let me play like I m
, . _ 1 — Xinim mill **Ht»

played against Boris Becker,

Michael Chang and the others he

beat. A loser in the first round of

two majors Iasi year, and the sec-

ond round of two others in his

inaugural circuit of the Grand

Slam, Moya may simply have

been played out, in addition to

being outplayed.

The Spaniard had been on court

13 hours, 42 minutes in his six

previous matches, more than an

hour longer than Sampras.

Moya couldn’t cope with the

variety of spins, slices and volleys

Sampras threw at him. Sampras,

who usually slugs serves in the

120 mph range, closed out the first

gamp, of foe match with a 97 mph
ace. Most of his other aces weren’t

much faster, in part because of foe

soft balls and humid, heavy air,

and in part because he went for

used to playing,” Moya said-

has a good serve and forehana.

and I didn’t feel comfortable at

any moment of the match. I was

not nervous- I was feeling the

same thing like before any match.

“The best thing is to meet him in

the first or second round. The final

is not easy.”
.

Sampras exploited foe weakness

he found in Moya’s two-fisted

backhand. Though Moya had been

able to get away with that chink in

previous matches, warning on foe

strength of his top spin foreband

and all-court craft, he found lam-

self on foe defensive too often and

unable to go to foe net.

Asked what the biggest dung he

learned in the march, Moya said

with a smile: “Who’s foe number

’one.” _ .

Sampras broke hhn for a 3-1

lead at foe start, broke him again

to finish off foe 23-minute first set,

mA from then on foe match was

devoid of drama.
There wasn’t even a deuce game

until the seventh game of foe sec-

ond set The third set was a little

closer, and a little more exciting,

but not much.

heathi

Forest, Chelsea score upsets
LONDON (Reuter) - Two

goals in five minutes by Ian

Woan enabled Nottingham
Forest to rally and beat
Newcastle 2-1 in foe English

FA. Cup fourth round yesterday.

Newcastle's Les Ferdinand
headed home a John Beresford
cross in foe 60th minute.
Forest equalized in foe 76fo

minute when a long range shot
by Woan was deflected past

SO CLOSE - England captain Mike Atherton displays his dis-

may afterjust missing a century yesterday. (fewer)

Newcastle keeper Shaka Hislop

by Beresford.

Four minutes later Beresfotd
miskicked a clearance and Woan
pounced to hammer foe ball into

the top comer from 25 meters.

Chelsea 4, Liverpool 2
Chelsea staged an outstanding

comeback after (railing 2-0 at

half-time.

Liverpool led with goals from
Robbie Fowler after ten minutes
and Stan Collymore 11 minutes
later.

Gianluca Vialli had two goals

for Chelsea in foe fightback.

Mark Hughes mid Gianfranco
Zola each scored one.

a*.

riii

L. *'7 ._

HEADS DP— Newcastle’sRobert Lee (right) watches the ball
with Nottingham Forest’s Des Lyttle yesterday. (feuerj

NHL SCOREBOARD NBA SCOREBOARD
SATURDAY’S RESULTS:
St. Louis 8, Montreal 1

Boston 4, Colorado 1

N.Y. Rangers 7, Pittsburgh 4
Detroit 4, Philadelphia 1

Florida 3, Tampa Bay 2
N.Y. Islanders 3, Chicago 2
Hartford 5, Buffalo 1

Dallas 5, Toronto 1

Anaheim 2, Los Angeles 2, tie

Phoenix 4, Vancouver 0

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest DivisionW L Pet GB W L Pc! GB

Miami 30 11 .732 - Houston 32 11 .744 —
New York 29 13 .690 1’/2 Utah 29 13 .690 Z'U
Washington 21 21 .500 9% Minnesota 19 23 AQ2 12'h
Orlando 19 19 .500 9'k Danas 14 26 25

0

16ift
New Jersey 11 29 275 18’fc Denver 13 30 202 19
Boston 9 30 231 20 San Antonio 11 28 282 19
Philadelphia 9 33 214 217* Vancouver 8 36 .182 24>ft

Central Division
Chicago 37 5 .881 - Pacific Division
Detroit 30 11 .732 Seattle 30 12 .714 _
Atlanta 2B 12 .700 8 LA Lakers 30 12 .714 _
Charione 24 18 .571 13 Portland 25 18 -581 5«ft
Cleveland 23 18 .561 13’fe Sacramento 18 25 .419 127*
Milwaukee 20 21 .488 18’A: LACfippero 18 24 .400 13
Indiana 19 21 .475 17 Golden Sale 16 25 290 1372
Toronto 14 27 341 22’fe • Phoenix 15 27 257 15

SATURDAY’S RESULTS:
Milwaukee 88, Indiana 86
Chicago 110, Toronto 98
Atlanta 95, Boston 90
Cleveland 106, Charlotte 73 - .

Detroit 104, Philadelphia 95
Washington 113, Sacramento 105
Dallas 92, New Jersey 81
Utah 105, Houston 100 (OT)
Portland 101, Minnesota 94
Denver 83, ^nconver 82

FA. Cup fifth

round draw
Draw tor the fifth round of the

EngBsti Football Association (RA.)

n- jxat •- ~

• * :v '•

- r

Cup made yesterday: Birmingham v
Peterborough or Wrexham, Laiocster
v Chelsea, Manchester United or
Wimbledon v Queens Park Rangers,
Bolton or CliestartWd v Nottingham
Forest, Bradford v Sheffield
Wednesday, Manchester City or
Watford v Mddtosbrough, Arsenal or
Leeds v Portsmouth, Derby v
Blackburn or Coventry or Woking.
Has to played on February 13 or

16- Reuter

• -a ‘net*^

A . •«m*Z* UR.
'

CLASSIFIEDS
S’i

-4^ ihiBfiwK
-4U-22 '-ay to

ijt

SHIKUN DAN, BEAUTIFUL new cot-
tage. 6 + large basement, air-conditioned.
YAEL REALTOR (Maldan). Tel. 03-642-
6253.

ENGLISH/HEBREW SPEAKING
CLERIC, independent correajondent, for

export co. TeL 03-570-4111. Zehava.

AU PAIR, KFAR HESS (Sharon), live-in,

5 daw. TeL 09-796-2911 (evenings), 03-
549-o385 (Tafi).

COLOR TELEVISION 18" - 20* in good
condition. TeL 02-533-3250. VEHICLES

SAUES

SEEKING SHORTHAND CLERK, Eng-
lish. Hebrew, P.O.B. 606, Ter Aviv
61006.

Jerusalem

GIVAT HAPRAHM, QUIET, toxvtfOus^S.
newish + balcony, possibly furnished.
YAEL REALTOR. (Malden). Tel. 03-642-
6253.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

ENGLISH COUPLE REQUIRES Ove-in
couple lor cleaning I gardening

, Cae-
sarea. TeL 06-638-1903.

PERSONALS
General

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, friend-
liest families, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Call Hil-

ma, TeL (03) 965-9937.

METAPELET, UVE-IN, FOR young fami-
ly in Ramat Hasharon, excellent loca-
tion. Tei. 03-540-4139.

PASSPORT

PERSONAL

OFFICE STAFF

TEL AVIV, 2 APARTMENTS, each 3
rooms, excellent location, bright, quiet.
Tel. 03-691-2405, 03546-9643.

FORGET THE REST!!! We are the bestl!

The biggest and oldest agency in IsraeL

DWELLINGS

For the highest live-in jobs phone Au
Pair International. Tbl. 03-619-0423.

IMMEDIATE! YOUNG, DYNAMIC, ex-
ecutive secretary. English mother tongue.
C.V. 09-744-9867.

ISRAELI, PLEASANT, 1.76/39, inter-

BMW 525, 1993, 57,000. exoafent con-
dition, less .than list price. TeL 02-561-
2331. (Note corrected teL no).

1 i t

UNRESTRICtED

Southern Coast

RENTALS

DIPLOMAT ENGLISH FAMILY seeks
South African au pair in central Tel Aviv
special conditions. TeL 03-6201195.
052-152002.

IMPORT COMPANY, RA'ANANA. full

time, good English / Hebrew. TeL 09-774-
1636.

Tel Aviv ABIE PALOGE QUALITY CARS:

PURCHASE/SALES

ASHDOD YOD-G1MMEL new, 3-room
apt., 10 min walking distance from
beach, 6th lloor. elevator under con-

ENGLISH SPEAKING NANNY /

housekeeper (Sunday - Thursday , 8-5),
for newborn. Tel 03-642-6515.

Jerusalem
FOR SALE

mm®

WANTED

DWELLINGS

BLACK STANDARD POODLE pimples,
pedigreed, intelligent, sensilwe. and
beauffluL TeL 103) 641-4180

Sharon Area

HIGH SALARY FOR 1 child, good condi-
tions. TeL 03-560-9531

.

SELUNGTBUYINGTTNSTANTCASrf*
Any car. Huge inventory.Bamalns.
Bennatt TeL 02*993-1493:050-316715. .

IlfrS
%

SALES/RENTALS

HERZUYA PTTUAH! LUXURIOUS home
+ ha» dunam, possibility lor pool. For
sale/rent. TeL 050-231-725, (091-955-

IMMEDIATE- LOVELY, WARM, loving
nanny/ moihers helper /houskeeper.
English speaking, Ihre-in/but, central Tei
Aviv/other. S75Q-SS00+. Special posi-
tion. 03-6190423.

BIO-RAD

MISC.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

DANISH AND FINNISH speakers wanted
lor permanent job in Ramat Gan. High
salary. Call Malene at Tel. 03-575-8255.

SALES OFFICE STAFF

SAFED, 3 ROOMS * garden, Improved,
high standard, parquet flooring, a/c.
kitchen cabinets. AH new, readyTor oc-
cupaUon. Last price S1 10.000. TeL (02)

SECRETARYfWORO PROCESSOR OP-
ERATOR, English/Hebrew WORD/Q-
TEXT, for a number d vacancies (mom-
togslaftemoons). TeL 03-629-5706/7.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

SECRETARY, ENGLISH MOTHER
longue + WORD, full time, immediate.
Tel. 03-752-2476.

MEDICAL/NURSING
SITUATIONS VACANT

Dan Region

HOLIDAY RENTALS

OLD KATAMON, QUIET, 3 1/2. large,

solar heating, ground door, immediate.
Tei 02-622-1283.

HYGIENIST AND EXPERIENCED,
motivated Dental assistant, English / He-
brew speaker. TeL 02-582-6786.

OFFICE STAFF

HERZOG, 3. KOSHER, tolly furnished,
short term, from late Feb. Tel/Fax: 02-
671-9080.

BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS t STUDIO-2
rooms. Sen Gurion Biud., tourists / busi-

nessmen, short/iong term. Tal. 03-696-
9092,080-358972.

SALES PERSONNEL
INTELLIGENT SALESPERSON FOR ex-

Hi-TECH COMPANY SEEKS executive
secretary. English mother tongue + typ-
ing. Tel (031 5250975. (091 9S&5425.

For a challenging new project in 1environment we require: J ,n an Internet

1 « C + + softW sa WFA _ __ C _C4-+ software engineers with
b. <b scj 7

Oriented
1

^nv^o^rr^nt
9
P?ef?ri>n

0b
/
ect •

fluent in EngliS,S^v^K^SSSS^ a?^Icants

• Technical Wrs* :Minimum o , » ^ I t © T
1 “ c n n c a I VV r s t

in^mmenteTion^^cw^ent*

*

n

Interested candidates
e

HOUSE SITTING

BEN YEHUDA, STUDIO apartment and
2 loom apartment, toffy tormshed. Short/

tang lerm. Tel. 053-683-063 (NS).

elusive Judaica gallery, days/evenings,
Hebrew. TeL 02-622-1620/1. Sharon Area

Tel Aviv HOUSEHOLD HELP

RS**9 „

m
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score up^.

CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL
MUSIC

MlCHABL A3ZENSTAJDT

Six, young musicians wQi'

compete today for the two
equal prizes, of this, year’s

Francois' Shapxra Compet-”
itionfor Young Musicians
organized by the Amentar :

Israel CultuiahFaaBdation.
The "final stageTates place at .

the Tfcl Aviv Museum. Thfe

Israel Chamber.Orchestra
under Leont» .

Wolf - -will,

accompany each of tfte six
.

finalists- In the brassArcnce

category: (at 5) the finalists

are soprano Dana Glaser
who wiD sing two' arias fay

\ferdi. sojwano Miri Sharoni

who ring. Mozart’s
Exulteae JiibUate, and trum-
pet player Grigory Rivkin
who plays .Haydn’s E fiat __
major Trumpet Concerto. In ’®yomer Va^tech’ by Rina Yerushalmi (above, file photo) plays at

the piano category (at 7) .

^^ Aviv Performing Arts Center,

both Dmitri Steinberg and
Sa’ar Ahuvia play Beethoven’s Third Piano
Concerto and Anna Keisenrian plays Mozart’s
27th' PianO Concerto.

Pandit Sharda Sahai, one of India’s leading
tabla players, and Sangay Sharma on die sarod,

perform a special program of classical Indian
music tonight at tbe lsrael Museum in Jerusalem,
Wednesday at the Tfel Aviv Museum and
Thursday at the Haifa Museum. All at 8:30.

THEATER
Helen Kaye ;*

Musical buffs can sit baclr and enjoy as the

energetic cast of Darnel Schwarfzman’s WOB
(that’s Way Off Broadway) Musical Theater
launches into Fascinating Rhythms, which fea-

tures a 40-minute version of Chicago in die first

half arid a Gershwin medley in the second.
Director Schwartzman adapted the ’20s story of a
woman who really does get away with murder for
the eight-member (so far) theater he founded just

a year ago. Tonight at Yad T rfianim, Ra’anana,
and on Wednesday at ZOA House in lb] Aviv,

both shows at 8:30 p.m. (English)

Rina Yerushalmi's three-and-a-half hour

Vayomer Vayelech is a straight-backed, icono-
clastic exploration of the Bible that is moving,
ironic, witty, apocalyptic and in the end reverent,

in its most positive sense, toward our people's

greatest Book. And all this without changing a
word of die biblical text Yerushalmi is a major
artist and this is a major work superbly executed.

On die stage at the Tel Aviv Performing Arts
Center, tonight and through Thursday, at 8 p.m.

and Friday at 1 p.m. The text is in Hebrew but
. those for whom the Bible is familiar should have

no problem.

TELEVISION
*

Elana Cmpman
””

Glued to the Telly, on the Discovery Channel
takes a look at our television viewing habits.

Unlike other documentaries, the heroes of this

film are the viewers themselves. People who
don’t define themselves as TV addicts still spend

an average ofooe-and-a-halfhours a day glued to

die screen. Using candid camera, archive materi-

al and interviews, this film hies to examine the

impact television has on our lives and why it has

become the “evil” influence- responsible for the

breakdown of society. Tonight at 10 and again

tomorrow at 1 and 5 p.m.
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ACROSS
1 Prevent printing-house
publishing late news (4-5)

8 Make a speedy apology?

(7,6)

• xi Pinching the feet (5)

12 Mainly going in and out (5)

13 Some rubbery-lipped girl

(5)

16 Docking vessel? (6)

17 Let us see what is in the

parcel (6)

18 Not seriously part of the

mam fund (2^3)

19 Ruler affected by pincer

movement (6)

20 Cowboy endlessly tactless

taking nothing on (6)

21 Long way to church, its

ridiculous (5)

24Start affwithont a meal (5)

28Fellow with worn out
wrinkle (5)

27 Forwhat it’s worth, that is

the extent of the course

C2A?A4>
28Way to proceed by one

who’s abnormally
battle-shy (2,7)

DOWN
2 Card having a run round!

(5)

3 Model has sleep disturbed
going1 round pound (6)

4 Unusually valuable item
(6)

6 View a rifleman overlooks

(5)

6 One who certainly knows
• whathe saw (6,7)

7 It’s prepared to do some
calculations for you (5,8)

9Accumulate a reserve
supply (9)

10 Barber's shop or expensive
nightclub (4-5)

13 Case of cheese, French
initially (5)

14Mention whistler
expressing reluctance (5)

15 Nothing is taken from the

room despite sudden
movement forward (5)

22 Abishopwith abook that's

notorious! (6)

23 Vehicle in a keel-shaped

ridge (6)

25 Highly intoxicating? (5)

28 Goods not about to be
into battle (5)

SOLUTIONS

fjKQ’juiaiao
a u a a a u a
aoaaaaaa QaasennsoHaaaw
sEnaaiQQSs anaas
a a h n aas aascnaa
a a a h
aanaama qbeb
Q 13 H 0 HO
hhqld aEmasaasanaaaasaa
SQScama Haraanaa
a a a a a a a
amaania Qaaassa
Yesterday's QuickSolotion

ACROSS: T Ceatre, 8 latter, 10

Riposte, 11 Stern, ISEach, LSStars.

17 Cited*. 18 Firm, 3S Often, 3S
Heptane,M Vtower, SB latest.

DOWN: 1 Scarlet,8 Inspect,3Frisk,
4 Censure, S Utter, 6 Wren*. 8
Testament. 14 Slender, 15 Bhralet,

18 Amnesty. IS Solve. SO Steep, 21

Spent.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
5 Level surface (5)

8 Uttering (8)

9 Sheepish (5)

10Render unfit to
eat (8)

11 Smart (slang) (5)

14 Fitting (3)

16 Qal-mari down (6)

17 Continent (6)

18Amount (S)

20Rogue (5)

24Mileameter (8)

25 SmaD shrimp-like
creatures (5f

26 French resort (2,6)

27 That is to say (2^)

DOWN
1 Stagewhisper (6)

2 Mock assault (6)

3Steak(anag.)(5)

4 Envelop (6)

6 Dynamic person

7 Unrivalled thing
(8)

12Darkened (8)

IS Spur (8)

14 Commercials (3)

15 Scottish cap
(colloq) (3)

19 Modernise (6)

21 Foolish smile (5)

22 Ceases (5)

23Fad (5)

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News flash
Ml News in Arabic
6:45 Good Morning,
Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

6:00 Computers and
the Internet

6:30 Spoken Arabic
9:00 Without Secrets
th20 Nature
9^5 Programs lor the
very young
10:15 Science
10:40 English
11:10 Soda] Sciences
11:40 Tolerance
12:10 Science
12:30 History
13.-00 In the Heat <*
the Night
14:00 Surprise Train

1420 Killy Cal and
Torrmy
1435 Etabar the

15:00 Ayeiefs Kitchen
15:10 WRhout Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Tmytown Tales
15-^0 Bodv
18:00 Afraid of

the Dark?
16^5 Dubileh- five

TV game
16:45 Super Ben
1655 Zap to Basel
1&59 A New Evening
17:34 Zappy Books -
chfldren’S literature

18:15 News in Eng&sh
ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport
18:55 Ramadan

19:00 News
HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19-JO Newsflash
19:31 What a
Wondwlul Trip -ani-

mated movie about
Wallace and his faih-

fut dog, GrorraL who
five in a anal town in

the north of

Winner of the I

Academy Prize tor

Short animated films.

(30 mins.)

20:00 News
20:45 Popofitica

22:10 Backtrack with

Ehud Manor
22:35 Into the Fre -
part 3
23^0 News
OOM VBse ofthePay

CHANNEL 2

fe15 Today's
PrO^ams
6:30 Sharkey and

7MI
Magazine
9:00 Santa Barbra
10d)0 Pabto
11X10 A Man of the

People
Tiao Five Chtten
and It

laoo Doug. .

.

1230 Basic Arabic
13:00 Open Cards
14:00 Echo Point

14:30 Tic Tac-qub
show

15.

-00 Super Duper
15:30 Make a Wish

16.

-00 The Bold and
the Beautiful

17:00 News
iwtthRafl

17:30 I Love Lucy
18:00 French pro-
grams
19:30 News hearfines
19:35 Roseanne
20:00 Islam in the
W6S!
20:30 Babylon 5
21:10 The Lazarus
Man
22:00 News to

English
22:25 Journey tore

Islam
23tf0 Under
Suspicion
23:50 Miniseries

1:15 Ramadan taBs

MDDLE EASTTV

7rtX) TV Shop
14:30 The 700 Club
15.-00 Gerbert
16^5 Death Squad

-

feature fifrn

1&55 FamDy ChaBenga
17:40 Family Matters
18:05 Saved by the Befi

18:30 Larry long
19:30 World News
Tonight (Arabic)

20^0 Cosby
20-.25 Tommy Cooper
2£b50 Major Dad r

21:15 Diagnosis Murder
22:05 Mattock
23:00 CNN
23:30 The 700 Cbb
00:00 Quantum
Shopping

CABLE
fTV3(33)

16:00 Cartoons
16:30 Vadn and
Bahaya
17:30 Panorama
18rt0 Amores
19^)0 News to Arabic

19:30 Doctors Tafic

20XK) News
20:45 International Art

Magazine
21:15 DeadfaH (1993)

-aeon man who has
atways worked with

his fattier faRs apart

after he acddentalh
kashfm. wahl

(94 mins.)

i Auto Classics

ETV2 (23)

15^0 All Tog^er Now
16:00 Animats of the
Mecfilerranean

16^5 Scientific Eye
17KX) Fruits of the
Earth

17^30 Phenomenal
World
18:00 Basic Arabic
16:30 Faniy
Relations

IBM) Computers and
the Internet

19:30 Vs h Vis

2000A New Evening
-vrih Russian subti-

tles

20:30 Cybemews
21^)0 Star Trek The
Next Generation
21:45 Video Cflps

22:00 Female

t Situation-deo-

17:30 ZahuZeh
18.-00 McKenna- the
adventures of a tamiy
in Oregon
19H)0 Pacfito Blue
20:00 News
20-.30 It’S Nathtog-
entertainmentwfth
AvriGflad

21:45 Cten SNkxi Live

23.-20 YbsMtoWer
00:00 News
OOdfiNghtOwtsTak
2M> On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

13:00 Prograns for

Ramadan
1330 Cartoons
14:30 Deep Water
Haven
15:00 Movie
16^0 Programs far

Ramadan

23^5 RevoUtons to

the Modem Era

FAMLY
CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Oprah Winfrey
9X)0 One Life to Uvb
(rpt)

9^5 The Young and
the Restless (rpt)

10:30 Days a Our
Lives (rpt)

1130 PeriaNegra (rpt)

12:10 Neighbors (rpt)

1&35 Dates (rpt)

13:30 Purstd of

Newsroom
120 North of 60

MOVIE
CHAWEL (4)

11:30 Spring Fewer
(1983) -story of an
adolescent who detfi-

cates her file to

becoming a tennis
star (95 mins.)
13:10 SpeBbound
(1945) —Alfred
h&tchcock siepense
drama with

Grant and lr

Bergman (rat)

15:05 Seeing Stars
15:55 O’Hara’S Wife
HB82)_lrpt)
17^0 Sotu-Ptboous

(1995) - a widow rate-

es her husbanefs ch3-

eken as her own. until

their biological mother
shows ire after 10
years (88 trttns.)

1855 Sirga (1993) -
an enchanting African

fairytale. A young
boy is bom with spe-
cial powers of com-
munication with an*-

mals. When he is kid-

napped and sold into

slavery, he mutt use
his powers (88 mins.)

20^25 Desperate
Journey (1993) - a
pregnant woman on a
cruise gets cau^it in

a tropical storm and
mutt survive on a
fifeboat for 10 days.
With Mel Harris (88
mins.)

22&0 Hotel Sorrento

(1994) -after their

fathers death, three
Australian sisters

return lo the house
where they grew up-
The meeting gives
rise to old rrvttries

and jealousies, and
also raises questions
about progress and
the Americanization ol

Australian society.

(107 mins.)

23:50 Rules of

Murder (1992) -a
young man brought

up by a mobster tries

to break away from

the mob (88 mins.)

1:25 Town Bully

I198Q) {rpO
3:00 Highway to Hell

(1992) - a young cou-
ple on their honey-
moon get caught in

an mtoRftnensnnaf
trap and are sent to

hefi (90 mins-)

CHLDRBf(6)

6:30 Cartoons
9ri» Nis Httgersson
9£0 The Center of

Things
9--4S Pink Panther
Show
1(h20 My Brother and
Me
1(h45 The Center of

Things
11:05 CaOxnia
Dreams
11^5 Lfttfe University

12:00 Gust -
Chfldren’S Olympicsm
1230 Hugo
13.D0 Surprise

Garden
13:10 Free WBy
13:40 Inspector

RIME T

Backtrack

with Ehud
Manor

Into the Fire

(pl 3)

News

ftls Nothing

Dan Stolon

Uve

Local

broadcast

PeriaNegra

The Naked

Truth

Ned and
Stacey

Frasier

Hope and
Gloria

The Draw

Carey Show

T V

Desperate

Journey

Hotel

Sorrento

Roeko’s
Modem
Life and
Ren &
Sbmpy
Mamed
With
Children
Roseanne
Lois and
Clark

Red

Orchestra

First

[Tuesday:

Vodka Dons

Living hi

Africa (pL 3)

Taste of the

Caribbean

(pl 3)

Glued to the

Telly

First

Tuesday

(French. 1989) -the
true story of a spy
ring am by Jems,
whtoh helped the Red
Army in its fight

against ttie Nazis
(122 mins.)
23:20 The Red Ckcie
(French, 1970) - an
ex-con plans a daring
robbery. His partners
in crime are an
escaped convict and
an ex-cop. With Alain
Delon and Yves
Montand. (134 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University.

Money Lenders, port

3; Advertising

Psychology;

Understanding
Financial Reports
12:00 Island of the
Monkey God (rpt)

13:00 Beyond 2000 (rpt)

1330 New World:

Saving the Planet (rpl)

14:00 Open

1430 The LBtie Bits

1430 N3s Hotgeraeon
1530 The Center of

Things
1535 PWc Panther
SHow
15:50 Ocean Giri

1635 The Center of

University (rpt)

ZOKJORrtt Tuesday:
VOdca Dons - docu-
mentary about new-
immigrant mate to the

US. which includes

numerous Jews from
Ukraine and Russia.

These Little Odessa
mobsters are known
for their ruthlessness

and cruelty.

21:00 Living to Africa,

part 3 -Zambia
2130 Taste ofthe .

Caribbean, part,3L __

.

Cuba
2230 Glued to the
Tely-TV viewing

habits and addebon
2330 First Tuesday:
Vocka Dons (rpt)

0030 Open
University (rpt)

SUPER CHAIMEL

630 Adventures
730 Executive

14:10 Rosie OTWB
15:00 Oprah Wrttrey
1550 Days ofOw Lives

16:40 Neighbors
17:10 Dates
1830 One Lib to live

18:45 The Young and
the Restless
1930 Local broadcast

2030 Parte Negra
2050The Mateo Truth

2lrJ5 Ned and

21:40 Frasier

2235 Hope and Gloria

22:30 The Drew
Carey Show
23:20 Night Stand
With Dk* Dietrick

23^5 Law and Order
0Q30BSK3

1635 Harry md the

Hendersons
1735 LStte Urweraty
1730 Shesh-Tus
1830 Hugo
1830 Loony Toons
18:40 Berenstefn Beas
1930 Uttie Mouse on
the Prarie
1930 Bottle- new
five show wflh Amos
Shuv
20:00 Roctote
Modem Ufe and Ren
&Stfcnpy
2035 Married Wlh
Chfldren

2030 Roseanne
21:15 Lois and dark

SECOTO
SHOWING (6)

2230 Red Orchestra

7:30 Travel Express
830 Today
1030 Wall Street

Morning Reports
1130 European
Money Wheel
1530 Wall Street

Morning Reports
17:00 MSNBC -The
Site

18:00 National

Geogaphlc
1930 Fashion Fite

19:30 The Ticket

20:00 The Selna
Scott Show
2130 Datefine

2230 NHL Hockey
2330 The Best of

The Tonight Show
wfth Jay Lr

0030 The Best of

Late Mght with Conan
OBrien
1:00 The Best of

MOVIES

Later wflh Gleg
Kirmear

130 hBC News with

Tom Brokaw
2:00 The Best of the
Tonight Show with

Jay Leno
330 MSNBC
Interrtight - five

STAR PLUS

6:00 Anne WSan's
Look and Cook
630 Video Fashion
E^iows *

7:00 Kate and Aflb
7:30 Ofxah Winfrey

8:30 Dynasty
9:30 Santa Barbara
10:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

11:00 Buniyaad
1130 Lifeline

12:00 Home andAway
12:30 Land of the

Giants
13:30 Black Stafion

1430 Kate and Alie
14:30 Anne WSan's
Look and Cook
1530 AmullmSa Show
15:30 Star News to

Hindi

1630 Small Wonder
1630 The Bold and
theBeautSul
17:00 Imtihan

17:30 Star News
1830 Yes, Minister

1830 Chicago Hope
19:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

20:00 Santa Barbara
21:00 X-Fles
22:00 Star Trek
2330 Quincy
0030 Qprah Winfrey

1:00 Bamaby Jones
200 Home and Away
2:30 The Sufflvans

CHANNEL 5

j
P30 Bodteft to 1i&Sd".7
1630 Botfies In Motion

1630 Dangerous
'Games
17:30 Superbowl
XXXI - repeat from
last night

2030 NCAA
Battretbafl

2230 Engish League
Soccer- roundup

EUROSPORT

9:30 Tennis:

Austrafian Open -the
two finals

13:00 Bobsled
Raring: World
Championship,
Switzerland
15:00 Triathlon:

Winter Cup, Austria

1630 Bobsled
Racing: Work! Cup.
Poland
17:00 Afabe String

^^M^wimmtog:
World Cup. Finland

19:00 Soccer World
Ci^} Legends
2030 Sceltton: World
Cup. France
20:30 Bobsled

j; World Cup,

21:00 Speed Wbrid
2330 Iron Man
0030 Eurogoals

1:00 Bilfianfe 1997
European League

PRIME SPORTS

5:00 Indian League
Soccer
730 NBA Game of

the Week - Utah vs.

Houston (rpt)

9:00 Showjumping
9:30 NFL Siperbowl
(rpt)

13:30 Cricket India

Tour of South Africa

-

roundup
14:30 Cricket India

Tour of South Africa

-

India vs. Zimbabwe
22:30 Golf: Best of

China Open
0030 Showjumping
1:30 Rugby:
Heineken Club
Champkinst^
2:30 Asian Soccer
Show

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
635 The Money
Programme
10:15 The Money
Programme (rpt)

11:30 Top Gear (rpt)

1435 Assignment (rpQ

15:15 World Business
Report
15:30 Asia-Pacific

Newshour
18:30 Fflm >97

17:15 The Money
Programme
1830 The Clothes
Show (rpt)

19:30 Tomorrow's
World (rpt)

2235 The Money
Programme
22:45 Budding Sights
(rpt)

23:30 Holiday

,.jOQ30 Wbrid News
..and Business Report
2:10 News hfaht--

330 Asia Today

CNN
INTERNATIONAL

News throughout
the day
830 Pinnacle Report
8:30 World View (rpt)

9:30 World Sport
11:30 CNN
Newsroom
12:30 Headflne News
13:00 Business Day
13:30 CNN American
Edition

13:45 Q &A
14:00 Asian News
14:30 World Sport
1530 Asian News
1530 Business Asia
16:00 Larry King Live

T730 World Sport (rpt)

18:30 CNN Computer
Connection
1930 Q& A
20:45 CNN American
Ecfition

21:00 World Business
Today
21:30 Worid News
2230 Larry King (rpt)

23:00 Eiiopean News
23:30 Investigative

Reports
00:00 Wbrid Business
Today
0030 Wbrid Sport

1:00 World News
Siavey
230 Moneyftoe

SKY NEWS

News on the hour
6:30 CSS Weekend
News
730 ABC Wbrid News
1130 wafer's World

12:30 The Book Show
13:30 CBS Morning
News
16:30 Live from
Parliament

19:00 Live at Five

20:30 Tonight With

Adam Boulton

21:30 Sportline

22:30 Business
Report
1:30 CBS Evening

News
230 ABC World News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

&06 Morning Concert

935 Rautavaara:
Angel of Light sym-
phony no 7; Thomas
Patman: Tango
Catofioo; Piazzoia:

Close Your Eyes and
Listen, Laura's
Dream: Villa-Lobos:

String quartet no 6;

From Gesualdo to

Sting - Saxophones
Quartet in arrange-

ments of works by
Gesualdo. Byrd,

Praetorius.

Frescobakfi, Bach,
Mozart, Gounod,
Faurg, Gershwin,
Shostakovich.
Piazzoia, Lennon--..-, j

McCartney Sting —

L

12:00 Light Classical i

-Neapoman songs

l

by Giuseppe di

ifano (tenor)

13:00 Countertenor
Gerard Lesne - Orth
Carmina Burana (with

Toutouse/Ptasson)
1436 Encore
15:00 Cyde of Works
- Beethoven's piano
concertos
16:00 Early music
1730 Etnahte- five

broadcast from Henry
Crown Auditorium,

Jerusalem. Special

concert of Schubert's

works marking bicen-
tenary of his birth.

Bracha Eden.
Alexander Tamir
(piano 4 hands), CSa
Grossmeyer (sopra-

no), Zvi Zemtt (piano),

Migvan Ensemble-
Fantasy in F minor for

piano 4 hands D940:
selection of songs;
Octet in FD803
19:00 Ratobow of

Sounds
2035 Schumann:
Piano quintet in F flat

op 44; Mendelssohn:
Piano concerto no 1

21:00 A Matter of

Agreement
23:00 Just Jazz

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE PrtsdDa 5, 930 *
Docunerro Fanny end Alexander 930
G.G. GIL Jerusatem MaS (Matte) =
6788448 First Wtves Chib • Qtouner Man
• DayflghMMc. Ratable 4:45,7:15,945 *
Suvnrfng Picasso 7:15, 9:45 *
Dtagonheart 4:45 * A Time to KM
Steepens 430. 7:15. 10 * Gddte 4:45

J^USALEM THEATER 20 Marcus St.

« 5610011 Brattang the Waves 6 9 *
Jane Eyre 7, 930 RAV CHEN 1-7 *
6792799 Cretffi Card Reservations *
5794477 Rav-Macrier BuBdna 19 Hateman
St, Tabtat Ransom 5.7:15,945 * Emma
5,73d, 945 * The Mtoror HasTWO Races
4:45, 7:15, 9^5 * Ertta 430. 7:15,9^5 *
SomeMMherteSon 5,730,9:45 Srte^the

7:15.9:45 *• LaCommonie weekdays 5
TEL AVIV
CfNEMATHHaUE Breaking the Waves
4. 7, 10 Faro Document17 * Scenes
Ftom a Marriage 9 GAT Evtta 43a
7:15, 9:45 GORDO»S2X^2

t
MsdBa&

10 * Citizen Kane 6 G.G. HOD 1-4=
5225226 Hod Passage, 101 DtoengoB SL
Ffrst Wives Ctob 5.730, 10 Gltomw
Man 5, 73a 10 * Sunrivtog Picasso 5.

730. 10 * Steepens 4307 715. 10 *
DragonhearttePaytigm LEV Seaets
endues 11:15 am, 2. 430, 7:15.9*6 *
Stealing Beauty 1:15. 730. 10 *
TratospotOnq ±15, 10 Antontefis Line
11:15 a.m,5:l5 * LaCeremorrie 11:45

am, 2:15, 730, 10 * LaAtfinaBetthrB 1,

5 * The lYuth About Cats and Dogs 11

am. 3. 4:45. 730 G.G. PE^R Fbst
Wives CtubMti. ReSabte 5, 73a 10 *
Steepen 43a 7:15. 10 * SuvMna
Picasso 5.73a 10 * A Time toKB 430.
7ri5. 10 RAVCHEN «
5282288 tzenoofl Center Ransom 230,
St 730, &45 * todepedence Day 4:15i,7,
9:45 * DiaboOque 1130 am 230, 5.

730.9:45 Last ManStanrftu 5, 730,
9-A5 * Long Kiss GoorMttn 1130 am
231 5, 730. 9:45 FWV-OR 1-S «
5102674 Opera House Some Mother’s
SontSheteTheOne 5,730,9:45 * The
Iftrer Has Iteo Faces 4:46.7:15,9:45
Thai Thing You Do 9:45 Lone Star

4>45. 7:16. 9A5 * Emma 5,730 G.G.
TEL AVIV • 5281181 65 Pinstor St

Sa^^^TllpA^iv musSjm
BwMng Joy 5,8.10

HAIFA
CtUaHA CAFE AMAMf *8325755
Breaking the Waves 8:45. 930 La
Ceremonies 7:15. 930 A72MON
Daytighttomtospotitog 43a 7. 9:15 *
Dragonheart 43a T 930 Reefing

Minnesota 4:15. 8:45, 9:15 * The Truth
About Cats and Dogs 4:15, 6:45. 9:15
CINEMATHEQUE Shame 930
GLOBBCTTY Steepen 4:45,7:15,10 *

Mane EyreTTrst Wives Club
,9-45 * hk. Railabte 4:45, 7:15,

1 CAFE *8643854 Secrets
endues 7:15, 9t45ORLYSome Motherte
Son 7. 415 PANORAMA First Wives
Club 430. 7. 930 Sleepers 4:1 E

930 * Jane Eyre 430, 7, 930 RAV
1*2 « 8874311 Long Kiss
Goodnlgwnansom 430,7.9:15. RAV
MOR Evfta 4,7.930 * Ransom 430.

* Striptease 7. 930 * Brnma 430, 7. 930 * The
Mirror Has TVro Fteces 430. 7. 930 *
Shete the One 445.7,930 RAV-OR 1-

3 * 8246553 The Mirror Has Two Faces
430.7.930 * Evtta 4.845.930
AR>LA
RAV CHEN TWO Much 7. 930 *
Ransom 7.930 + Long Kiss GoocMgM
7.930
Arad
STAR Dayfight 7:15, 9:45 * That Thing
You Do 7^S * Long Kiss GtoodrdgW
9:45 * Bnma 7:15,8:45 ASHDOD
G.G. GIL * 8847202
GorxtoJght 445, 7:15. 10 *
BeautytoThe Truth About Cats

srtszrainje&g
« 711223 Siamers 7,9:45 * Dayfigh}

•First Whies Club 5. 73a 10 RAV

Cats And Dogs 5.730,945 * Steepens
4.7.945
BEfeRSHEBA
G.G. GIL GSmmer Man • Dregonheartte
Tratospotting •Mission Impossible 5,

730, 10 G.G. ORI Daylight «Sisvtvtog

Picasso f%st Wtves Club. 5,730, 10 *
7, 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 «

Ransom 5, 7:15, 945 w Long
KjssGootMght 5, 73a 945 * BreaWng
theWaves 779:45 * Evtta 43a 7:15. 945
HADERA
LEV Ransom 730. 10 * SleepersttLone

Sla 7.930 * Bnma 730, 10
HERZUYA
COLONY Lone Star
Evtta 5, 745. 10:15
Mirror Has Two Faces
xr589068The FirstWivesClub 730,10

7115.945 * Ransom 730. 10

Bound DWThe Hunchback of Notre Dame
7,930

5. 73a 10
CHENRansom 5,7:15.945*'
the waves 7.945 * Brtta 43a 7:1 £

9:45 * Thtogs To Do to

DenverttDteboOque ttmat Thing You Do

G.a GIL * 729977" Rret Wives Club
•Deyfi^it • Tr^nspotrhig#Survtvtng
Picasso 5. 730, 10 * Sleepers 7.045
RAV CHEN Long Kiss Goodrightttnie

Ttuttt About Cats and Dogs 5, 730,945
* TheMm>r Has TVro Faces 445,7:15,

945 * Rraisom 5, 7:15. 9:45 * Lone
Star 7:15.945 * JingleAB the Way 5
BAT YAM
RAVChEN Long Wss OocxtiUght 5.

73a 9:45 * The Mtow Has Thro Aces
44^7:15.945 * Dawflatlt 5. 73a 945
* Ransom 5.7^5.945 * First Wives
Club 5.730,945 * The ThiOt About

5.745,10:15 *
HOLBAY The
730. 10 STAR

CINEMA Diabollque • Ransom •
Gftnmer Man 7.930
KFARSAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 First Whies Chib#
Ransom 5. 73a 10 * Sleepers 430.
7:15, 10 * Breaking the Waves 415, 7,

945 * Jane Eyre • Secrets and Lies

4M.7-.15J0 ^kirVatbiauk
G.G. GIL Sleepers 7,930 * Long Kiss
Gooctotoit 7,930 *TheMrrarHaslWo
fteces#n» Truth About Cals and Dims
7, 930 * DaySghWThs Fkst Wives
CU>#JaneEyre 445,7,930 * GOmmer
Man 7.930 * Dragonheart 4:45
kiryaT SHMONAT
aaGiLi
Mirror HasTWO Faces 43a 7.

1

LOO
STAR DtaboAque#DayligM 730. 10*
Kinqptn 10 * Long IQss Goodnight 730
UW>ER NAZARETH
G.GG1L FkstWives ChtoBOiabofique#
Dayfigtot #The Minor Has Two Faces
•Stealing Beauty 430, 7, 930 *
RansomtSteepers 43a 7:15. 10
NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 Dayfi^ •
Surviving Picasso • First Wives Club 5,

730. 10 * Sleepers 7TI5. 10
NETANYA
GLG. GIL 1-5 * 028452
DayfighWSte8ling Beauty#First Wives
CUMJane Eyre 5,730.10 Sleepers

43a 7:15, 10 RAV CHB4 Ransom 5.

7:15. 945 * The Mirror Has TWO Faces
4:45. 7:15 * SheWTheOno 9:45 * Long
Kbs Gootkiight 5, 730. 945 * Evtta

430, 7:15, 945 * Ma0Ma#Homeward

G.GL GIL 1-4 Da
BeautyBThe Minor Has TYro Faces
730. 10 Sleepers 7:15. 10
PETAH T1KVA
GLG. HECHAL Ransom 5, 730. 10 w

Kiss GoodrrigM 430. 7:15. 10 *
CM 5. 730, 10G.G. RAM 1-3 *
318 Emma • Bound • DtaboBque

730. 10 SIRKIN The Mirror Has TWo
Faces#RrstWftvesCkib#TheThJthAbout
Catsaid Dogs#Dragonheart 5,730, 10*
Secrets and UosteCfccpcre 430. 7:15, 10
RA’ANANA
PARK Secrets and Lies 4:45, 7:15, 10 *
Ransom 4:45. 7:15, 10 * Fbst Wives
Club#Evtta 4:45.7:15. 10 * Sleepers 10
* The Mirror Has Two Faces 7:15
RAMATGAN
RAVGAN 1-4 tr 6197121 Evfta 43a
7:15,945 * Sleepers 7.9:45 * Tire
Mirror Has IWo Faces 4:45.7:15,945 *
The Rrat Wives Club 5,73a 945 RAV-
OASIS 1-3 w 6730687 Long Kiss
GoodreghfPayftghl 5, 730, 9:45 *
Ransom 5, 7:15. 9:45 RAMAT
HASHARON KOKHAV Breaktog the
Waves 7JQREHOVbr
CHEN Jane Eyre 730,10 * Breaking
theWaves 7,9:45 * Sleepers 7, 945 *
Secrets and Lies 7,

445 7:1S. ,945 * Evita 430. 7:15. 9:45

GAL 1-5 w 9619669 Trai
S)*teter#Wsston torposstote 730. U

_ 7-' • Wives Club 5,
1.—.10.* Secretsand Lies 6:45.9:45
Dragonhaart 445 RAV CHEN
FteTOommxKio Kiss GoodnkcM 5.7:15,

Jff * The Mirror Has TWo feces 4:45,
7:15,945 * Evtta 430.7:15.9:45 STAR
Steepere 7:15. 10 * The Moor Has TVro

JamHa 73a 10 * The
Tr^h About Cats and Dogs 7:3110YcHUD
RAV CHEN Ransom 5, 7:15. 9:45 *
Brtta 430. 7:15, 9:45 * Long Kbs|o^^5,730.945 * She'sTheOne

Prior® reservatians: TeJ Aviv 5252244 Phone
roservanone Haifa 728876

General Assistance and Where To Go listings now appear on Page 9.
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Gov’t: PA Charter

must be amended

Labor MK Yossi Beilin (left) and Likud MK Michael Eitan (second from right) present their pro*'

posal to President Ezer Weizman yesterday. {Brian Hewa»i

Highlights of Beilin-Eitan

final agreement position paper

By EffilYM OOBDOU

The Palestinian Authority’s
failure to . amend the PLO
Covenant is a gross violation of
the Oslo Accords, the govern-
ment declared yesterday in an
official statement by the

Government Press Office.

According to the Prime
Minister’s Office, die statement
was pat cat in response to the

American “note for the record"
accompanying the Hebron agree-
ment, which detailed unfulfilled

Israeli -and Palestinian commit-
ments. Since the topics listed in

this note are expected to be major

covenant, since much of die world
- including the previous Labor
government - accepted PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat’s claim

that the covenant was in fact

changed last April.

The statement was prepared
before Arafat's weekend inter-

views in Paris, in which he said he
would not amend the charter until

Israel adopts a constitution,

according to an official in the

Prime Minister’s Office.

In its five-page statement, the

GPO noted that amending the

covenant to eliminate the numer-
ous articles calling for Israel's

destruction was the first promise
topics for negotiation in the com- - Arafat made to then prime minis-
ing months, the government con- ter Yitzhak Rabin, in the famous
sidered it important to begin an : exchange of letters in September
information campaign on how the

PA has violated its commitments
in these areas and why rectifica-

tion of these violations is cmciaL
Such a campaign is especially nec-
essary with respect to the

1993. Two years later, in the

September.
_

1995 Interim

Agreement, a deadline was finally

attached to this promise: The
covenant was to be amended no
later than two months alter the

inauguration of the phlestiniaq

Coundl, or May 7, 199& ;;
. .

On April 24, 1996, the Palestine _

National Council approved a reso-

lution to "‘amend the National .

Charter by cancelling the articles

that are contrary to the letters

exchanged between the FLO. and

the government of Israel on
'

September 9 and 10, 1993,” the •

GPO noted. It also authorized

establishment of a legal subcom-
mittee to. “redraft the National

Charter.*’

However, the GPO said, the.

resolution to amend the charter

has no validity under interna-

tionally recognized legal princi-
.

-

pies, because it did not specify

which articles of the covenant

were amended. Amendments to a

legal document are only legally

valid if they are properly

approved by an authorized body
which knows exactly what the

changes in question are, the GPO
said.

Forecast: Party cloudy.

AROUND THE WORLD

Members of Knesset from the

Likud-Gesber-Tsomet faction

and from the Labor faction came
together with the common
objective of clarifying the areas

of agreement and disagreement
between them regarding the

future negotiations with the

Palestinians on a permanent set-

tlement. Following a series of
discussions and clarifications

they have arrived at the conclu-

sion that it is necessary to reach

a national consensus on the

basis of the following three prin-

ciples:

A. It is necessary to continue the

dialogue with die Palestinian rep-

resentatives and to pursue exhaus-
tively every opportunity to
achieve a permanent agreement
with them. In the framework of
such an agreement it is necessary

to permit the establishment of a
Palestinian entity whose status

will be determined in negotiations

between the parties and the limits

on the sovereignty of which will

be discussed in the following sec-

tions.

B. Under conditions of peace
and following the achievement
of an agreement on the issue of
the permanent settlement, the

State of Israel must preserve its

ability to prevent every attack or
risk of an attack on its territorial

integrity, the safety of its citi-

zens and their property and its

vital interest in Israel and in the

world.

C. No agreement signed by the

Israeli government can include a
commitment to uproot lewish set-

tlements in the Western Land of
Israel nor will any agreement
compromise the rights of the resi-

dents to keep their Israeli citizen-

ship and their ties as individuals

and as a community with the State

of Israel.

• There will be no return to the

1 967 borders.

The Palestinian entity will be
demilitarized and it will have no
army.

• No foreign army may be sta-

tioned with the boundaries of the

Palestinian entity.

• Jerusalem, the capital of Israel,

with its existing municipal bor-

ders. will be a single, unified city

within sovereign Israel.

- Within the framework of the

municipal government the

Palestinian residents of Arab
neighborhoods in Jerusalem will

receive a status that will allow

them to share in the responsibility

of the administration of their lives

in the city.

• The right of the State of Israel

to prevent"the entry of Palestinian

refugees into its sovereign territo-

ry will be recognized.
• An international organization

will be founded, in which Israel

will play an important role, with
the goal of financing any carry-
ing out projects for compensa-
tion and rehabilitation of the

refugees in their places. The
organization will also address
Israeli claims for reparations for
Jewish refugees from Arab coun-
tries.
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Albright pledges

to work to achieve
Israeli-Syrian pact

By HftlEL KITITLEB

WASHINGTON - Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright pledged
yesterday to work to achieve an
Israeli-Syrian agreement but sig-

naled that the parties had a bit to

prove to her first

Asked on NBC's Meet the
Press whether she would follow
Warren Christopher's path and
visit Syria more than 20 times
over four years, Albright said her
travel plans "will depend upon
whether it is right for me to go
there.”

“It is important for us to make
sure this moves forward, but we
cannot be more serious about hav-
ing that track move forward than

the parties themselves,” she

added.

Albright’s first overseas trip

will be next month to Europe and
Asia.

She also asserted that the Saudis
“have been cooperative” in inves-

tigating last summer’s Dhahran
bombing, a statement that runs
counter to opinions voiced last

week by Attorney General Janet
Reno and FBI director Louis
Freeh.

“It continues to be a high priori-

Winning cards

In yesterday’s daily Chance
drawing, the winning cards
were the ace of spades, the nine
of hearts, the 10 of diamonds
and the seven of chibs.

ty of President Clinton and obvi-

ously then of me to make sure we
get a comprehensive peace in the

Middle East,” she said of visiting

die region.

“We have made great strides

recently in the Hebron agreement
and there is a dynamism in the

Palestinian-Israeli track. Getting

the Syrian-lsraeli track back
moving is also important and we
want to be involved in working
out a formula to make that hap-
pen."
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